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AB§TRACT

The village of Tununak on Nelson Island in
southwestern Alaska was the site of this field investigation into
ESkimo children's gamet.. The focus of investigation was the
relationship between role structure in the community and player'
organization in games; the expressive nature of games as defined by
specific values reflected in games and game behavior Was also
investigated. Due to the reserved nature of the Tununak people, the
method of investigation was, primarily observational, although J
questions were addressed td and answered by an atypical'girl, two
established white teachers, and an island native living off the
Island who had returned for a summer visit. Results indicated: that
there was a Correlatiom in traditional Eskimo society between
complexity of societal role structure.and player' organization in
games; that "while culture change had affected community role
structure dramatically, such role changes were not reflected in game
role organization; that Eskimos had adopted many new games and Lew
types of games, but the organization. of players remained essentially
similar to that of their traditional games.(it was suggested that
this was due to the influence'of conservative cultural values still
o'ilerativesin this society); that values had not changed at the same
rate as other aspects of this Eskimo culture, and gates preferred by
contemporary Eskimos here were still those in which game role
organization and rules were consistant with the traditional cultural'
value system. (Author/47C)-
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ABSTRACT

Eight months' field investigation into Eskimo children's games in
an Alaskan village were undertaken to discover the relatiodship between
role structure in the community and player organization in games as well
as to explore the expressive nature of games by, defining specifically
1
what values are reflected in games and game behavior.
It was learned that a correlation can be found in traditional
Eskimo society between complexity of societal role structure and player
organization in games; but while culture_change has affected community
role structIve dramatically, such role changes are not reflected ire
role organization. Eskimos have adopted many new games and new types of
games, but the orgaaization of players remains essentially similar to
\that in traditional games.
It is suggested that this is due to the
influence of conservative cultural values still operating in the
society. Values have not changed at the same "rate Its'other aspects of
Eskimo culture, andgames preferred-by contemporary Eskimos in the
village studied are still those in which game role organization and
rules are copsistent with the traditional cultural value system.
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Several problems became clear during the course of this research
in an Eskimo village. One is that the values of Eskimo society are in
many ways at odds with those fostered in contemporary American school
classrooms. The standard, traditional methods of teaching by one
teacher to a group of students in a formal, rigidly structured situation
have no parallel in the traditional culture of Eskimos where learning
wasaccomplished-individually by watching and ding. There was almost
no formal instruction in aboriginal Eskimo society. Statements by
several teachers I interviewed in Alaska have indi ated that they feel
\a deep sense of frustration with the progress of m y Eskimo children
language.barin school. They have their own explanations for thi :
lack of reinriers; laziness and lack of motivation by the student
forcement at home; inability of the students to identity with the
subAect material; etc. ''.Extensive efforts'to improve the education of
natilre American students are currently underway, and several findings
of this study may shed some light on the cultural barriers to effective
learning (and teaching) ip Eskimo villages. It has been noted in this
study and in many ethnographies of Eskimos that there is a basic indiIndividuals do, of course, coopervidualism underlying their culture.
ate and.share in order to function as'a society, but competition in all
endeavors, particularly economic, is primarily individual. Eskimo
children like to competes but-the nature of competition is not aggresThis
They do not like to win at another's expense.
sive or ruthless.
may,be one reason that "star" pupils are rare. No one likes to `stand
out, to attract the limelight. Speaking up in class, which is expected
in American classrooms, is unpleasant for some of these children. Even
if they feel they know the answer to a question, they do not always wish
to call attention to themselves by speaking up if no one else does.
They want to "fit in." Anathema to aggressive competition is expressed
by one young.Eskitho man with regard to games.
The Eskimo. boys, myself included, were not always completely;
sold on the idea of aggressive offense in the play of basketball. We expended mr energies, not because of wanting. so
much to vin'the lopsided games, but from wanting to fit into
the kinds of-activities that the cities had to offer young,
active boys (Senungetuk 1971: 145).

Perhaps in our encouraging this kind of competition in games and in the
classroom, we are fostering an unhealthy attitude among Eskimo children,
one which is inconsistent with the values they learn at home. However,
since they do enjoy doing their best., we should encourage individual

xJteuait,,,
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rrogress. My feeling is that an education system such as Montessori
would work such more effectively in Eskimo society than the present
effecsta.idard teachilpg methods. Montessori methods have been proved
They depend less
the
world.
tive in crosscialtural situations around
on verbal skill in English than do some other methods now employed in
each student
the United States. Moreover, the system is one in which
Eskimo
children
seem
to like to
progresses at his own rate of speed.
they
can
be
encouraged
to do
work in school, and a system in which
level
without
affecting
the
self their best, to compete at their own
nicely
with
Eskimo
values
images of their peers, is one which fits very
There
is,
in
fact,
a
Montessori
preof competition and cooperation..
childI
myself
have
witnessed
the
school in the village of Tununak.
ren's activities there and have been astounded at the progress some
students have made in only one or two years of attendance there.
Children enter at anout age four, not knowing any English at all. Within two or three year;, they are reading in English, putting together
comprehension of
maps of the world in puzzles, and evidencing excellent
able to effecnumerical concepts. One teacher, Montessori trained, was
The children
students
by
herself.
tively teach a group of twenty-five
where
they
receive
little
individualized
who attend s andard classrooms
eem to do as well, according to statements made by
to
instruction, do
-

teachers-!

In addition, the current practice of a teacher standing at some
distance from students who are lined up in rows of desks should be replaced by small groups of students and teacher in close proximity and
at the same level, e.g o, on the floor or Irf'a circle of chairs, which
of
is a more comfortable situation for Eskimo students whose concerts
The
those
of
Anglo-Americans.
personal space and distance differ. from
of
such
an
atmosphere
of
close
groups
Montessori school is conducted in
teacher and pupils.

Benefits of a Montessori program fOr children with this cultural
background are several:
a) individualized instruction paced for each student's abilities,
b) lack of grading system which labels students and negatively
affects the self-image of slower students,
c) cross-culturally applicable teaching methods,
a) lack of rigidly structured classroom setting, alien to Eskimo
concepts of personal space and distance, and alien to their
concepts of role relationships.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problems and Goals4of This Research
For many year's ethnologists have recognized that games are as
culturally variable as other types of expressive behavior, such as the
graphic and plastic arts, music, folklore, and dance. As expressive
behavior, games are believed to reflect structural models comparable to
those to be found in other aspects of a given society's culture. For
this reason, the study of games has become an important area of anthropological research in recent times. What has bben learned is that not
only are competitive games not universal, but types of games'played vary
greatly from one society to another. Until fairly recently', the theoretical approaches to games have been those of psychologists, historians, and educators who have been interested in the implications of
game playing much longer than have anthropologists. But such approaches
have not. provided explanations for cultural variability, tnat is, why
one type of game is played in one society but not in another. Modern
anthropological investigations have begun-to yield solutions to questions of cross-cultural diversity in game preferences; the major investigations have so far been in the form of cross-cultural surveys based
in part on information in the Human Relations Area Files-and the
Ethnographic Atlas. While correlations of games with other cultural
traits have produced valuable information on game variability and possible reasons for it,' major limitations in such studies result from a
lack of complete data on games of most societies. Because the interest
in games is rather recent in anthropology, few ethnographies contain
substantial information on game playing. Complete game inventories from
non-western societies have been virtually non-existent until the past
few years and even now are scarce. The hypotheses regarding specific
cultural variables affecting a society's game preferences, suggested by
correlations discovered in cross-cultural surveys, must be tested in
single societies for which more complete data on games and playing are
available. In addition, the expressive nature of games must be demonstrated specifically rather than generally: exactly what is expressed
in games, and how do games relate to other cultural elements? Roger
Caillois has called for such specific analysis:

...without prior analysis it is not possible to determine
which ,amt' s tally with the culture's institutional values,

1

1.

.2

-

confirm and reinforce them and which, inversely, contradict
and flout them (Caillois 1957: l1).

Because of the dearth of complete game information from single
cultures, and because of a need in anthropology to explore expressive
behavior in more specific ways than heretofore, I undertook an investigation of games played by Eskimos. Fieldwork in St. Mary's, Alaska, on
the Yukon River, in 1968 and 1969 resulted in an in-depth analysis and
A)
report on one particular game--storyknifing (game #25 in Appendix
to
conduct
eight
months
of
In 1973-74 I returned to Alaska
(Alter 1971).
of
Eskimos
in
Tununakon
investigation into the total game repertoire
Nelson Island.
The cultural context of games must be understood in order to answer
questions regarding the relationship of games to other cultural ele-.
For this reason, it was important to provide a brief ethnography
mgnts.
of the village in which the study was conducted; particularly since no
ethnography exists for the island and the surrounding mainland.
jiesearch into games themselves proceeded on two basic assumptions.
will reThe first is that games are expressive behavior and, as such,
(Norbeck
in
which
they
are
played
flect the values of the society
preRoberts, Arth, and Bush 1959). The second assumpt4An is that games"rehearsals"
for
adult
pare children for adult society by (a) serving as
adult
.statuses and roles, and (b) by inculcating values paramount in
society.

I was dealing, theni with games of both adults and children as
reflections of cultural values, and with children's games as role reTununak was fundamental to this
hersals. A study of cultural values in
The values. I
report and formed a major part of ethnographic research.
compared
to
those
reported by.
,ved.operating in the community were
per
Additional
information
on my
,.raphers in other Eskimo villages.
ethnographers
will
be
discussed
in
Chapter
VI.
search into cultural values

Basic questions I wished to answer relative to the above assumptions were the following:
1.

Which values, in rarticular, are expressed insgames of
children and adults, and which are not? Thus, which
values learned by children are expressed in their games?

2.

Are these same values reflected in other behavior?

3.

Which roles in a society are learned by playing games?

test two
In addition to answering these questions, I wished to
hypotheses:

the
I.. The role structure of society will be reflected in
when
a
significantly
new
role structure of games; thus,

1'

role structure is introduced into a society, that new
tructure will be reflected eventually in the structure
of the games played by its members.
.II.

When significantly new values are introduced into a
society, those new values will be reflected in games
played by children.

I also planned to collect descriptions of all games, both old and new,
played by the people of Tununak, a goal stimulated by tilt following
statement by Roberts; Arth, and Bush (1959: 598)..'
0

It is plain.that while widespread interest in games can be
easily'documented, the systematic description of all the
games played by the members of a tribe is by no means common
in the ethnographic literature.
The study of culture change in roles and values in this dissertation is based on a comparison of thd roles and values. of early contact
society as reported in the literature and by older Eskimos in Tununak
with those I perceived operating in Tununak in 1973-74:
The limitations of this study should also be noted. I have not
attempted to test previous theories of games as they are related to
child rearing practices, age-stage development, cultufal disadvantage
or deprivation, religious beliefs, folklore motifs, or other cultural
elements. I hope to make such comparisons of my work to that of7other
scholars in later publications. In this study I am viewing gades as
consistent elements in social structure rather than as activities func.

tional for the individual
The following model (Table I) was found to be useful in the role
analysis of games and was modified for use in game role analysis from
a paradigm employed by J. Ingersoll (1963),and later adapted by
funcD. Hughes (1970). Role structure, interaction pattern, and powe'
using.the
model.
tions of game positions -ere analyzed, for each game,
Examples of specific game analyses can be'found in Appendix D.
O

Discussion cf the Model and Its Application
This deals with the organization and number of
Role relationship.
players as well as their relationship to each other and to the audience,
if one is present. The organization of players is presented in terms
of teams, central persona with undefined number of role others, pairs,
and so forth. If there is a central person, the relationship of the
other players tp him is defined; for example, are the other players
potential central-persons? If an audience Is present, does it consist
of potential players (e.g., "bench warmers")? One of the central
hypotheses of this research is that models which ;express these relationships may be the same as structural models in the wider society.

4

TABLE 1

MODEL FOR ROLE ANALYSIS OF GAMES

ROLE RELATIONSHIPS (structure)
1.
2.
3..

Relation of actor(s) to audience (if present)
Relation of actor to other'actors (focal role to counter roles)
Gxganization of teams
.

ROLE EXPECTATIONS
Consensus of players
2. .Consensus of audience in regard to players
1.

'ROLE BEHAVIOR (style- of performance)
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Control
type
a.
b.
amount
Role distance
Role attachment
Role conflict
Interaction effeCts

ROLE RECRUITMENT
1. ;Social prestige
Playing competence
2.
Game mechanisms (internal)
3.
ROLE FUNCTIONS
1.
2.

Eufunction
Dysfunction

ROLE CLOTHING AND ROLE SIGNS
Names
2. 'Equipment
Costume or dress
3.
1.

SIXUATTON OF INTEWTION (setting)
1.
2.
3.

Spatial
Temporal
Movement pattern, and direction

1s.

5
4

Specifically, the complexity of the model may. be similar in games and
in society at large.
Role expectations. In most games there are definitions for the
proper behavior of players. Thus, the central person must drect and
Players must follow
guide the game if that position is one of power.
the rules, show good sportsmanship, etc. Specific types of behavior are
expected with regard to each game. In gathering data on the expectations of playe roles, one should ask the players to'define their
criteria for each Position. Comparisons of their responses should provide the degree of consensus. Although questions must necessarily be
specific for each game, the following_was used as a general base from
which to begin.
'

1.

2.

What does position A do?

(run, jump, sing, tackle--,etc.?)

How long does he have to do this.(i.e., 'specified time
*limit or until the task is completed)?

3..

How does he treat *position B? (C? D?, etc.)

4.

Does he treat some B's differently from others?
or D's, etc.)

'5.

On what does this differential treatment (if any) depend?

6.

What makes a "good" A?

(or C's

7.- What is a "bad" A?
Gathering consensus from the audience should involve asking similar
questions. Each game would demand specific questions whiCh can only be
formulated after the game has been observed. In eliciting expectation's,
one must be careful to note when and if expectations differ according
to-sex, age, or other factors. That is, one must determine if expectations apply solely to the position or are somewhat affected by the
incumbent of the position.
Role behavior. This aspect deals with the actual behavior (role
enactment) of game participants. There is often discrepancy between
ideal behavior (expectations) and the actual behavior. Some players
cheat or in other ways break the rules, display poor sportsmanship; etc.
The interaction of all the. players will hive a great effect upon the
actual playing of the game. For example, good friends may not tackle
their "enemies." One player's treateaehother as hard as they
The amount
merit of another may have an effect on the other's response.
of control one'player has over another may have as much to do with
players' pergonnlities as it does with game positions. The type And
amount of this control will have ramifications for the interaction or
Likewise, the attachment or diatance,pinyers hHve
the entire encounter.
to their roles will influence their interaction with other players.

od

6

Role distance (Goffulan 1961) may be employed in impression management.
For example, the "bully" playing the American game Mother-May-I may be
allocated a subordinate role and may evidence disdain for. the game it-self by aAing "silly" and pretending to be really above this "kid
stuff:" His followers may then begin acting'the same way. Or, if.the
bully is unpopular, the others may ignore him and increase the dramatic
effects of their own performances to ,show that they really are having
Thus the
fun. ,Role attachment may be related to the particular role.
to
his
role than
game leader or central-person may show more attachment
Or,
for
example,
if the
he would if he were merely a member of a team.
bully becomes the leader or central-person, his attitude may change because he is playing a role more consistent with his self-image. Role
embracement carries this identification further, as in the case of the
school team's football hero, the star quarterback who likes to be iden'tified as the star quarterback wherever he goes, and so on.
,.

r

..

..

,
.

Still other,factofs which may affect behavior in role enactment are
the influences ofother roles. ,Being male or female, younger or older,
skilled or unskilled may significantly affect a performance. It may
lead, in fact, to role conflict as when, for example, a girl does not
play the "it" role in tag aggressively, when she wants to appear "femi.nine",in the presenceOf her boyfriend..
-----Rple recruitment. How are positions in a game filled? Wqat
factors 'external to the game affect allocation of positions? Three
variables can-be-identified which may influence the allocation of
potitions.

-

1.' Internal game mechanisms. such-as counting-out rhymes,
drawing straws, or'being the "it"beEaUse-you_are tagged
by the former "it"--are a few of the ways in which -h-the____
a
game rules themselves determine the allocation of positions.
2.

Playing competence, on the other hand, considers the
qualities of the pot6ntial incumbents in role recruitment.
In this method, simply, the players who are the most
effective performers of certain roles are selected by the
other players for certain positions.

3.

Social prestige of individuals may also influence allocation-of positions .(Sutton -Smith and Gump 1955). In this
case one's status and prestige outside the game are brought
into the realm of the game; this is an. example of failure
to maintain strict role segregation. A popular.person,
for whatever reasons, may te allocated game positions of
leadership or prestige as a "vote off' confidence" by the
other players. The qualities which define the person of
prestige should b &'researched.

to
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In one study of status, xesearchers found that children were able
to classify each other? with surprising consensus; a8 fortunists-,-those
who rely on luck for success, as potents--those who apply physical
power in attempts at success,.and as strategists--those who try to succeed by making wise decisions (Sutton-Smith and Roberts 1964). These
games of
categories were derived from the three ma0or types of games:
chance, games'of physical skill, and games of strategy (Roberts, Arth,
.

and Bush 1959)
Role functions. Games provide children with opportunities to
' practice being someone they are not ordinarily. This may be therapeutic, as when the unsuccessful, shy child can pretend to be powerful when
he is a central person. It may also be a means of socialization of
children, as when they can rehearse roles they will later hold as
adults. Dysfunction is an area of game research which has largely been
It has been felt that games provide positive learning situ=.,
ignored.
ations and opportunities totresolve- conflict, without any. negative after,
However, there may be dysfunctional aspects of games, particueffects.
larlY.With regard to competition. By encouraging winners, do we place
unnecessary psychological stress on losers? Do games feed aggressive
tendencies in individuals or societies?.. Does the stigma of being un- _skilled in games remain with individuals in "real" life? The value the
society holds regarding competition, aggressiveness, dominance, cooperation, etc. must be examined to determine whether particular aspects of
games have positive or 4estruCtive functions for the individual or the

commnity.
.

Role clothing and.role signs. In many games there are no particu-°ler equipment or signs to identify players, but in others the clothing
For example, the size, shape, and material of a ball maybe
is vital.
quite distinctive for a particular ball game (football, baseball, etc.).
The peculiar oostUthe-of teams and referees in many games not only disguishes players from audience but also distinguishes teams from each
other and from 'referees. Adding a name to a team may transform an
encounter into agroup in that team identity may be present'among
players of such a named team long after. each game is over.

ituation'of interaction. Under this category would fall many of
the aspects of setting for the performance. Spat:Ail arrangements may be
defined as in the following cases: playing_field; goal regions; safety
zones, etc. Temporal limits, if any, will also be defined_here. The
N patterns of movement may be described: does movement converge on the
'-Ncentral person; diverge from him; take place throughout the entire play,
field; is it constant; sporadic; fast; slow, etc.?
s entire model was formulated prior to fieldwork and was
generall useful as a'guide.to both collecti.g,data in the field and,
analyzing i later. But certain portions of it could not be usefully
particular field. conditions. For example, consensus of
employed due
players and audi ce must be.learned in interviews, from information
statements,'but formal interviewing was unfengiblq
based on informant
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in Tununak.' HOWever, the model may be useful in its entirety in other
field situations.

Definitions' of Play and Game

Among most speakers of English, play and game are used as
synonomou6 nouns, and game is an object for the verb to play. Play has
been difficult to define, and what usually passed for a definition until
Johan Huizinga's list
recently was merely a list of eharacterittics.
play is a free
definitions:
list served as *basic model formost
"real"
life,
it has the
activity which.occurs outside "serious" or
intensely;
it
is
connected with
capacity to absorb the players interest
profit
or
gain;
procedes
within its Own
no material interest, offers no
fixed
rules;
promotes
the formation
-' boundaries of time and space; it-has
themselves
with
secrecy
and to
of social groups which tend to surround
fr/m
the
common
world
by
disguise
or
other
means
stress their difference
it
is
similar:
Rog
r
Caillois'
definition
L:f
game
(Huizinga 1950: 13).
is free, that is voluntary, activity, isolated; circumscribed within
precise limits of time and place agreed upon in adyance; uncertain in
outcome; unproductive; creating neither commoditie, wealth, nor any
kind of new element; unregulated by ordinary laws and subject only to
those instituted by the game itself; fictitious, accompanied by an
*awareness that it is ell somehow "unreal" (Caillois 1957: 120).

A contemporary scholar has finally provided areal definition of
play rather than merely a list of characteristics, by defining play as a.
-subset of voluntary behaviors with a reversal of normal contingencies of
power in order to enact prototypes of experiences in a vivifying manter
(Sutton-Smith 1975).
A few modern scholars have made a clear distinction between -lay
and game. While game isa species of play, it is a very particular
species; it is more formal in nature (Phillips 1960: ?Po), is competitive (0.pie and ()pie, 1969: 2), is less ephemeral because it is essentially "repeatable" (Avedon and Sutton7,Smith 1971: 7). Recent
1314' is defined as "an exercise,
.definitions,too, stress distinctions.
disequilibrial
outcomes" (Herron and
of voluntary control systems with
Sutton-Smith 1971: 344) whereas a game is "an \exercise of voluntary control systems.in which there i8 a contest of poWgrs, confined by rules
in order to produce a disequilibrial outcome" (AYedon and Sutton-Smith
1971: 7). Because games are systematic and have a\measure of predictability in their outcomes, they are less ephemeral and unique than-ale
The study of
other yams of play (Avedon and Sutton - Smith 1971 :_7).
games can be approached from many directions.

to

The term game...is used by children and adults with repr
ational intent; by military strategists and businessmen t
I apply to logistic and industrial application; by'health personnel to rehabilitative device;_by anthropologists to,cultural forms; by psychiatrists to diagnostic procedures; by
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behavioral scientists to research tools; by educators to
curriculum material; and by recreation personnel to program
content (Avedon and Sutton-Smith 1971c 1-2).
Most recent social science literature has dealt with game as'a
form of play which has the following characteristics: competition; two
or more sides; criteria for determining a winner; agreed-upon rules
(Roberts, Arth, and Bush 1959)
While thinking about games as both cultural elements and .as human
behavior, I found myself growing uneasy with the definitions of game in
the literature. First, the element of competition is not allays present
in forms of play which I intuitively felt were games, such as peek-a-boo
and Ring Around the Roses. In other cultures, we find an absense of
competition informs oT play which have the essence of a game, e.g.,
the/ are repeatable, systematic and have predictable outcomes. A wellknown example is the Tangu game oft,aketak. In Tangu society, equivalence is sought in all relationships; so too, in, the game, of taketak a
win 'is not sought by either side; the goal is, rather, to reach a draw
(Burridge 1957). There are many examples in our own culture and in
others of such non-competitive games, or cooperative games. ,Many noncompetitive games also eliminate criteria for determining a winner, for
while there may be a disequilibrialoutcame, there is no winner per se.
Another characteristic of the popular definition of game whidh I prefer
to eliminate is that of two or more sides. While most games do Involve
at least two players, solitaire is a game which'does not. Explicit
rules, a systematic and "repeatable" pattern exist here which make
There is even an element of
solitaire mare than an aimless amusement.
contest, against fate or "the odds," although most game theorists do
not consider fate or chance a player and thus do not consider solitaire
a game (Avedon and Sutton-Smith 1971: 403). For the purposes of this
a form of play which
study, I prefer to define a game as the following:
has explicit rules; specified or understood goals; the element of opposition; recognizable boundaries in time and sometimes in space; and
pattern or sequence of actions which is essentially repeatable.
A.form of play: the definition of play which I find most worth"Play is a subset of voluntary bchavioxs
while is one by Sutton-Smith.
with a reversal of'normal contingencies of power in order to enact prototypesof experience in a vivifying manner" (1975) I include the word
play in cry; definition in order 4-o distinguish it as a ludic expression.
The definitions which others have offered could equally/apply to war,
political contests and to other cultural forms; which i.g.e qualitatively
different from childrep's Ties.

Which has explicit rules: it is the explicit nature of the rules
which ,distinguishes games from other forms of playk for while rules
govern nearly all human behavior, including play,, the participants are
not always consciously aware of the rules they are following.
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Specified or understood goals: in 'non-game play, the outcome is
not considered;-there is lip e..d toward'which the players strive, thus
players continue playing until they are tired,'aored, or distracted.

In a game, however, the players are working toward a particular end;
the goal is part'of the basic structure of each game. This goal may be
specified: .to tag another player; to reach a-certain number of point;
to "all fall down;" to win." In other games the"goal may not be specified but is neverthdless understood: to cooperate in order to reach a
.mutual goal (as i itorykni fing.#25).

/

t.\

The element of opposition: I am not satisfied with the word con'test because it may connote competition which is not what' mean here.
Rather, I am trying to. describe that "vivifying" quality the game contains. In cooperative games, che -contest may simply be to do one's
best, or to follow the rulevprecise_y. Or, as Sutton-Smith has pointed
out, it may be simply an opposition of order versus disorder (SuttonSmith 1972).

Recognizable boundaries in time and space: by this I do not mean
that there are necessarily time limits on games (i.e., innings,
quarters, etc.), but that the mood of the players (what some call the
separateness from "real life," or the absorption of the players' interest) continues as long,as the game is in progress. There is a beginning
and'an end in time for the game, Sometimes, games have spatial boundcries as well, as in games played on playing fields or games which have
"safe" areas, or bases.

attern or se uence of actions which is essential]: re eatable:
it is pattern which distinguishes a game from.other forms of play, such
as amusements and pastimes. What makes this pattern essentiially repeatable is the presence of Axplicit rules governing the actions of
the' pieces of a.chess game may
players. A child simply plcNing with
manipulate them in ally way he chooses.. He may act out a story with the
"horses" and "soldiers," but the next timehe plays with these pieces
he may use them in a completely different way. But when the game of
chess is played, the pattern of movements of each type of piece it;
Ring around the Roses is even more - predictable.
predictable.
A

The remaining portions of this work will consist of several
literature'on play and games.
sections. A brief review of the relevant
will present the, background of intellectual thought regarding play as
well as findings of recent research into games (Chapter II). Following
that-will be a description of f4ld work (Chapter III), and a short
and
ethnography of Tununak as the cultural cdhtext.for lAer discussion
follows
he analysis of role structure
analysis of game$ (Chapter IV).
and'
the ethnography and includes role organization both in the village
and
relationship
between
them
in
aboqginal
in games, as well as the
contemporary society (Chapter V). Included in this section also is a
discussionof roles acted out in sociodramatic play. Following the,discussion of roles, cultural values in aboriginal and contemporary society
of Eskimos are identified, and their expression in games is defined
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(Chapter VI)."-The.final section summarizes the major-findings and,
provides my conclusions and interpretations for these findings
(Chapter vIII).
Throughout _this dissertation, names of,gades are followed by a
number in parenthese4; this number refers to the order in,which games
.are es.cribed in Appendix A, where game rules, goals1, players' as and
sex are isted.
f

r

'CHAPTER II
a

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
O

ya4For more than a century, scholars have attempted. to deal with play
as a serious subject. They have sought explanations for the exist-nee
of play among mammals, reasons for the correlation between phylogenetic
complexity and the increase in time spent in play., and variety of play,
(Beach 1945; Eibl-Eihesfeldt 1970; Loizos,1967); they have-sought functions of play, stimulators of play and effects of play.-:Play has been
examined from both the sQpiologteal and biological poittS'of view.
One. of the best-known early theories Of play is:the so-palled
not
"surplus energy theory." It was supposed that because the, young are
Of
energy
which
busy with serious tasks of survival, they have an excess
is discharged in the form ofexuberant play (Spencer 1873 Schiller
1875). Itswas believed that play also .serves to exercise muscles otherwise not used in ordifiary activities, The sensory-mdtor benefits of
play were stressed in this viewpoint.

The reverse idea was proposed as well: that play serves to revive
individuals,who suffer physical and mental Iratigue as a result of life's
stresses and strains. This recreative theory postulates that play
restores energy rather than consumes it (Lazarus, cited in Mithhell and
Mason 1948).
.

.

Sh

A third in fluential theory with a biologital orientation was that
of Groos (1898, 1901)yho believed that the roots of play.ard instinctive in man and animals. The youth of humans and other mammals exists,
said Groos, primarily as a period in which to practice using these
instincts or "pre-exercising" them in order to learn what would be useHere is where Groos crossed the line from a bioful for' later life.
logical to a sociological approach. He regarded.playas essential to
learning-behavior necessary later for survival as anadul,'

b

Concu rrent with anthropological theory of unilinear cultural
evolution, the recapitulation theory of play, suggested that children
recapitulate the phylogenetic transition from animal to human-play and
repeat-the history of stages of development through which culture has

passed (Hall 1916)Games.were seen-as survivals of ancient custys of
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which became
a more serious nature, that is, as serious culture-traits
Such
a
theory
would
explain
nontlinctional but iTre retained as games.
and
the existence of children's play and games about ghosts, witches,
other supernatural creatures, or play suckas archery and dart games
value in
which were retained long after those skillpiad last survival
hunting or war. "Many of the games played by 20th century children,
contain trace of
even by those of the most highly civilized societies
71:
practices" (Brewster
very ancient acid even primitive beliefs and
The original function, meaning, and use were lost,'but the orm
14).
f
was retained. Early-schtlars also sought to trace the diffusion
(Tylor
4.896,,1879;
games and game elements from their original sources

4

.

Culin 1903).

$

The. theory that games and play are cathartic is basic to most,
was'rcognized as
studiet of-the subject. A cathartic effedt of play
noted
that
in
play
the emotions
early as Aristotle's time, when he
dtstasteful'and
dangerous ,
"become purified of a great deal of the
Knight 1967:
proper -ties -which adhere -to them" (quoted in Slovenko and
be
some*
else tempoxxv). In the imaginary world of play, one can
outside'the.realiil.of
ordinary
possibility,,
rarily and achieve goals
frati the
Thus play constitutes a "leave of.absence from reality and_

superego" (Fhillipi 1960:,202).

In games-a child can exert him self without having to explain
himself, he can be a good player without hevLng to think
whether he is a popular xerson, he can find himself being a
useful partner to someone of whom heys ordinarily afraid.:..
'In ordinary life either-he never knows these experiences, or
by attempting them, makes himself an outcast, (Opie.andOpie
0

11969: 3).

A

Modern approaches to the study of play emphasize'the.eocial and
.symbolicsalue of play and games. The approaches of the-majc4 figures
in the current literature- are summarized briefly below: The Dutch t
historian, Johan Huizinga, in Homo ludens: A'Study of the Plgy Element
in Culture (1950 was concerned with. defpning the nature of play, and
his work is of significance to modern research forty major contribuwhich serves
tions: 111.ts definition -(list 'of characteristids) of pla
e work-play
definitions;,and
his
rejection
of
as a model for Other
play:bears quotation: .
dichotomy. His list of the characteristics of
Play is a voluntary activity or occupation, executed within
certain fixed limits of.time and place, according to rules
freely :accepted but absolutely binding, having its aim in
itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy and the
consciousness that it is -'different' from 'ordinary
ludic
Huizinga recognized the expressive nature Of,play and saw the same
aspects
orculture;
qualities reflected in many other
,

.
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its interpretaIt is through playing that society expresses
By
this
we
do
not
mean that play
tion of life and the'World.
phases culturns into culture, rather that in its earliest
that
it
proceeds
in the
ture has the play characteristic,
t
shape and moot, of,play (1950).

element in culture
Thu's it is not the play of a culture but the play
Games arenot, therefore,
that Huizinga is credited with identifying.
for many cultural
survival; onothe -contrary, play is the foundation
forms, inLftuizinga's view.
(1961), was also concerned with
that
society's play is expkessive
the1rfiature9,of play, 'and he, too, saw
His syst,Om of classifying
of more "serious" interests and preferences..
interests.
to
point
out
these
expressive forms was, designed
Caillois, in Man, Play and Games

a re -ften identical; but
The structures of play and reality
activities
that
they
subsume are not reducible
the respective
They.always
take:Place in
to each .other in time'or place.
(1961:
64).
domains that are incompatible

in Childhood (1951),
Jean Piaget, in Play, Dreams, and Imitation
years'Of Tesearch with
formulated his theories on the basis of many
play is a necessary form
It
is
his
belief
that
ohildren in Switzerland.
objective
thought; thus it
of thought which is a substitute for mature,
to overcome their
is.mOstcimportant forthe young who are still learning
with realistic accomoegocentric distortion of reality (assimilation)
Play,
like'dreams
and fantasy, distorts
dation to their environment.
agreeable. He does not
reality, or rather transforms it, to- be more
dichotomy but rather all behaVior
see behavior in terms of a work-play
and assimilation co-exist as
as more or less playful since accomodation
shifts as one
cognitive components into adulthoodi only the balance
stages of development in children, .
matures. Piaget classified three
stage (age 0-2)
stages he believes are niversal: the sensory-motor
practice
play; the reprein which play is exploratory and ionsists of
predominates
(make-.
sentati.,n stage (age 2-4) in which symbolic play
(after
age
4) at
believe); and the stage of reflective intelligence
increaAng
imporwhich games with rules beginto'appear and take on
to reality and
Because the child is. increasingly able to adapt
tance.
interest in symbolic play declines
no longer needs to make-believe, his
is aimed at
as he grows older, says Piaget. Much current research
- testing Piaget's hypotheses cross-culttFally.,1963) stressed play's ego
Erik Erikson (Childhood and Society,
supportive aspect:
speaking, a Junction
I would look at,the play act, as vaguely
synchronitation
the
of the ego, an attempt to bring into
part
even
bodily and the social processes of which one is a
think, should be on the
'while one is self....The emphasis, i
life, and especially
ego's need to master the various areas of
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those in which the individual finds his self, his body, and
To hallucinate ego
his social role wanting and trailing.
mastery is the purpose of play--but play...is the undisputed
.,master of only a very slim margin of existence (1963: 1847.185).
Q. George Herbert Mead's interest (Mind, 6"elf, and Society, 1934) in
,games was in terms of their effect on personality development. He
identified the structural elements of-games which affect behavior:
logic; procedures for action;interaction patterns; roles; and rules
governing actions. It was Mead's view that in acting out roles and
playing the game, the child learns the nature of roles. He learns not
only his own' role but also begins to learn to relate to others and their

roles.

*In Erving Goffman's studies-(Encounters, 1961) the work-play
dualism is deemphasized in favor of the interpenetration of both. But
rather than an interest in play and games per se, he saw games as models
for looking at small group processes, specifically what he called
"focused interactions."
Two modern approaches to the social value of play have been
carried out in research in Israel and fOcus on sociodramatic play in
children. Sara Smilansky conducted a study of play among children born
to Middle Eastern and North African immigrants,to Israel, the results of
which were published in The Effects of Sociodramatic Play on'Disadvantaged Preschool Children77ITa). Sociodramatic play is believed to
develop creativity, intellectual growth, and social skills in children.
Smilansky found that children of immigrants, or "disadvantaged" children, do not engage in the imaginative play which advantaged children
repetitive and realdo. Rather, the disadvantaged children are more
istic both in play with toys and in imitative play (in which they tend
to realistically imitate powerful adults). Thus her findings do not
confirm the existence of a universal state of symbolic play, as Piaget
has defined it.
Rifka Eifermann's study of Israeli children, Determinants of
Children's Game Styles (1971), reports results which are in contrast
to those of Smilansky. Eifermann's work with over 14,000 children of
several socioeconomic groups shows more symbolic play among disadvantaged children than in advantaged children between the ages of sik and
eight, but after eight it declines among disadvantaged children as it
did earlierlimong advantaged children. In contrast to Piaget's findings
that games with rules increase with age, Eifermann found a decline in
participation in formal games after the age of eleven.
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Games

Inter-cultural Variability

Intheir study of games, Roberts, Arth, and Bush (1959) classify
games into three major categories based upon the dominant mode of coMpetition present in each: games ofphysical skill; games of chance; and
games of strategy. Combinations also exist, in which, for example, a
minor mode of strategy is found in games of physical ,skill and strategy
(e.g., football), or chance may be a minor mode in gamea of strategy and
In her study of Israeli children's
chance (e.g., bridge and poker).
play, Eifermann identified a fourth factor, in addition to the three
identified by Roberts,-Arth, and Bush,which is a principal outcome
attribute in games: memory-attention. Memory-attention games are those
which depend.to a great extent upon the player's ability to poncentrate;
tR remember, to pay strict attention to,what one is clang, saying, or

.

`what others have done or said (Eifermand-1971).
1

,

John Roberts and Brian Sutton-Smith searched the Cross-Cultural
also
Survey Files and Human Relations Area Files societies which were
(1952),
in
rated for child training practices by Bacon,Brry and Child
N
achievement;
the following: responsibility; obedience; self-reliance
nurturance; independence (1962: 168). Relative overall severity and
indulgence were also studied, and societies were rated according to
negative or positive approaches. By comparing the child training
methods with the types of games played in each society, they discovered
varisome interesting correlations. Of the six major child training
ables, three could be definitely correlated with game preferences:
The remaining three (nurachievement; obedience; and responsibility.
turance, independence, and self-reliance) were associated with ludic
exprelssions other than-formal games. John Roberts and Brian SuttonSmith' formulated what-is known as the conflict-enculturation hypothesis
that
of gatnes (Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962). This hypothesis states
the presence of certain games in a culture can be linked with anxieties
produced in children as a result of child-training practices. Since it
cross-culturally, it may
is well-known that enculturation methods vary
anxieties
will
also vary cross-,
be assumed that the nature of these
particular
array of games
Phis explains, in'part, the
1.iltually.
possessed by each culture. "This theory is an elaboration of earlier
theories which_explain games as exercises in mastery; the child who is
unable to cope:with his "real, life" situation attempts through games to
achieve some resolution of his internal conflicts by acting out these
Through this process, he gradually
conflicts in game situation.
acquires the skills and emotional confidence to function as an adult.
helps
It is a sort of "buffered learning" situation which not only
for
their
role
performances
conflicts but also prepares children
resol
represent three differ,
in later life: The three major classes of games
(Roberts,
Arth
and Bush 1959:
ent todels.of competition and success
enculturation
theory, a rela185) .'here is, according to the conflicttionship betWeen the degree of conflitt as a result of child training
The higher the indices of conflict,
and the complexity of the games.

'
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the more complex the game(Robertt and Sutton-Smith 1962: 81).
There are, then, two major functions of games which are closely related:
(1) games are a means of resolving conflict induced by child training
procedures and are-thus a psychological exercise in masteryand release
of tension; and (2) games serve as learning situations for the cognitive
-tt.itudes needed in adulthood and are thus rehearsals for adult role
In both functions, game is Serving as' a bridge between
performance.
childhood and adulthood. As Roberts and Sutton-Smith (1964: 14) point
gut, there is a paradox here, in that games reduce competition (from
real life to the play world which is less seriois) and'at tht same time.
They recognize that games provide the models,for
rehearse competition.
competition which an individual uses the rest of his life.

Games of Physical Skill
Games of physical skill simulate, in many respects, cothbat and
of physical skill to be associhunting. A tendency was found for games
In
cross
- cultural studies, it wasated with environmental conditions.
within
20
degrees latitude of the
learned that of.23 societies living
4-equator, 18 have fewer than 5 games of skill. Among those tribes living
beyond-20 degrees latitude of the equator, 15 of 24 tribes have more
research has yielded
than 5 games of physical skill. This area of game
correlation
between
games of
tentative conclusions that there is. a:
and
temperature,
latitude,
environment
physical skill and mean annual
Bush
the
diet
(Roberts,
Arth,
and
possibly protein and fat content in
available or the correlation of
1959: 604). However, there is no data
.games of physical skill with types of economic patterns.
These were found in association with child training whith places
(signihigh emphasison achievement and provides reward for achievement
1962). As
Roberts
and
Sutton-Smith
ficant at the .01 and .02 level;
noted earlier, games of physical skill were related to environmental
since games are exercises
setting. One might draw the conclusion that
the nexus of self with the
be
related
to
in mastery, physical skill may
1959;
Roberts
andSutton-Smith
environment (Roberts, Arth and Bush
that
tribes
possessing many games
1962) Another interesting finding is
independence
have
folktales
which
emphasize
of physical skill tend to
(Roberts, Sutton-Smith and Kendon 1963).

'Games of Chance

supernatural
Games of chance appear to)pe related to beliefs in.the
In
many
and to other expressive behavior of a religious nature.
societies, results of games of chance are attributed'to supernatural
Vurtherforces or intervention (Roberts, ,Arth, and Bush'1959:603).
frequentlSr
in
societies
whose
economic
.more, games of chance appear more
and
fishing
as
compared
to
systems are based on gathering, hunting,
agriculture.
Using
x`,
this
societies practicing animal husbandry or
relationship between game types and subsistence type was found to be
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significant at the .001 level in a sample of 331, societies taken frpm
the Ethnographic Atlas (Blaine 1966: 34).

.When,societies possessing games of chance were compared with those
which do not possess-games of chance, relationships were found with
athi.14i rearing emphasis upon responsibility, that is, regard for responsibility and high frequency of responsibility (significant at the .05.
and .10 level; Boberts and Sutton-Smith 1962: 171). Additionally, these
societies evidence some anxiety about the performance of. achievement
This may be' attributable in some'
(Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962: 173).
cases to the "low status drudgery" associated With responsibility training.

Responsibility training is the inculcation-of-a necessary
routine which allows little scope fort personal initiative or
autonomy. That chores and economic tasks must be done is
self-evident, and punishment for not doing them is apparently
unnecessary, since chanCe playing is not coupled with anxiety
about non-performance of a responsibility (Roberts and SuttonSmith 1962: 179)
Other correlations between games of chance and socialization procedures
societies possessing games of chance tend to have a
have been found:
-low potential for early sexual satisfaction; high anxiety in regard to
sexual socializ,tion and aggression socialization; low constancy of
presence of nurturing agent; no segregation of adolescent boys although
there is segregation of girls at menarche; and absence of male initiation rites and genital'mutiliation (Roberts and Sutton-smith 1966:
137). jhere'is early indulgence of children in culttkresjossessing
many games of chance. It has been found that such games are attractive
to children if they feel a lack of power to master their physical,
social and cultural environment through the use of phys.ical skill or
(;ames of chance are
strategy (Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1966: 131).
foundin cultures which also have folktales of nurtuance.

(;Mmes of'Strategy

(;times of strategy are found among societies which have reached a
high level Of complexity and have these characteristics: inLemiive
agriculture and animal husbandry (i.e., high dependence on food production rather than food collection); high political integration; crimes
.punished by the government; high social stratification; specialized
technology, including metallurgy; large, permanent communities; and high
gods, both otiose and active (Roberts, Sutton - Smith, and Kendon 1963:
Fewer societies play.games of.strategy than play games of
187).
physical skill and chance; and this fact coupled with the level of complexity associated mith the presence of games of strategy led to the
conclusion that games of strategy appeared relatively ]ate in human
(*Ames of strategy are, as would be expected, fOund in
history.
.(societies which possess strategic themes in other expressive behavior.
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kapecifi:c comparison of the strategic element in games and.foIktales
carried out by Roberts, Sutton-Smith and Kendon (1963) supports this
hypothesis. Games of strategy simulate battle and war, and they appear
to be important in a strategic deci'sion-making,role.-

--= These-games,

elatively complex societies, are linked with
relatively
found in r
training which emphasizes obedience (Roberts, Sutton-Siiiith and kendon
1963: 189). The explanation for this association is that complex
societies demandmore from the adult; he must know how and when to obey
or disobey, and when and hOw to command. Decision-making, discernment
and foresight are qualities demanded by a complex society. Obedience
training is believed to produce such qualities and ensures:that the
largest numbers of adults socialized to life in a complex society will
be produced (Roberts, Sutton-Smith and Kendon .1963: 189). "Indeed, it,
is virtually certain that every complex social system makes certain demands on obedience (with a .corresponding emphasis on commanding or managing)".(Boberts and Sutton-Smith 1962: 170). Games of strategy thgn,
Reward and
may be viewed as exercises in mastery of the social system.
punishment are both part of obedience training, reward for obedience and
punishment for disobedience. Conflict overobedience is high., -On the_,
whole these societies are less indulgent than others in their enculturation practices (Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962:;171). Studies in the
United States add to theSe data. Roberts and Sutton-Smith pbint to
"Miller's finding that in the United States there is a greater tendency
in the middle class (than in the lower class) child training for reasonable requests for obedience to be associated with severe toilet training
and severe weaning, together with the use of psychological controls and
symbolic rewards. Middle-clasa7families, he,found, also show a preference for conceptual rather than physical recreations" (Roberts and
Sutton-Smith 1962: 172).
0

In addition, games of strategy have been correlated with economic
patterns of 3'31 societies iii the Ethnographic Atlas whiCh were studied
(Blaine 1966: 35). Games of strategy were present in 80 societies, which
-practicedanimal husbandry or agriculture and were absent in 51 such
societies, while in societies practicing hunting, fishing, or, gathering,
(The relagames of strategy were present in only,1 and absent in 217.
strategy
was
found to
tionship between subsistence economy and games-of
be significant at the .001 level, uxing x' or Fisher's exact probability
test.)

Combination Games
It has been found that in societies which possess all, three types
of games, anxiety is shown over performance of achievement, and conflict
over achievement is presented. "Since games of chance and strategy are
,symbolic forms of competition, a relationship is established between
anxiety over achievement and symbolic fotms oftcompetition"-(Roberts
with
and Sutton-Smith 1962: 1974). Games which combine physical skill
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strategy (the most complex forms of phySical skill games) are present
where there is anxiety over the non-performance of achievement and
punishment for not achieving (Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962: 174).
In this summary we have seen that the game theories of mastery and
of conflict-enculturation can work together to yield data relating
games.of physical skill to mastery of the environment and socialization
practices stressing achievement training, relating games of chance'to
mastery of the'supernatural and socialization emphasizing.responsibility, and relating games of strategy to mastery of the social system and
training for obedience (Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962). Furthermore,
strategy is associated with obedience hut.not with responsibility or
.achievement training, chance is associated with responsibility but not
with obedience, and physical skill is associated with achievement' but
not with obedience or responsibility (Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962).

Intra-cultural Variability
In comparing game preferences with-socialization practices, one can
find games varying according to the sex, age, role and .status of the
Most studies dealing with these relationships have been
players.
carried out by psychologists and sociologists in America and Western
Not only do the child's own preferences vary with age, sex and Europe.
status within his peer group, but in some societies adult notions regarding the propfiety-of certain gates is related to the Sex, age,
health, intelligence and social status of the players (Roberts'and-,
Sutton-Smith' 1962: 367).

In all cultures, socialization practice's are sumewhat different for
males and females (Barry, Bacon, and Child 1957). Inthe United States
where game preferences of toys and giris'have been studied (Conn'1952;
Sutton-Smith and Roberts 1964), marked differences' have been--found for
boys and girls. This was predictable in light of what is known about
the differences of male and female socialization practices in this
country. Boys receive more _intensive achievement and self-reliance
wa14girls receive higher, obedience, nutturance
training than
and responsibility training-(Bacon, Barry and Child 1957). Predictably,
chance
girls show gr.euLe preference, for gamer, of strategy and games of
and less inclination toward games of physical skill than do boys
(Roberts and Sutton-Smith 1962: 176). However, the differences are riot
so. great with regard Lo gamesiof "pure" physical skill (which'are less
strongly.related to achievemen anxiety) than they are in games combining physical skill "and strategy, for which boys show a much greater
preference than girls.

In studying these'preferences, Terman devised a "masculinity index"
,for games, ranging from 2 (playing with dolls) to 24 (using tools).
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Games with indices above 13 were preferred mainly by boys while those
with indices below 13 were associated with "feminine" interests. Those
with higher;' ndices often involved rough play, strength, and muscular
dexterity and had fixed rules; those with lower indices were more
sedentary in nature and were - played in smaller groups as a rule (Conn
1952:82). These qualities seemsomewhat stereotypic and do not always
correspond"with reality. An example which domes to mind is ballet
which, although it is not a game and was not, rated by Terman, is tradi
tionally thought Of as an effeminate profession for males. This is.a
case in which-physical exertion, strength, and coordination of the most
Ballet is one
demanding sort are not parallel with masculine behavior.
of the most strenuous forms.of activity,.but is associated with feminine
However,.the stereotypes:are inculcated at,an early age.
interests.
Witness'the following results of interviews with children reported by
children believe that (1) girls do not play as strenuously
Jacob Conn:
or Work as hard as boys; (2) girls are timid, fearful, and afraid of
being,hurts (3) girls are not trained or Skilled to playboys games;
(4) individuals whodo not conform tosex'stereotytes are called
"Sissies" br "tomboys" (Co nn 1952:,87). Girls made'statements such as,
"It's not nice to play boys\games" or "It isn't-iight..."(Conn.1952.:.
ne girl was asked what would happen if girls played bOys' games
-95)
titudes are influenced by
and an ered, "You get arrested." Such
parental admonition, toy selection, and examples of peers and older
children' onn 1952: 78Y. Even the investigators themselves propagate
these'ate otypes by reporting such things as "Gerald (age 13)...wes'an
',effeminat boy who still played with girls and youn,;er boys. He selected as his,favorite games; cards, cheese-it, crack-the-whip, hide-and-goseek, ice kating, marbles, monopoly, singing games, skipping, and
tap-denting (italics.mine) 4Conn 1952: 93)

7

.

Studies carried out in a Viennese kindergarten revealed that girl:
were interested in games of physical skill which led to increewed alertness, while boys preferred games of ,physical skill which ircreased_
bodily. strength and mastery of the, technical (Britt and Janus 1941:
359) A sex difference was also noted in the degree of organization
demanded by games. Boys selected games which were more highly organized,' while girls preferred more-unorganized, play (Britt and Janus
1941: 365). 'Roberts and Sutton-Smith (1964: 24) found that because
competitive games appear to be more important in the sex-role identity,
ofboys (especially during the 3rd to the 6th grades) that game choice
theories would be more likely to hold true for,them than for girls.
One could revcrce this deduction and say that, since Girls tend not to
engage in as many competitive and highly org444.zed games, the female
sex-role development is less closely linked to game participation.
As cultures change, so dd their no,:ionS of what is appropriate
behavior for ach sex. An illustration of changes over time in participation of a New Zealand game "Bar the Door" is giien by Sutton-Smith
,(1959) Sociological changes in New Zealand culture nad led to ah
increase in female participants in the gam&;New Zealand has changed
from sex-segregated schools to.integrated ones, for one thing.
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Age

The age at which certain games are played'is in part based on
assumptions about the appropriate activities ?Or stages of development.
-"A particular game is sanctioned if the situation it-is designed to
master is one which is recognized as legitimate at a certain age. It
is not sanctioned if the situation is one which the child is expected
to have mastered earlier in life" (Phillips 1960: 203). Children under
10-play simple games of strategy, such ds checkers and ticktack-toe,
but it is believed by Piaget and others that it is not until after
ages 10 or 11 that children achieve the theoretical capacity and the
ability to manipulate deceptive strategies (Roberts, Sutton-Smith and
Kendon 1963: 197).
Stewart Britt and 'Sidney Janus (1941: 366) in their report onthe.
findings of Lehman and Witty tell us that studies of social participationand age reveal a large number of activities with greater variability are engaged in by yoUnger children (under 10 1/2). Numbers and
variety of play activities are seen as a function of the age level, but
it was also discoVered that rural boys participate in fewer games than
city boys between the ages of 8 1/2 and 10 1/2, but the reverse'is true
proabove the agd of 10 1/2. The following periods of development were
2-5;
(armotorlevel before age 2; (b) egdcentrism, ages
Pposed:
In
.(c)Cooperation, ages 7-8; (i) codification of rules by age 11.
Children
4
through
10
selected
games
game preferences, We find that
where definite rules were prescribed while children over 10 preferred.
games with more freedom permitted for the individual (Britt and Janus
"Just as the shy man reveals himself by his formalities,
1941: 375).
so does the child disclose his unsureness of his place in the worit2y
.
welcoming games with set procedures in which his relationships with his
fellows are clearly established" (Opiehd Opie 1969: 3).

Role and Status

In games children are able to assume statuses which they might not
occupy in real life, such statuses as leader, follower, attacker,
defender, taunter, taunted, etc. (Sutton-Smith and Gump 1955: 172). In
these new roles, the playe has the opportunity to act out his fantasies
of being someone he is not Rrmally. In play theChild may perform a
variety of roles.. At the same,timehe is learning his role in society.
The game is a situation out of Which an'organized personality arises.
"In so far as the child does Lak thc -tf-f+Ilde of the other and allows
that attitude of the other to determine the thing he is going to do with
reference to a common end, he is nee ming an organic member of society"
(Mead 1964: 265).

%

In addition to studying how status arid. role are experienced in
game; researchers have also focused on the\dtatus_hierarchy among
children and how thjq affects game participation. The most basic of
tnese statuses are those of winner and loser. Allocation of positions,
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in a game is affected in some cases by the status'of a child as (1) one
who is popular and influences others, or (2) as one who is a competent
typeof game played
player ,(Sutton-Smith and Gump 1955). .Granted,
type will be, since
will determine to some extent how influential,e,
some games allowssocial inflbence to operate in the allocation of posi7
tions while other games have predetermined rules which depend on competence (e.g.,.the "it" position-in a tag game may be allocated by a
procesS which "weeds out" the slow runner and makes him the "it.").
That children are very much aware of these differences in,social inChildren can
fluences has been demonstrated by sociometric analysis.
classify each other in terms of the concepts derived from games, that
is, as strategists, potents, failures, and so forth (Sutton-Smith and
.Roberts 1964: 35),
Central- person games of two types, those in which the central
person controls the game and those in which the central perscin does not
control the game, were studied in terms of the skill or lack of skill of
the dentral person (Sutton-Smith and Gump 1955). In positions in which
they ,exerted no control as th_ central person, these low - skilled indi-'
viduals experienced lack of success which led to intense frustration and
a desire to quit the game. When they occupied a central-position role
with control on the other hand, they were'able to enjoy more succesa in
the game which led to their greater enjoyment and satisfaction in it.
High- skilled players did'not suffer the frustration of the low-skilled
persons in the central-person games of-either type, since their skills
Acg,P ensated for the lack of control they held in the low-control type of
These studies have important implications for educators.and
,game.
recreation personnel whose job it is to-lead children in games which are
supposed to be beneficial to their mental health. The central person
role is belieNed to parallel the child's conception of the adult figures

in his life (Sutton-Smith 1959: 23)
The 'winning" child has been compared to the "drawing" child in ,a
'
study by Sutton-Smith and Roberts (1967), and significant. differences
in up-bringing were noted. To give an example, winning'girls were more
"masculine" in their game preferences; correlations between aggressiveness in girls and rejection or punishment (real or imagined) by mothers
of the girls have been noted... Drawing girls, those who played competitive games for a draw rather than a win, were more conventional and
lady-like and enjoyed closer relationships with their mothers, as a
.

rules

Finally, game preferences were related to.socioeconoMio Class-in -the United States, and it was discovered that semi-skilled class child
training emphasized responsibility, and members of this group showed
preferences for games of chance. Those of the professional class, on
the other tand, showed preferences for games of strategy and physical
skill and practiced child training which emphasized achievement (Roberts

and Sutton-Smith 1962).
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Current Research

The most recent theory of play, and from an anthropological point
of view the most relevant, is that offered by Brian Sutton-Smith. His
definition of play iskas follows:
Play is a subset of voluntary behaviors with a reversal of
normal contingencies of power in 'order to enact prototypes of
experience in a vivifying manner (1975).

His view is that play has two fundamental adaptive functions: to maintain personal equilibrium (a view consistent with earlier psychoanalytic
theories); and to generate novel responses to environmental stimuli
Studies of exploration and play in man and animals and studies
(1973).
of human play and creativity provide support for his view that "play's
evolutionary biological function is adaptive potentiation through changing the habitual relations between means and goals" (1973: 5) Games,
which,
says Sutton-Smith, "represent a more limited adaptive process in
play varia,ion is entrapped to serve more restricted social ends"
Ore of. those restricted social ends of'which he'speaks is
(1972a: 2).
"the'learning of variability rich respect to major cultural antitheses"
plirsuit and escape, accumu(1972a: 2). Such antithetical relations as
and
rejection
can be learhed safely,
lation and.deprivation, acceptance
information
model and
harmlessly in games; thus "...the game-is an
information"
(1972a:
2).
, gaming is a concretistic way of processing
resolving
personal
conflicts
whioh
Additionally, games offer a means of
practices,
as
was
proposed
in
the
arise as a result of child-rearing
earlier "conflict-enculturation" hypothesis. The so'ialization of both
cultural conflicts and personal conflicts in games is explained this
"...given basic conflicts or crises with which a group must deal,
way:
these come to be represented in the antithetical s'...ructure Of games, so
that the' players' idiosyncratic' variability car ,,be programmed toward
`
the management of that'conflict" (1972c: 3).
Sutton-Smith has also recognized that competition i not a necessary criterion for a formal game, although an "opposition of forces" is
basic, even in cooperative games. _His..new classificatidh of games is
based on the fundamental antitheses preseht. The basic antithesis is
that of order versus disorder. Subsumed under that are two classes:
approach-avoidance (relations with other people) and success-failure
(dealing with impersonal obstacles). .His diagram of this system is
reproduced-below (1972a: 3):
order-disorder

-success-faure

approa-th-avoidance

accept
reject

pursue
escape

attack,

defend,

rehearsal
accumulate
7-7unpreparedness
deprive
.

OP

(chance).

(skill)
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Summing up his own views, Suttori-Smith says,
'...the present view of games is that primarily gaming is
firstand foremost a novel epistemic process. It is a process
of abstracting and comprehending cultural crises py casting
them in -ee form of ludic antitheses: Furthermore, the in
herent attraction in this symbolization lies in the opportunities for indulgence of theSe antithesei in manners usually
'unobtainable outside of the games. Whether or notsuch a
gaming process comes into existence, however, will itself be
dependent on the larger cultural setting and the need to
socialtze members with respect to recurrent crises (1973: 10).

Akin1969 a study of Eikimo games was conducted at Inuvik in the
Mackenzie River delta region of Canada. The results of the investigation formed part of the doctoral dissertation of Robert G. Glassford
(1970), and it seems pertinent to discuss his significant findings here.
His primary goal was to determine the relationship of game organization
patterns to economic patterns and social structure by comparing the
specification of goals and strategies in each. He was particularly
interested in'comparing arid contrasting the childhood (ages 10-20) game
preferences of three generations of skimos to demonstrate that changes
in preferences NIere related to cult e.change as a result of contact
with Euro-Americans-. The three gen ations campared were. the Traditional Generation (age 50 or older in 1969), the-Culture Conflict
Generation (between 25 and 49 years of age in 1969), and the New Era
Generation (ages 10-20 in 2969).
. Glassford proposed a new classification of games based on specification or non-specification of goals and strategies which is reproduced
below.

Unspecified

Specified
goals

Specified
strategics
Unspecified
strategies

goals

self-testin

Cooperative
games (nonzero sum games)

Competitive games
(zero-sum games)

Amusements or
diversions

Games of
individual

.

Glassford's classification of play (1970: 145)

He hypothesized that because of the aboriginal cooperative sharing
patterns in economic activities, Eskimos of the traditional generation
preferred cooperative games in their yollth more than did the other two
younger generations. Cooperative games were ;Nose in which players"have complementary or shared goals, and who form a coalition_wherein
specified strategies are designed or adhered to in order to create a

Nit
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iarmoilious.blending oreffort,so as to permit the, achievement of goals
by alb of the players concerned' (1970: 10). Additionally, the Traditional Generation, who grew up in.a culture in which division of labor
was low and economic activities were chltracterized by short-range goals
and few-step Jperations, would tend to prefer gpmes of the individual
self-testing type, i.., games in whiCh both goals and &trategies are
and involve short-term, few-step operations. The Neu!
clearly
Era aneration, on the other hand, because of extensive contact with
Euro-Americans and their competitive ethics, would prefer competitive
games, .i.e games in 'which what is gained by the inner is lost by'the
loser or losers (zero-sum games), thus the goal is specified, although
strategies to achieve the'eal are unspecified. He found that game
descriptions of all generations of Eskimos fell into his classification
system in the following proportiOns: 66% of games played were of the
individual self- testing type; 31% were competitive games; and 3.*:, were
cooperative games.

'

His findings generally supported his hypotheses. The Traditional
Generation, in their youth, did prefer cooperative games and games of
individual self-,esting more than did the Culture Conflict genelfation
or the New Era Generation. The New Era Generation were shoWr1 to prefer,
competitive games more than did the otir two older generations. HoW.ever, few cooperative games were played by any of the -three generations.
a
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:CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

SiteSelection

L

During graduate work and teaching in Alaska in 1968-1971, I had
occasion to travel in several parts of the state and had conducted a
brief field project in St. Mair's village on the Yukon River. My
experiences, the advice of other anthropologists, and the scarcity of
investigations,among southwestern Alaskan Eskimos led me to select the
southwestern, coastal region for further study. I was advised by experienced Alaskan ethnographers that the least acculturated Eskimos inhabited(ihe coast between the mouths of the Yukon and Kuskokwith Rivers,
Dr, Vandal Oswalt (pers. comm.),informed me that no ethnographic
investigations had been conducted on Nelson Island and that this was
one of the most' conservative and isolated areas of Eskimo habitation in
the state of Alaska. There have been brief visits by ethnographers to:
Nelson Island: E. W. Nelson, for whom the island is named (Nelson 1882:
669) was there for several days in December 1878 and made notes for his
1882 and 1899 publications; T. Stewart and H. Collins..traVielledIthrough
the area in 1927 (Hrdlicka 1930); F. Waskey noted his impressions of the
island in a brief article (1946); Margaret Lantis was stormbound for
10 days in 1955 (pers. comm.); and W. Oswalt visited several villages
in the 1960's (pers. com.).
This area of southwestern Alaska has been one of, the last'to beexposed to the outside world,-primarily, I think, because of its lack ,
of commercially exploitable resources and the shall5)4iness of:waters off
the coast. Np gold prospectors, whalers or fir trappers descended on
this areain hoards as they did in so many other Eskimo communities in
the past, although there was a small military unit/ in the area fora
short time in the late 1940's or early 1950's (informants' statements
on this point were unclear). Itinerant Roman Catholic missionaries
have been in varying degrees of contact with Neson Islanders since the
1890's, but their influence was a gradual one, as evidenced by the fact
that shamanism as a viable religious practice ties disappeared only
within the memory of middle.-aged informants, and it still continues in
the realm of healing' Anglo-American school!teachers haVe been teaching
since the 1920's, and earlier in this century aiNorthern Commercial
Company store was operating for awhile; it closed in 1938, presumably
because of lack-of sufficient business to Maintain it (Kitchener 1954:
But compared to many other Alaskan Eskimo coastal communities,
143).
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particularly those on the northwestern coast, 'Tununak has been left
alone by the outside world until recently.

That the culture of Tununak was like prior to contact I can only.
surmise from ethnographies of other southwestern Alaskan communities,
sincelI am the first ,ethnographer to carry out research on Nelson
The closest communities for which we have good inf ation are
on Nunivak Island, about twenty miles across the EtolinStrait from
Nelson Island, where Margaret Lantis Conducted ethnographic fieldwork
beginning in 1939 (1946). Otherwise, there is no information from the
area. surrounding Nelson Island.

-

.

There are at present three villages occupied yearround on Nelson
Toksook;Nightmute; and Tununak; and a fourth is occupied part
of the year, Umkumiut. Nighmute had no airfield and so was eliminated
as ; possible field site due to the logistics difficulties I.woUld have
I therefore arbitrarily selected Toksook,
encountered travelling alone.
a new village founded .about eight years ago by.a progresive faction
from Nightmute. In November, 1972, I wrote to the village council there
explaining my research interests and requesting permission po conduct
since at that time
my work there. This was a matter of courtesy only,
In
native
villages
in the state.
there were no rules governing research
of
1973,
and
when
I
had
received
I was due to leave in the late Spring
Shortly
before
I
was
due
to
leave, a
no reply by March, I wrote again.
permission
to
'work
in
brief note from the council arrived denying me
other
likely
field
Toksook. There was not time to write to Tununak, the
ethnographer
in
that
area,
I
site, so on the advice of a long-time
simply Xeft for Tununak and arrived unannounced to seek permission in
Permission was graated, and both field seasons were conducted
person.
there. However, during the time I was in Tununak for the first season,
Calista Corporation and other native organizations resolved officially
".that-no further research of any kind could'be conducted on native lands
or' in villages without prior written permission from the lo-Cal village
'council on file in the Calista office-in Bethel. So before my second
season began, I acquired a letter of permission from the Council president which was filed in Bethel. Evidently this rule is not enforced,
nor is it even widely known, for several researchers from other disciplines came through Nelson Island in the following year and none had
heard of the "law."' They were not prohibitd_from carrying out short,term work even though they did-not have written permission. As a'
.matter of courtesy, most obtained at least verbal permission-from the
local councils.
a

Field Conditions'and Methods of Research
There is currently'in anthropology an enormous effort to minimize
the "personal" approach to the study of cultures and replace it with a
To Justify research nowadays, we must make
more "scientific" one'.
claims to rigorous scientific method in both observation and analysis.
Usually this means employing statistical analyses, computer readings of
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data, charts, graphs, and any use of numbers. The early general
ethnographies written by single individuals such as BoaS and MalipowskI
are still considered classics to be read by all students, but such
approaches are now deemed obsolete by some of the anthropological community, i.e., single individuals observing other societies and writing
their observations in prose form is considered somehow "unscientific."
While it is indisputable that such ethnographic reports are prey to the
biases, personalities, idiosyncrasies of the observer, in the rush to
be labeled scientific, we too often fail to realize that most of the
data on tables, graphs and coded ratings are ultimately based on the
observations of individuals. My own research has yielded data which are
not quantified. What I report here are the findings of one person
during eight months 'of fieldwork in Tununak. I watched, listened,
learned, and wrote what I perceived while I was there. I admit that my
report on Eskimo society and games is different from one which an Eskimo
might write. It cannot be otherwise. It is truly regrettable that A
culture's history must be recorded by an outsider, for it is inevitably
distoited. The emic approach to anthropological documentation would
have been s valuable one to employ in Tununak, but people there are
less interested in dwelling on the past than they are in looking forward
to the future. FeWof them expressed interest in recording their own
heritage for posterity: They must be concerned with a daily living and
the rush to keep up with changes their lives are undergoing as a result
*
of increasing interaction with "the outside."
My translation of Eskimo culture is colored by my own personal
situation while there, a situation influenced by many factors: my sex;
;age, living conditions; preconceptions; anthropological training;
particular interests; and my effect on the Eskimos around me. My
reactions to.the field conditions and the field conditions themselves
affected to a great extent the methodology I employed in gathering data.
For that reason, it is pertinent .toodescribe my situation in conjunction
with a discussion of,my research methods. No amount of post-fr id
re
analysiS', hOwever it is couched in scientific jargon, should obs
the basic fact that. the data I have to work with.ultimately,depen end
upon my personal observations.of and reactions to the individual Eskimos
I learned:from as well as the influence of their impression management
on me. While the personal conditions of fieldwork undoubtedly affected
Prior to this
the results of this studS.r, several points should be made.
investigation, I had spent three years in Alaska and had conducted short
field projects in an Eskimo village. I therefore did have some background on the field situation. Several years of research into the
literature preceded my departure for Tununak. Ands 1j divided the eight
months I was in the field into two four-month seasons. Between these
two periods in 1973 and 1974, I had five months to reflect on what I had
learned during the first visit, what questions still remained unanswered
This break in the fieldand what the second visit shovld accomplish.
work was invaluable in giving me more perspective on the research
Photographing was extensive during the second season, after
problem.
the people in 1NAnunak had cane to accept me, and photographs of all
phases of life in the village provided further information. Finally,
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while-notes were not taken in the presence of informants, they were
dictated by MR into a tape recorder or written down as often as possible
typed and indexed in
during each day. When time permitted, notes were
systematic
file
of
information
so far
the field, so a current and
Moreover,
copies
of these
gathered was available to me at .all times.
advisor
who
returned
her
comments
notes were mailed periodically to my
and 'suggestions for additional data on particular points.
Participant-observation; the major field mettiod of anthropologists,
entailed living with an Eskimo family and participating as much as
could never be
possible in all activities. At the same time, because I
learnoproper
culture,
and
because
I
had
to
a real participant in-the
behavior and skills, I was an observer. Trying to balance these two
I
roles, participant and observer, proved to be more difficult than
participant.
an
observer
than
a
expected, and, consequently, I was more
his 'study permit
One is a participant only as much as the subjects of
only-as
much
as
he
is
able
or inclined to
him to be, and after that,
illusion
that
the
anthropologist
is
Nevertheless, in spite of the
be.
trying to.particiimportant
that
he
continue
a true participant, it is
"feeling"
pate, for it is really only in this role that he acquires a
To
watch
is
not
enough;
to do
for the culture he is learning about.
trying
to
participate,
yields understanding. This doing, the process of
other social sciences until
is what distinguished anthropology from the
the
added'dimension
of knowledge which
recently and is responsible for
All
social
sciences contribute
weear to the study of human behavior.
contribute a
to the analysis of behavior; only the participant can
I must: say
of
the
processes
under
study.
personal experience, a' living
another culture
had.
experienced
living
in
that it was not until after I
of
that 1,realized how vital that experience is to the understanding
of the role
discipline
and
to
the
understanding
the principles of our
of -mthropology in the social sciences. Fieldwork has been likened by
which only the
one of my colleagues to a conversion experience, one
however
much
he
tries
to
convey to the
"onverted really understands,
uninitiated the: meaning of the experience.
'

ended
My initial field season begin in late July, 1973, and
village-i in Alaska,
Tununak,
like
nearly
all
oeeember i that same year.
Regular "bush
is accessible to the commercial passenger only by air.
delivering
village
four
times
a
week,
flights" out of Bethel serve the
When
I
arrived
on
one of
and picking up mail, cargo, and passengers.
I was prepared
months
of
]riving
in
Tununak,
these flights and began four
with, since
to camp for some time until I could find a family to live
several days
I
did
end
up
camping
for
had no'eontacts in the village.
$150.00 per month.
live
with
them,
for
until a family offered to let me
remnined with this family throughout my first season.
I
by the
The nature of my-field research methods was affected
and a white
a
stranger,
a
woman,
reaction of the villagers to me as
I was allowed restrictperson, and by the Eskimos' ideas of propriety.
permitted
to
observe
most
of the time; but
ed participation; I was
This
may
have
been becaus'e I was
interviewing proved nearly impossible.
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a-stranger, and while the villagers were very hospitable and polite to
me, they do not open up 'readily to anyone, especially not a gussuk (a
word meaning both white man and stranger). More likely, it was because
questions are considered impolite (Freuchen 1961 says this of Greenland
Eskimos as well). They indicated this tb me by admonishing their
children, :in English, not to ask too many questions, though they usually
speak Yupik among themselves, by shrugging their shoulders and saying,
"I really don't know" to my questions, and by almost never asking me any
questions other than, "What are you doing here?" Their reluctance to
be interviewed, however informally, seriously impeded my research at
first..

Only one or two individuals volunteered substantial infOrmation'of
anthropological value (i.e., information on impliCit and covert aspects
of the culture): To these I was very grateful, but I fear-I spent too
much time with them and depended too much" upon them, for one of these
individuals eventually asked me not to come anymore to visit. The "key
informant," so important to most anthropologists, was not found in the
first season. There was no single individual to whom I could turn for
explanations and answers to questions on every subject. There was also
a. language barrier with some individuals. I was trying to learn Yupik,
butit-wa's a very time-consuming and slow process. After the first few
weeks, I realized that to learn it well enough to really communicate
with the people would take nearly all of my time, so I gradually began
Some of the old-to abandon the study and to rely entirely on English.
The
middle
agedgroup
varied conest people spoke no English at all.
siderably in their fluency, some having learned to speak it fairly well
while they were "outside" in hospitals or in the army. Those between
tire ages of eighteen and thirty, who had left the village to attend
school, serve in the military or-for extensive hogpitalization, were the
best speakers, and some of them spoke better English than Yupik.
The children under 14 were learning English in school, but since
it was rarely spoken at home, many were not yet fluent. In a few cases
I had difficulty interpreting the meanings of their English sentences
because they were not standard EnElish. BecauSe of these problems with
the language, because I could not question often without resistance, and
because I was invited often into only 11 of the 52 households, I felt
that I was not really gaining insight into their lifeways, I could see
only one household in action: the one I lived in. In the other homes,
when I came to visit, attention was often focused on me. Although I
appreciated the hospitality offered in these homes, I did not fail to
notice that Eskimo guests were treated much more casually by their
hosts.

The children, whom I expected to be my best sources of information,
were more difficult tb deal with than I anticipated. During the first
week I was there, they followed me about constantly, teaching me words
IL tired me, and after' several
in Yupik and vying for my attention.
days of effort to absorb everything, be sensitive to everyone around mw,
and to make a good impression, my physical and emotional stamina begun
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to wear thin. If I went into my tent, they sat justouttide talking to
Their
//- themselves or to me end, waiting for an invitation to enter.
always
there
waiting
for me
patience was greater than mine;.they were
morning
when
I.
emerged
from
when I eventually came out. Even-in the
exhaUstion,I.felt
after
days
the tent, children would be waiting.. The
almost
constant
coaching
in
the
of camping in cold weather and of the
language which taxed my mind and made my throat raw made me increasingly
unresponsive to the children, until finally, when I became so ill that
"I was bedridden for two weeks, they left me alone. From that time on,
although they still followed me about in the village, they were quieter
,end more self conscious when I was with them.
.

.

When I first arrived,'I requested permission from the village
council president to'stay in the village and to carry out my studies.
I do not'think the majorityof people ever understood whgt my purpote
there was. I tried again and again to explain to people'why.I'was
there, and midway through my'stay when it'was evident that many still
did not understand my role, I posted an open letter on the bulletin
board in the post office. But people still asked me why I Was there,
perhaps just to hear it in my own Lords. Near tfie end of my stay when
village
one of my.good friends had been elected to the presidency of the
presidenthad
written
a
series'of
council, I fearned that the previous
letters to various state officials including ,a judge.in Bethel asking
if they knew who I was and why I wasin Tununak. 'Although this shocked
and hurt me, it was not inceisigtent with the general` suspicion people
and
seemed to have of me. Chili*en echo what their parents gay at home,
I
"Are
you
a
spy?"
during my early weeks, I was asked by children,
initially though this was childish exaggeration until I had an occasion
in
to talk withsome school teachers who had spent a few years teaching
white
school
teachers
the bush. They told me that in several villages,
and scientists had beenjasked,to leave the villages because they were
In one case, a biologist colaccused of being spies by the villagers.
his
field notes for examination
lecting seal skulls was forced to submit
by the local National Guard unit, and when they could not understand
Another
what he had written, they demanded his immediate departure.
descent
who
were
overheard
speaking
'.4story involved a couple of European
These
teachers
were
ordered
at
d foreign language over a ham radio.
Whether
or
not
these
stories
are
true
gunpoint to leave the village,
is lets iiportant than the fact that they illustrate the general climate
of suspicion which the Eskimos seem to have for strange white people.
I, too, was a suspicious white person. I arrived unannounced and unknorAn, set up a tent at the end of the village, and had a purpose there
had done
which few understood. The previous.summer a young white man
him; he camped in
he
arrived
from
Bethel;
no
one
knew
the same thing:
the village for several weeks and seemed to have no official busineis
It turned out that he was wanted by the law. This may help to
there.

.explain the people's initial reserve.

When I became awarthat the polite distance at which I was held

was not melting as the weeks went by, I knew I would have to revise my
original research methods. That is, interviewing. was out of the
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question-most of the'time, and even participation would be limited.
Observation would have to be my major methodof research, but I was
limited to observing what people wanted me to see. What I observed
inside houses was restricted to 'company manners." 'Jost df what I
learned about "real" life was based on the family I lived with during
those four months. How typical of Eskimos this family is, I do not
know.' I know that, at timesI felt very close to them and that they felt
At other times I wished I could move oat, and they eviclose to me.
dently felt equal disenchantment. But surface politeness was maintained
on both sides, so no open conflict ever disturbed our relationship: The
indications of their disenchantment with me came in subtle,..indirect
ways. My feelings about them were expressed by my withdrawal from
.family,life and only minimal. communication with the'family members
during the hours or days I was depressed or upset. When'we were,;.all
getting along well, the bonds of friendship transcended the cultural
differences we had and the language barrier .so successfully that at
these times I imagined myself to be a true participant.
,

I was invited to live with this family when the eldest daughter,,
She asked
aged 11, learned that I was looking for a homeowith a family.
'shall never
her parents if I could live with them, and they agreed.
knOw, why they consented. They.had not yet met me, and although I mentioned to the daughter that I-Was willing to pay room and board, I do
not think that was the primary reason they took me in. The mother told
me when I first came over'that she wanted me to'stay with them because'
she knew what it is like to be away from home in a strange place. She
had spent three years in a hospital in Anchorage, recuperating from
tuberculosis as a ycung adult. She knew firsthand about culture shock,
difficulties in cross - cultural communication, homesickness, all thefeelings I was to experience during my fieldwork. As an adult, she had
spent still more time in the hospital and had sympathy for me, a
had been a foreigner in Anchorage. Moreforeigner in Tununak as
over, she said she was often lonely herself even now because her husband
was often out in the evenings, and she would enjoy some company. For
whatever reasons she invited me to live with them, I was immensely relieved to at last have a warm, dry place to live and a family with which
Those days in the tent had been very difficult for me both
to identify.
I was
emotionally and physically, and that time took its toll on me:
ill for two weeks aftefwards.
At first I slept on the floor of the kitchen area, but about a
month after I arrived, the family cleared a corner of that area and put
up a curtain to partition it from the rest of the room. 'There was
barely enough room for a mattress and a fOotlocker of personal effects,
but the creation of this private space for me helped immeasurably to
make me feel that they recognized me as a member Of the household rather
At the same time, it gave me some relief from
than a temporary guest.
the pressure of being with people constantly, for when I retreated
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1-7
behind my curtain, people did not seem to expect me to participate in
'A
corner
of
the
porch
was
also
cleared
and
a
plywood
any activities.
stall built for a chamber pot. This provided at least d'little priwy4
since the family pot was in the bedroom area ,of the house and was withi
view of anyone in that room.- These special areas provided for me set
me apart from the rest of the family in a way, for no one else was
treated to any privacy, but it was done in a spirit of consideration

for me and on their initiative.

Half of the hoUSe was partially set Off-as a sleeping area while,
the other half was the kitchen-liying area. I spent a great deal of my
time at home because, as I mentioned, there were only a few houses in'.
which I was invited to visit, and I did not-go to homes unless I'had
been invited. Also, since people in my own house were leieself,
conscious in my presence, );- felt that what I observed would be more
Finally, the house
"natural" than what T could see in other houses.
which
to
listen
and
watch the children
was a comfortable, warm place in
keep
up with them,
Outside
itowas
often
difficult
for
me
to
playing.
splitting off into several groups and going separate directiOns as they
in thP
so often did. The weather on Nelson Island was veryocool, even,
Summer,,,, almost constantly windy and rainy, and generally unpleada:nt,._i

Trying to keep up with the children was one thing, but recording
notes in a windy raih was something,I found very trying. 'Usudlly, I
ended up coming indoors and watching children from the cozy comfort of
the kitchen table, where I could observe them less conspicuously than
observation, I realiied
outdoors. After a few months of this sort of
that I would have to'make myself stay outside in spite of the weather
because it was not going to improve. It was-then thatI began staying
outside the school building' during recess and writing notes as best I"
I could also, I found,. question the eldest daughter
could in the cold.
in my family because she was an exceptionally intelligent child-and,
unlike other Eskimos, gave aacomplete and perceptive answers as she
could to my questions. In fact, this child was'atyjAcal in yet another
she herself asked me many questiohs about my life and life outway:
differently by
side Alaska. The whole questioning-process was-viewed
and'understand.,
She gave me
a way to learn
her; she saw it as I did:
There
were only
much information on children's games and activities.
a few adults who were willing to discuss games in any great detail with
me, but this young girl helped to compensate for this.
The teachers at the school were the most helpfUl to me in this
aspect of my study; they not only permitted me to be on the school
grounds during recess to watch the children but they also invited me
into their classrooms to observe any games.played. They also told me
about recreational activities, at the school and about adult Eskimo
games they learned in the village they had lived In previously. Most
of the time my research method consisted simply of visiting various
households, drinking tea and conversing about whatever subjects were
and
brought up by my hosts. Many hours were spent in this manner,
Notes
were
later,
occasionally a good rapport was developed over tea.
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made on visits. I never paid anyone for information, I never taped
conversations during visits,, and only once or twice during the entire
four months did I take notes in the, presence of informants. ,Usually I.
relied on My memory later (in the day when I could find the time and the
privacy to write notes, -Although I never- lied about wpat I wasdoing,
.during those note-writing sessions, neither did I ever say more than,
"I'm writing" to explain what I was doing behind my curtain. I did not
want people to become self conscious. They did know that I planned,to
4
write a long report for school which would contain,all the information
I leai.ned about Eskimo life because I had made a point'of telling
I did not want them to be surprised when they learned that
people.,
Had written about my findings. I also mentioned to many people that L
wanted to send copies of anything I wrote to the village'council for
anyone to read and'comment on prior to submitting it, for publication.,
HaweVer, after sending several articles and receivingiaaacknowledgment
or'respOnse, I decided that it was a,useless exercise to ask for their
,

comments and criticism.

,

Aside from obServing at home and during visits and attempting
to participate in my family's life, I attended village-activities;
These Consisted of village council meetings (although I never completely
understood the business at these meetings because of my lack of fluency
in Yupik, a few friends usually explained to me later what had
-occurred), evening dances, Bingo games sponsored by the council to raise
money, and evening movies. Occasionally I alto wentto church services..
At first I attendedi_all these functions to .make myself visible and let
people get used to my presence. After several weeks of this I realized
'
that much of my time was "wasted," for the Bingo games went on in the'
the
very same way from week to week and cost me a lot of money, and
movied also cost me a lot of money and yielded no new information after
the first feW week of attendance. Although I stopped attending every
Bingo game and movie, I continued to attend all council meetings and
dances which I kneW about.

When I first ar ived in Tununak in July, I was the only gussuk in
During the school year there are three white teachers in
the village.
the Bureau of Indian ffairs school and a lay volunteer for the Catholic
Church who runs a Mon essori preschool. None of these individuals were
in the village in July and August. The itinerant Roman Catholic priest,.
who travels from village to village on Nelson Island, was in and out of
Tununak during those first two months, but he rarely spent more than' a
couple of days there at one time and might be away for several weeks
before returning. When the-teachers arrived in September I was anxious
to meet them but at the suggestion of another anthropologist who had
worked among Eskimos, I had decided-to avoid associating with them for
fear of losing any chance of rapport with the natives. I had imagined
that because of the way I was treated that there was a wall between all
Eskimos and all white people, and that-if I identified myself with the
tiny white community I would-never gain acceptince into the Eskimo culMoreover, I had the impression from the literature that missionture.
aries and.teachers were often "outsiders" in a native community and were
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infamous for their capacity to resist learning about the culture even
It was several months Wore I
after.years of residence within it.
realited how wrong I was about the position of the Other .gussuks in
Tununak. ,The villagers knew one of the.Bureau of Indian Affairs
teachers who had been there the previous year and the missionary who
had lived and taught there for'five years. These two were.liked and
respected by the villagers, from all I could learn,.whereas the new
teachers were treated with the. same polite restraint that I was.. There
were subtle references to the new teacherst differences from the previous couple who had taught- there, and from what I could gather, the
people were not giving the new teachers their approval right away.
village had the
After_I realize that the two known gussuks'in the
trust and frien ship Of the villageys, I permitted myself to become
It was a very rewarding experience for me personally
theirfrien s
the pleasure of
and professionally. Not only did I begin to enjoy
the
speaking with members of mycown culture and to occasionally enjoy
had
so
comforts of familiar food and use of bathing facilities which I
able
-to
share
with
me
the
in.missed before, but these two women were
.sight into Eskimo culture which they had gained in-their years of
This meant that a lot of time in learning
experience among the people.
these things for myself was saved. 'For example, I was able in one
who
short afternoon to get a census.of the village from the missionary
days
of
knew every household intirately, whereas it would have taken me
would
work to gather this data in a door to door survey, if everyone
have been willing to cooperate with me.
I think that one of the most serious impediments to deeper involvethe
ment in life in Tununak was my own ambivalence about being there ih
of
the
increasing
I had feared going because I w,s'aware
first place.
I
hostility of native Americans in general toward white researchers.
find
a
Warm
and
meaningful
rehoped that I could be an exception and
But I entered the community feeling shy
lationship with my subjects.
entire eight months there that
and afraid. I was aware tnroughout my
It was only after I
I was .looking for signs of their contempt for me.
for-a
long
time
that
I
was able to sort
had been back from the field
through my memories and realize that much of the positive encouragement
"There
I had received had been ignored by me. When people told'me that
else
loves
yqu"
are one or two people who say you are a spy but everyone
When the
worried
about
the
one
or
two.
I forgot the everyone else and
have
council president told me that "It's amazing how well the people
telling
gussuks
to
accepted you here. In other villages they are
leave," I thought only about what I could do to make the people like me
so they would not ask me to go: I felt embarrassed about my presence
there, as though I were a nuisance to them all, so hung back rather
data.
than demonstrate the initiation which might have results in more

The Second Season
the end
The zecond field season lasted,from early May 1974, until
There
were
differences
of August of the same year, four months in all.
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this time in attitudes on both sides and also_in my living situation.
Because trying to "go native" had been so emotionally difficult the
first season, I decided on my return to rent do unoccupied house and
order supplies of canned fOods to be shipped in. Although I initially
worried that I would miss the kind of data -I gathered .while living with
an Eskimo fAmily, my morale was so,much higher because of my improved
living conditions that I found I was more receptive to people when I was
with'them, and I had ample opportunity to record in.detail what I
Rather
learned, so my' field notes were much fuller the second season.
during
the
first
than searching for ways to be alone, as- I, had so ofteh
The
children
season,.I found myself more eager to get out and visit.
sought me out the second season. They enjoyed coming to my house, and
although they were-usually rather subdued indoors, they occasionally,
They
loojeened up and told stories or, sang songs into. the tape recorder.
of
them
made
drikr endless pictures and brought them as gifts, and many
absents for me so that, my hoUse by the end of the season was practically a museum of children's crafts and art. Adults visited too, and
think that having my own house integrated meta- little more into the
community. The second season was more rewarding to me personally because the people welcomed me back as an ,old friend and over the summer
brought me many gifts of food and items they 'had made. fri*fep,t, the
people were so generous'with gifts of fresh halibut and salmon 'that I
ate only a third of the supply of canned goods I had ordered In spite
of their warm friendship thesecond seasonkstill was unable.to question,people freely. I noslonger interpreted this as -la personatrejection of me, which I'd had difficulty resisting the 'first seasair.but_
simplsimply
as behavior consistent with their feeling that minding ones
y
Because of that feeling, I continued to obtain my
best.
information primarily through observations. The lay missionary who was
well\accepted in the community after 6. years of teaching, provided
answes to many questions I could not have asked the people themselves.
I knew\there were things the people did not discuss with her because we
compared notes.and learned from each other, but they certainly told her
much more\than they told me and-she had the added advantage of six
found her a reliable and honest informant.
years of bservations.
My husband joined me for the last two months of fieldwork and was
able to obtain data on subjects I could not. He made friends among the
young men and learned much about male life from them. Also, his interest in and knowledge of plantssenabled him to collect extensive information of native use og local flora. The major event of the second
season was the arrival of a key informant. Rita Pitkaoff Blumenstein
was a woman in her kICIS who had gone to school "outside" as a girl and
had married a,gussuk whose job took him to many parts of Alaska.
Although Rita had not resided year-round in Tununak for over 15 years,
she returned with her children in the summers to visit her mother and
give herself and her children an opportunity to renew their cultural
ties. She had become very acculturated and was eager to tell me anywanted to know. in fact, she usually sought me out rather than
thing
my going to'her for help. '1 obtained much information of a sensitive
naturafrom her, as well as a fairly complete kinship diagram for the
I
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entire village. She was the ohly Eskimo -sho would be formally interviewed, and her intelligent, consistent, answers provided me with the
majority of my ethno5gTaphic data from. the second season. She and her
mother were our principal sources of information for the ethnobotanical
study my husband And I did. When Margaret Lantis had been stormbound
in Tununak for 10.days in 1955 (pers. comm.),Rita had acted 'as her
Thus, Rita knew what anthropologists are and had had
interpreter.
experience with our' line-of inquiry. She was also atypical in that she
was the only one who did not want to remain anonymous. She said she
would like us to use her name in our publications. Because of her
marginal position inAhe community I could not use her opinions as
representative, but straight factual data she gave were invaluable.
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CHAPTER IV

O

A
ETHNOGRAPHIC SETTING

Physical Setting

yeleon Island is located between the Yukon and Kuskokwid Rivers on
the Bering Sea coast of southwestern Alaska at 60'35' North Latitude and
165°15/4st Longitude. Modt of the rugged upland portion'of the island
is composecNaT Tertiary age volcanic rocks and Cretaceous:age sedimentary rocks which contain abundant plant fossils. The rock formations
are exposed along much of the coast of the island in steep rugged
cliffs, some of which are many hundreds of feet high. The ridge to the
northeast of the village of Tanunak is998 feet high. Several high
rock ridges on the, island rise to altitudgs'in excess of 1000 feet.
Nelson Island is the highest land in thearea because the surrounding
terrain is low, flat wetlands; part of an enormous region of deltaic
and fluvial deposits several thousands of square mi,les formed by the
past and present activities of the Yukon and Kuskoftwim Rivers. 'Lowlands
are pitted with thousands of lakes and laced with rivers.
(1) On
The vegetation of Nelson Island falls into three types.
with
abundant
crus
higher rocky ridges is piyas fell-field vegetation
(2) Most of the Island's slopes and valleys are vegetated
tote lichens.
with moist shrubby tundra predominantly sedges, such as cottongrass,
heaths, willows, grasses and many, herbaceous Alants. The largest
(3) In the flat delta area of the southern
plants are shrub willows.
third of the island is wet tundra'.

About 200 species of vascular plants are known from the island.
There are probably more, but the 200 includes all the common ones.
Approximately 40 species; are used for food, medicine, building material,
firewood, basket weaving, leaf ashes to add to tobacco, and so forth.
A

Because of the lack of long-term, reliable Weather Bureau statistics, the following information on climate was derived from Environmental Atlis of Alaska by Johnson and Hartman (1969). The climatic
zone for the area is Transitional, (p. 60) which means that it hips
characteristics of Maritime climate modified by arctic and Continental
Zone influences. Transitional ,climate has more pronounced daily and
annual temperature variations, less cloudiness, and lower precipitW,ion
and humidity than the Maritime Zone. Annual-precipitation at Nelsop
There are approximately GO wet days per
Island is roughly 16 inches.
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year (days in which.reco'rded,precipitation is 0.1 inch or more).
Snowfall is about 65 inches per year. Mean Decembr temperature is
The mean annual
about 10°F; mean July temperature is roughly 50°F
temperature is 30°F. The Bering Sea freeze-up occurs generally in mid
November, and break-up is usually in early May.

Resources and Subsistence Patterns-

Resources of both:sea and land, plant and animals are exploited
for food and raw materials. What the Eskimos'gather from their labors
is supplemented by supplies sold in local stores, but the people still
live primarily from the land, and-seasons in the 'climate regulate
seasons of work activities., Modern technology and cash income affect
Men no longer build
nearly all subsistence activities of the villagers.
instead,
'their boats of driftwood frames and sea mammal skin covers.
thelt import plywood to build outboard motor boats, import outboard
The tools'
motors to run them, and import gasoline to fuel the motors.
The cash outlay to
to build and maintain boatsare also imported'.
'build-a boat in the first place and to keep it running is considerable.
GaSoline cost,more/than $1.00 per gallon-in 1974, and one man calculated
that it took a full 6 gallon tank' of gas to make the round, trip to check
his nets each day. 1-Nets'for fishing are purchased, guns and ammunition
for hunting are by ht, traps, hooks,and lines are purchased, tin dhort,
nearly all equinmerit_used in-subsistence activities requires cash to
One Anglo-American, calculating the costs of his Eskimo
obtafn.
brother -in -law in hunting, fishing, maintaining and buying equipment,
and so forth, came up with an annual average of $10.00 a day to "live
In spite of these costs,
off the land" (B. Blumenstein, pers. cammO.
it is still preferable, to fish and hunt for food rather than purchase
it at the store. There seems to me to' be several reasons for this:
(1) the store does not stock a complete line of -foods, and very little
if any, mat. :What is there is extremely expensive due to the cost,of
shipping it by boat or air to the village; (2) the people prefer their
traditional diet to most "white man's food" in cans; (3) men still
achieve prestige from successful hunts ana take pride in their skills
and knowledge; (4) if men 4id riot hunt and fish, many would have Very'
little else to do, for only a few are employed full-time--hunting
sense of meaningful participation in life because they
gives them
still provid the basic diet of their family.
Familie who can afford one own a freezer, which makes preservation
easier and mo e reliable (except when the electric power goes off), but
rhe people supplement What they hunt and gz,the'r,
costs additicl al money.
by purchasing food items in the village stores. 'There is one cooperative store and', several privately owned and operated stores, the number
Canned vegetables,
fluctuates as people go into and mtat of business.
fruits, and Milk, flour, sugar, tea, coffee, rice, soda pop, candy,
cookies, pilOt crackers, shortening, margarine, jam, peanut butter, and
condiments sUch'as mayonnaise, catsup, anti Dickies are purchased as
often as families can afford to. Canned fruit is a particular treat.
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One store even stocks fresh eggs, potatoes, onions, and fruits. The
mark up on - 1 items, by the time they reach the village, is quite high,
'A box of pilot crackers, now 'a staple in their diets,
as much as
was $1.50 in 104. A jar of pickles was $1.00. Margarine was 85 cents
per poi, d for the very cheap variety, and real buttei was $1.75 per
pound.

'ale environment seems harsh to the newcomer, for the weather is
often stormy along the Bering Sea coast and the tundra appears barren.
But there is in fact a rich harvest both from the sea and the land;
rich in quantity and in variety.

The Sea
Animal life from the Bering Sea provides the most abundant and
reliable source of food for the villagers. Except in the worst weather,
men are out hunting sea mammals or fishing, or readying their equipment
to do so. The early spring seal hunts renew each annual cycle. When
leads in the pack ice offshore open, men take skiffs or kayaks out
through them to search for the seals. These animals are shot with
rifles and brought back to the women for cleaning and butchering. The
first seal a hunter takes in the spring is celebrated by his wife who
gives a "seal. party" for the women.- Food and gifts are distributed to
all the village women who gather outside her door at her invitation.
A young boy's first seal is celibrated by the women's seal party and by
the men, who hold their own separate feast in the sazgia--a traditional
semi-subterranean sod-covered dwelling which in aboriginal.' times was
the men's sleeping and working quarters but which is today used mainly
for ceremonies and dances. AlGhough seal hunting begins illthe spring,
seals are shot from boats in open water throughout the summer and fall
as well. A man gains his reputation as a hunter and provider from sea
mammal hunting, and no other subsistence activity involves the prestige,
the pride and the enthusiasm which sea Mammal hunting does. An excelseals of the 9 he shot. This
lent hunter on a good day once recovered
Seal kins are made into bags,
was considered 'an exceptional feat.
boots and parkas. The skin is usually stre chedout on an outer.wall of
t on the ground to dry.
a house or shed, or less frequently, staked
e only openings are
In the spring, some seals are skinned so that
ound the mouth. This
where the flippers were cut off and the opening
whole skin is turhed inside out, the openings tied ightly shut, the
skin scraped and blown up like a balloon to dry. These "pokes" are
used as storage containers for berries, plants, and meat or fish in oil.
Formerly, kayaks were covered with seal skin, but nowadays the frames
The fat is perhaps the most mportant 'part of the
are canvas-covered.
It is allowed t,0 sit until it has meLted into a 'golden oil,
seal today.
and this is a basic item in the diet. Seal oil has remarkable preservative prL.perties, and berries, plants, and fish can be stored almost indefinitely in it. Dried fish and meat are dipped in seal oil at meal
.times,, and oil is poured into cooked greens, soups, and is whipped up
with a mixture of berries, fish eggs, and sugar to make agutuk, a special
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delicacy.
weapons.

Seal oil is also sometimes used as a lubricant on tools and
ifhe people believe that eating seal oil regularly will help

keep them warm in winter. Sal oil now is sold by coastal Eskimos in
inland towns at $4 per gallon.
It takes one woman half a day to butcher a small seal, but-she is
usually helped by older children, friends, or relatives who stop in.
Meat of seals taken in summer and fall is usually put in freezers or
eaten.fresh'in soup. Much of the spring seal meat is dried in stri;s
over drying racks and is the basis for the diet in late spring and early
sammer. Seal intestines are parboiled and eaten or are inflated to dry,
and later sewn into waterproof rain parkas by the few women who still
know how to construct such garments.
The walrus is
The men take other sea mammals in lesser numbers.
considered dangerous and is not hunted in large herds. Often when men
are seal hunting and come up on a small herd of walrus, they will shoot
them. Many times these huge creatures cannot be retrieved, so the men
simply cut off the choicest parts, the flippers and the ivory, and
leave the rest. If the entire animal can be taken back to shore, the
rhe flipper is
men haul it up on the beach and butcher it themselves.
considered best when it has aged.
The
Walrus are taker. occasionally in spring, summer, and fall.
fat is usually parboiled and eaten as an accompaniment to some other
meat or fish. Walrus are not numerous enough in this area to be relied
The ivory is carved by a few /men for sale in
on as a staple food.
tourist shops in Anchorage, but only.one man has recognized skill as a
carver, and carving is not,a major source of income for anyone in

'tnunak.

Sea lion are also occasionally taken in summer. Sea lion is preiared like seal, boiled in a soup. Gray whales have been sighted offshore, but no one in the villages hunts them now. White or beluga
whales are taken in the late spring and early summer. The meat is
boiled or. dried, or in the case of flippers, eaten raw. The skin with
fat still attached can be cooked and then put into a poke to store for
.lie men told me that belugas have only re4peared within the
winter.
last couple of years after an absence of more than 25 years.
Fish are the most reliable and abundant source of food from the
The largest run of fish is the northern herring run which lasts
The run appears in Toksook
for several days in late May or early June.
a dny or so-before it reaches Tununak, so the villagers know when to
set out their net:,. Nets are checked at eacL high tide and tubfuils of
herring are Drought back to be poured into lined pits along the upper
The women spend from 10 to 12 days cleaning and
edge of the bench.
preparing the fish. Inter, each fi:;h is woven at the head into it long
rote of braided grass, and the ropes, each about twelve feet long, are
asked
hung over racks to dry in the sun. several people told me when
about eating fresh herring, that no one does it because it will make
ocean.
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them vomit. I was never abi. e to learn why they said this, because I
knew that'same who claimed they would get sick eating fresh herring
actually did eat it fried or boiled. The fish are usually ready to be
put away in store sheds by early to mid July if they have been hung up
by the early days of June. In 1974, the herring came on May 22 and were
By June 2, all the fish had been hung upfor
gone three days later.
drying and people were taking them down during the first three weeks of
The entrails of herring are either dumped in the ocean or fed to
July.
the dogs. The eggs are. laid out to cry, then stored.fOr winter, when
they are soaked in water to soften them, then eaten with seal oil.
Since freezers were introduced in about 1970, some individuals have been
fneezing eggs for later use. Eggs whitrh-hifiTeEeen frozen are eaten raw_
in most cases. Some herring are preserved in pokes with seal oil. However, most herring are eaten e 4ed, with seal oil, and this forms the
basic menu in later summer, f _ and early winter. Because the weather
is so damp, it .is hard to prevent spoilage of the dried foods, so often
by mid-September there. is a coating of harmless green mold on most of
the dried fish. The people are notbothered by this, however, and continue to eat dried fish, for many the favorite food, until the stores
are exhausted, usually sometime in mid to late winter. Dried fish is
eaten both at noon and in the evening.

Next to herring, salmon provide the bulk of the fish diet for the
people of Tununak. Salmon are caught throughout the summer in nets set
by the men, and are frozen, eaten fresh, dried and smoked. In 1974 the
salmon run was abundant, and men were getting as many as nine the first
day their nets were out. That year the nets were put out during the
first two weeks of June, and some mm were already bringing them in by
June 22 because their felt they-had-enough salmon for the year, in spite
of the fact that the fish were still running. The fish heads are either
fedto the dogs or stored in containers and allowed to ferment for a
month or more. "Eskimo cheese" or "stinkfish" has a strong taste and
a strong smell which'clings to the hands and is removed by rubbing
"stinkweed"-(Artemisia) on the fingers. I am told that the taste of
stinkfish is better than the smell, and it marindded resemble some
cheeses in that respect. A-delicacy which is not made much anymore is
pounded dried salmon in alternate layers with wild.greens and seal oil
which is all put in a barrel or poke for several months and eaten on
special occasions.
Halibut are caught in late June-and into July. Getting halibut is
different from other fishing because it requires more than just setting
nets and then checking them periodically. Halibut fishing is done with
a line from a boat. Many men complain that their luck with halibut is
poor, and same families eat only the halibut, given them by friends or
Halibut fishing seems to be a'mattcr
relatives who have been luckier.
of predicting where the fish are as well as stamina to sit in the boat
A particularly successful tialibut
on open water for long periods.
fisherman had 'caught 10 between June 22 and July 10 of 1974. These had
all been eaten fresh (boiled) 61- put in the freezer. Also, smelt are
caught from the beach with lines, and sardines scooped up in nets as
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they come in on the waves near beaches. Sardines are braided whole into
grass Topes and dried. In the later summer and'fall, some flounder are
caught and most are dried. Tomcod are caught in the summer with lines
from the'beach and also through holes made in the winter ice.

In addition to fish and sea mammals, the ocean provides shellfish
and seaweeds. Along the rocky tidal pools at the base of the-cliffs to
the north of the village, there are anemones and mussels to be gathered.
Children are particularly fond of 'eating mussels and seaweed (Fucus)
add to
fresh from the sea. Anemones are washed carefully and cut up to
soups. Fucus, before air sacs have formed, are eaten witipherTing eggs
attached to them. Kelp is also gathered and added to soups by some
cooks. At very low tides, when great mud flats are exposed, the people
dig for clams and eat these raw.

Freshwater Resources

The only freshwater plant used is the Hippurus or maresteil which
is collected from tundra ponds in fall or cut off at the ice lire in
winter and eaten in soups. Howev,er several kinds of freshwater fish,
Men set rets along rivers and streams in
provide variety in the diet.
the summer after the rush of netting salt water' fish is over.. Salmon
and trout are caught all summer. From June until December whitefish
are taken, first in nets and then with lines through the ice. Children
also catch whitefish with hooks and-lines in summer from moored boats
on the river. It has even been reported by a. reliable source that the
local men take a rod and reel to sport fish for dolly varden in mid to'
late summer. Many men timvel to Baird Inlet for pike and whitefish in
late August and September. These fish are both dried and frozen.
Whitefish is considered particularly good while it is still frozen.
Needlefish are tiny fish which can be caught in small traps set up on
Also in winter
little creeks or with nets in summer, fall and winter.
through the :toles made in the ice, perYole catch lush and blackfish.
When dogs were plentiful to pill) sleds, blackfish were an important
source' of winter dogfood.

Land Resources

Trapping nas evidently declined during the ast several years.
Gray a few men in the village still do much winter trapping. Fur pelts
~and calfskin hides are sod in the native store, so individudls no
longer need to go to the effort of trapping to acquire f.kins for
Fhe need for skins decreases as the people turn
clothing and boots.
1)(ml-filled parkas, and
more to mail order houses for their clothing.
popular
substitutes ror tainsulated rubber footwear are increasingly
The
oniy incentive
ditional fur garments and "mukluks" (skin boots).
fur trapping now seems to he Lip, cash income it brings is those who
have ho other source in winter, particularly ilnempJoed young men.
iwters, mink, fox (red, cross, and silver) and rarely beave are caught
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in steel traps. In the winter of 1973, one young man's winter catch of
one silver fox, one cross, and 28 reds brought $900 When sold in Bethel.

Animals hunted on the island for food are ptarmigan, rabbit, and
migratory wildfowl. They shoot emperor, Canadian Brandt, and white(They do not take loons, cormorants or pintails
fronted eider ducks.
for food.) When the geese and ducks are moulting in mid-summer and
cannot fly, they are particularly easy prey, but the men also enjoy
shooting them in flight since it is more of a challenge. One August
trip taken by four men overnight to the nesting areas yielded 70_geese.
Nowadays most are eaten fresh or put in the freezer for winter, but a
few people still dry the flesh to preserve it. Some men travel to
other parts of the coast, sometimes a trip of several days each way, in
later summer and early fall to hunt moose which are not found on Nelson
The only large Mammals on the island are the musk oxen which
Island.
were introduced a few years ago anctare protected by state law. Many
Eskimos seem to fear these-animals but find them nevertheless fascinatMusk oxen which have died from natural causes have been eaten by
ing.
local resid,..nts, and one man is reported to 'have shot a musk oxen out
of curiosity to taste the meat, but poaching is rare. The geese and
ducks provide the most common and abundant food taken from the land.
The use of local flora varies from family to family. Some are very
energetic in
collecting many of the edible plants while others are very
i
casual about use of plants as food and may use only a few wilu greens. Wild celery is eaten raw but other -wild greens are boiled before they
are eaten, usually cold with seal oil and sugar.
Eggs are also collected soon after the wildfowl arrive in their
summer nesting areas. A child's first egg collection is sometimes celebrated by proud mothers. Women usually accompany the young children,
and even the men will become involved when they have the inclination and
favorable weather conditions to take their families by boat to some
But the tundra across the
nesting area a distance from the village.
river from Tununak also yields many eggs, and the children enjoy.searching for them.
Berries are collected by younirgirls almost daily in August when
they ripen, and entire families enjoy a berry-picking outing as a day
trip or as an excuse for a vacation, travelling by boat up the coast or
inland via the river to good berry grounds. Children usually return
fro these expeditions with berry-stained mouths, evidence that they eat
their fill before their pail is full. Most common are "salmonberries"
(ciouaberries) and blackberries, witivome blpeberries.
In the autumn, after the tundra has turned brown, the women search
collection of
for mousefood. The tundra lemmings store their summers'
The
women
search out
little roots and tubers in underground burrows.
Labrador
tea is
these stores and take them home to eat in soups.
with
store-bought
tea.
gathered in summer and brewed alone or
a
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Non-edible plant resources are exploited as 'tell. The long grasses
which are abundant in the vicinity of the village\are gathered when they
are dry and brown, in late autumn and very early spring. They are dried
and woven into- baskets for family use or for sale:\and grass is also
used to line mukluks and to braid into ropes for hanging fish to dry in
_early_summer._ Many plants have a medicinal use too.
\

,Willows are cut, bufned, and the ash is mixed with 'tobacco and
snuff to chew. The following is a subsistence calendar, based on state.ments.of the local residents.

occasional hunts for ptarmigan, tomcod fishing through the

January:

ice.

ptarmigan hunting, collecting driftwood, and willow wood.

February:
March:

lots of seal hunting at Oien leads in the sea ice using kayaks
or small skiffs. Also collecting driftwood, and hunting for
fox, rabbit and ptarmigan, lush fishing.

April:

seal hunting, occasional walrus.

May

late May a few Xing salimon, fewer "red" salmon, some seals,
occasional beluga; shoot flying geese; collect grass for braiding
herring into ropes for drying; late, May collect eggs of geese and6
ducks. A few young greens gathered.

June:

'July:

salmon, herring, whitefish, a few spotted seals; wild greens in
late June; sea lion sometimes appear.
halibut, rainbow trout, dolly varden, pike in late 'July; wild
greens all month; moulting geese in late July.

August:

salmonberries, blackberries, blueberries, a f .w flightless
geese, pike and whitefish in Baird Inlet; gather willows to
burn fpr ash to add-f6 fobar:co.

Septemhe-:

a few seals taken at sea and near river mouths.
.

Oc':ober:

November:

ecember:

gather mousefood; some fishing for flounder and tomcod; seal
hunting; women collect brown grass for baskets.
trapping' mink, fox; hunting -for ptarmigan, rabbit; fish ,for
lushfish.

fox trapping, ice fish for whitefish, lush,
blackfish; use dipnets for needlefish.
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pike, tomcod, and

The Eskimo Hunter

In a hunting economy where the individual hunter is responsible
for supporting his family, it is vitalto the success of his endeavor
that he have a great deal of knowledge and skill in hunting. There were
no communal subsistence activities in this area, and men hunted and
fished either alone or with a partner. Neitper were there any formalized sharing systems for the entire community, so a man who was unsuccessful in hunting had to depend on the generosity of his relatives for
°food.
A comprehensive study of northwest Alaskan Eskimo Minting and
Although many of the
huntersyas carried out by Richard Nelson (1969).
specific techniques and animals-hunted are different from those in
southwestern Alas a, I believe that Nelson's discussion of the characteristicsiof they/mutter is equallyapplicable to Eskimos of Nelson.
Island. The following discussion summarizes the characteristics of the
hunter which Nelson identified. -First of all, theskimo hunter must
be knowledgeable about his environment, Not only does his success at
finding, capturing, and retrieving game depend on his knowledge of sea
conditions, weather, and animal behavior, but his very life depends on
this body of knowledge. An individual who is particularly knowledgeable
is also one who is respected, and the single most important avenue to
'gaining prestige among Eskimos is through hunting skill.
Another characteristic is that Eskimos generally tend to believe
what they are -told,.for it is through learning about others' experiences
in dangerous or unusual. situations that one might be saved in a similar
situation. Nelson noted that the Eskimo perseveres in his tasks. While
he is in good Physical condition, he nevertheless may feel some fatigue,
discomfort and cold while out hunting,,but he views this discomfort as
simply something tobe born until a task is finished. He does not
normally give up because he is not concerned with his-personal comfort
tc the extent that many white men are.
The Eskimo is also wise in
expenditure of energy, seeking ways to achieve his goal most effiHe does
This requires a measure of planning and f&esight.
ciently.
not take unnecessary risks for the sake of adventure. He is extremely
alert and does not concentrate on one task to the extent that he caiiot
be distracted by activity around him. Cooperativenessin hunting and
travelling is a trait which Nelson discusses and has been widely docutented in the literature. While this Is probably more true of northwestern Alaskan Fskimos who cooperate in group hunts for walrus and
whales, it is a trait also found in the vicinity of NelsOndsland when
a hunter or hunting partners need assistance in retrieving game, as when
Eskimos'avoid conflict
they must haul a rare walrus up on the beach.
by minding their own busineis. They do not give unsolicited advice,
issue orders, or openly disagree with one another, even under conditions
of stress. One does not interfere in another's activities or life even
when it could help another. The humor which Eskimos find in their
The philosophy that
lives extends even to misfortUnes and mistakes.
anger nevgr helps but humor can lighten the burden seems to be practiced
.

here.
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VDiet and Food Preparation
The variety and amount of food eaten in a family depends a great
deal on their cash income.' For those With steady incomes from jobs,
such as the postmaster, janitor, school maintenance man, school cook,
and others, 'luxury items such as canned foods from the store are common
All
and provide a change from the fish-meatToil,diet which is standard.
families rely on fish angl_meet_as the main items in their diet. Dried
fish and seal oil isithe most common meal, both at noon and in the
evening, in most households as long as the supply of dried fish lasts
(usually into the winter). At mealtime, a cardboard box of dried fish,
predominantly herring, is brought into the house'from the porch, along
with a bowl of seal oil. When a meal is cooked, it is usually in the
form of a stew or soup, in which meat is boiled with rice, sometimes
Goose, seal, walrus, and some fish are
onions or wild greens and salt.
boiled, and boiling,,or,\more accurately, simmering, is by far the most
common mwthod of pr arifig cooked meats. Wild plant$ which are gathered
eaten cold with either seal
in the summer are
isia boiled and usually
Berries
are eaten fresh and in
oil stirred in or /with Milk and sugar.
in
the
aboriginal
dlet. Milltuk
agutuk, the closest thing to a dessert
with
used to be made with seal oil, a little water or snow and berrieSi
fisn roe or bits of fish added sometimes. This was all whipped toeaten
gether for a special'delicacy. Today seal oil agutuk is still
but a newer variety made with vegetable shortening is just as popular.
Shortening, such as Crisco, is whipped up with the hands until it is
light and fluffy, a little canned milk and sugar are blended, and then
This is usually served chilled'or partially frozen,
berries are added.
hence the name "Eskimo ice cream." Fish, in addition to being dried,
Frozen bits are
'is also frozen'by some families'for winter eating.
Some fish, particularly the heads, are
chipped off and eaten raw.
stored in pails or tubs to ferment for several months. Other meats
which are allowed to ferment to improve the taste include flippers of
by putting' them into
whale or walrus. Fish and berries can be preserved
Seal oil is eaten with'nearly everything: dried
a poke with seal oil.
and boiled meats and fish, berries, greens, iesoups, and it is Heated
to fry,dou0 tc.make an unsweetened doughnut.

l

.

Breakfast is usually pilot crackers with margarine, Crisco, or
peanut butter spread On them, and tea. Some more affluent families
occasiorially serve eggs, pancakes, or cornflakes (with/hot water over
Much candy and soda pop is consumed by the
them instead 'of milk).
It is used as a spread
children. Another pkpu_Lar food item is Crisco.
main
ingredient
in
agutuk,
and is used as
for bread and crackers, is a
a salve for infections.
9

Settlement Patterns
fhe 1973 village population was approximately 278, oC which 167
were children under the age of 18. For the most part, families are
settled permanently. The adults over the age of 45 or so remember 'a
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life of seasonal camps whiliOtlegt-: lhgn on the move around the island
and vicinity, but this pradtice has died out as schools, stores, postoffice, and other facilities of modern life have tempted the people to
stay put. The resources in the area are more than adequate, so there
is no real need to travel in order to subsist off the land.

TunUnak seems to be an old Village; it has existed as long as the
oldest individual car. remember, and old house pits were found in the
Several families have
course of.recent construction within the village.
Others
have mOvedto
lived there for at least three generations.
Tununak from other villages on the island (sdme now abandoned) or from
nearby Newtok and Chefornak. My information leads me to believe that
most individuals who moved toTununak as adults did so for one of two
to marry a resident and settle there Lor to start a new life
reasons:
after the death of a spouse. Several older women 'moved to Tunuak
after their husbands diems, bringing their children to be near relatives
in Tununak, and then these women married local men. The villages, of
Tununak, Newtok, Nightmute and Toksook are all interrelated in this
way: every individual has relatives in all the other villages.,

0

Less-frequently there is settlement outside the vicinity, as a feet
individuals or families moved to Bethel or Anchorage fortetter employment opportunities or to get a taste of modern city life. Generally
speaking, it is the women who move to the new villages when they marry
a man of that village, but in most cases they set up a household of
their own rather than live with the husbands' relatives.

Some of the older people moved there as children with their parents
so they could attend school. Tununak had-the first school on the island
and thus drew many people when they began to realize the value of eduThe school was a major factor in the permanent settlement of
cation.
any others, however, needed the help of older children
some families.
in subsistence activities and took them out of school when they were
old enough to work. In addition, some families preferred seasonal
migration and did not settle permanently in one village.
Although people from the surrounding villages are related, and
there is still much interaction and gavelling between them, people of
each village tend to look down on theQthers. I heard comments about
how the people of another village were dirty and didn't care for theii
equipment properly, that the people were backward, and so forth. There
was even some feeling against residents who. had moved to Tununak from
other villages, that they were not quite as good as life long residents.
Newcomers often meet with resistance when they attempt to become active
in village politics, and a "newcomer" might have lived there for-20 years or more.
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Community Activities and Facilities
Houses in the village are individually owned, but there/are many
facilities provided by the community. A water pipe which carries water
from a mountain spring:in the summer runs the length of the village.
Spigots at intervals provide everyone with easy access to water. In
the winter, people nowibring water to their homes from the school by,
Formerly all water was hauled from the river, but since that is
sled.
also where all sewage and garbage were dumped, health' officials,
convinced the people of the necessity of changing thpir source of
drinking water'. A community hall of corrugated metal is a general meeting place, location ofthe village-council sponsored bingo games a
movies, and the site of rock dances for the teenagers. Some meetinga---are also held in the National Guard Armory, a more modern building of
corrugated mead. In aboriginal times, all adult men and boys lived in
the clazgiq, a senabsubterranean house. When the influence of Raman
Catholic missionaries began to be Felt in the early decades of this
in individual homes.
century, men were persuadedo.take up rest
fell into disrepair- A
az
with their wives and children, and the qaz
fevi years ago, in a spiiit of cultural pride the residents of Tununak
restored the old gazgici, and it is new the location of Eskimo dances and
\ a mini-museum.
Recently the community built a tower to hold a loud siren,.
ostensibly a fire s1.reh but also used to announce curfews for children
ca school nights. The native cooperative store is an,old structure
which.is overseen by the village council. A new medical clinic was
built in the summer of 1974, and a bri e across the Tununak River to
the air strip is planned for the-near ?tune. A new post office was
opened in the summer of 1973.
Services provided to the community as a whole are the maintenance
of the airstrip, medical services by a native health aide, and when
moneyis available. village clean-up services by the Neighborhood Youth
aerps.

The community act as a whole on several occasions throughout the
The men are mobilized to build new facilities for the community
year.
and to unload .the barges when fuel is delivered. On the 4th of July,
the community gathers together to enjoy games all afte 00, And in
winter, the community has a big sppcial dance at whic gifts\are
exchanged.

Politics

There are various ldlels of political organization in modern
In thestate of Alaska;
Eskimo society at the Village level and above.
natives are organized around twelve regionaP corporations. Eskimos of
Nelson Island are served by Calista Corporation whose headquarters and.
Money from revenues as a result of the
officials are based in Bethel.
Pe
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Native Lana Claims Act is equally dividecamong the'twelve regional
Lrporations in the state plus a 13th'for natives residing outside the
ate.. One corporation assists local villages to select1lands under the
Claims Act by sending field representatives to guide the local land
se ection committee. All money earned-by villages bn state native
lands, especially money from subsurface revenue, is not kept by the
local village but turned over to Calista for re-distribution to all .
There is a local branch of the Calista
native corporations eqUally.
Corporation iii Tununak which is known as Tununurmilt Rinit Corporation'
*'
(the voice of the people of Tununak Corporation) whose board of
directors oversees the selection of lands to be included in the native
claims. In addition, once:Ohe'lands have been selected, this loyal
board will oversee operations when Tununak becomes a second class c(ty,
which it did in 1975. Land management and investments will be guided
by Tununurmiut Rinit Corporation.
,
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The village government itself isthe,village council. Tununak was
incorporated in 1935 as a 4th class city under the Indian ReorganizatiOn
I was told that Tununak took this step because it wanted a native
fAct.
cooperative store. An IRA council of five was establisheilat that time
and continues today (though once the city becomes a second clan. city,
It will add two more council members): Prior to that time, there was
The village council consists of
no formal leadership in the village.
a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer and memlier, and elections for these positions are held once a year, usually.,in December.
Theexillage council has several `functions: to maintain order, oversee
oVgiations of the native store, and-to act as an organizing force for
village conderns and plans. The council appoints a policeman and
assistant tO keep the peace, a medical aide and assistant who receive
minimai training to deal withmedical emergencies, give injections,.
and administer medications prqscribed over the radio by physicians nt
the Public Health Servicg Hospital in Bethel. Serious accidents or
illness are treated at the hospital in.219thel and patients must be
flown out on airplanes when such'treatm nt is necessary. The local
operator and maintenance man of the Alaska Village Electrical Coopera-%.
The council hires a
tive (AVEC) is appointed by the council also.
manager and two clerks ar the store. The. council also now, has an
elected liaison with the/native corporatioh in the form of a "business
administratoran-individual whose job it is to deal with these corpor-
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There is an intermediate lev'el of organization between regional
corporations and local councils. This is the Hnited Villages Corporation, a non - profit corporation made up of five villages of Nelson Island
This is an aut )nomous organization set up to deal with
and vicinity.
the.specific problems of this area, particularly those dealing with the
Land Claims.

If all of these various political'groups were.working effectively,
many current problems of the Eskimos would be solved, but the traditional individualism of the Eskimos seems to preclude such a smooth
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operation. Manyaredividuals are anxious to hold positions on the council or within the various, corpbrat4ons. Whether the attraction is"
some other factor, I do not know. BUt blew indiprestige
dr power
I
of.
34idua.la seem willing to participate in _carrying out the pol
the
of
-others in power, thus leaders are quickly
council'
The villa
cooperation from those they are attempting to lead.
Rules protime and again has tried tb control drinking in the village.
hibiting imPortation ofintoxicants into the village were flagrantly'
ignored. The council took a more moderate stand: 'drinking was per-,
mitte4 in private homes, but anyone found drink inpublic uas to be
fined, I never heard of-an example of anyone being fined, though there 1
certainly were numerous oases df public intoxication (the same is true
in Napaskiak. Oswalt 1963: 68). Those in power were reluctant to
alienate the drunk and his relatives.

cis

When one comcil president obtaiped funding to build a new mediCal
clinic, he had initial difficulty in tecruitinga cooperative laborforce to build it. The people wantedia new clinic, anew community
hall, and other new facilities; but they stalled when asked to get-involved in the building itself. Their sense of community seemed ambivalent. On the one hand they thought of themselves as tfiebest village
and gave me numerous examples of their SUperlority,over'another nearby
villages but wI4inthe Community there were many factions competing
against e,..h others Accusations were made that people who had moved to
Tununak were,not suitable to-run for council offices becausethey were
not:born in the village, and so foith.
These disputes also,decreased
.

A

the efficiency of 1.o2':al"goyernment'beca4se individual personalities
often clashed and interfered with cooperation.
.

I
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Reven>fof the council itself-, Including a token salary for the
president, isobtaihed fronm profits of council-sponsored movies twice a
profits .from movies are
seek and bingo game., two afteLnoons.
andthe bingo game yield about 4.40 per afternoon pr-Jfit.
'Other income for projects and building corns from the State and federal
governments.

Family Life
2.

The people see rearing of children as a basic nmetion of marriage,
.and adults exhibit greaf, pleasure in their:children. About a month
before the birth iS'clue, expectant Motherst4re flow to Bethel to stay
in the.pre-n4tal home whei:e- they are nee: doctors and the hospital.

After themotheand children-342re strong enough to travei, they return
to Tununek. As in-the traditional cu4ure, babies are generally named
for recently deceased friends u relaves. Most infants are now bottle
fed with
with a formula of aleroximately half _canned evaporated milk and-half
they are fed whenever they are
water, although sme ure breast, fed.
Pussy and most are not weaned completely until theyreacp school age.
Babies are'a sdUree of entertainment 'c).;- everyone. Rarely are they
without attention from someone--a visitor, sibling,,grandparent, or
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parent. Until they are about five or six children are indulged and
Spoiled. They can obtain nearly anything they want by crying, throwing
a tantrum or demanding, and they strike their parents with impunity.
A( Its try to control children by distracting them, but rarely do they
refuse outright to give the child what he wants. When a child misbehaves, adults react in one or more of these ways: try to distract him
by drawing his attention to something else; put on a charade of fear
and tell him that something or someone will get him if he does nqtbehave (this someone is usually a ghost or a gussuk); or attempt to
instill disgust in him for whatever he wants by making faces and telling
hik that .it nas bugs.

When the.baby is about one month old, toilet training begins.
Mothers learn their infant's behavior signs which indicate he is ready
to defecate and will quickly hold him over a metal pot. When mothers
become very good at recognizing\the child's signals, few accidents
occur& Babies and children are neither praised nor punished during
this'training so far as I observed., Several mothers told me that their
children were trained by the age of9 months, and they indicated that
the child deliberately signaled his mother by squirming, wiggling, holding his head in a certain manner, or in some other particular way.
Mothers assist babies and children until they are several years old, so
children are not independent in.using the pot until they are four or
five years old.
,

It was my impression that babies were rather quiet and often
en those old enough to sit up or
passive until the age of two or so.
vent by, holding onto furniture for support were left lying an beds or
on' he floor, and they usually, remained there rather than moving around
a great. deal. Some I knew were very cheerful, smiling babies while
others rarely smiled or laughed. The one infant whose development I
could best follow began to walk at the age of 15 months, but she preferred to be carried and often cried when put down on, her awn to walk.
I did not observe crawling in any infant; although one mother did say
that her child had learned to crawl, I never saw him move when he was
Babies wear4cloth diapers which are washed by hand
put on the floor.
every few days since there were usually not enough of them to last until
the weekly laundry was done. A ubiquitous health problem among babies
and children is otitis medea, middle ear, infection, which can lead to
hearing loss and impairment of the central nervous system (Foulks 1972:
However, -this problem is so common that mothers do not often seek
116).
medical attention for the condition. There are other health 'problems
Impetigo is rampant among children in the
associated with, childhood.
In
spite
of
efforts
on the part of teachers and Medical persummers.
sonnel to convince parentS to wash afflicted areas, some parents still
believe that to wash it will spread the infection. Or,, even wren they
know washing will help, some mothers cannot bear to hear their childreh's screams and theiefore avoid forcing the child to submit to washChildren have dental griaiglms because'they rarely brush their
ing.
pop as their parents can afford
teeth and consume as much candy and
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tobacco by their
to buy them. Most children are. addicted to snuff or
teens becaixse they begin to chew it by the age of three or four.
Unless they pose a real danger to themselves or others, children
arepenmitted to do nearly anything they. wish. Parents may occasionally
tell children to do something or not to do something, but children often
ignore theirlparents or talk back. Parents usually give up if/they are
not obeyed unless children are causing extreme inconvenience to others
tempers aAd
or endangering themselves.. Qccasionally.parents lose their
most
part
parents.are/very
yell at or strike a child,'but for the
patient, believing that harsh scolding is harmful to the chlad's_
hum that
emotional well- being. But frighte ing a child by telling
ghosts or monsters or gussuks will get him is not seen as a danger to
his mental health.

Y6ung children up to the age /of four or five are watched by their
older siblings and friends outside. Thus they are initiated early into
play groups of older children whp provide models for appropriate play
behavior. Allthough '..:sere were exceptions, most children took excellent
care of youger.brothers and sisters. At about the age of four, children begin to attend half-day sessions at the Montessori pi4e-school.
After this time, physical affOtion expressed by parents begin* to
diminish. Older children receive no kisses, hugs or pats from parents,
and married adults demonstrate no physical affection in front of
/others.

After about the age of e ght, children are expedted to help with
chores, and they begin to be reated more as adults. Boys haul water
Girls hel with dishes and sweeping and with cleanand empty buckets.
Parents n. longer offer sympathy and comfort to
ing fish and fowl.
older children who cry--chil en are ignored when they come 1.h crying,
Their
or they are asked sr.:Jrply wha is wrong and told to be quiet.
Older
children
who
do
not
mistakes are often Lhughed at by adults.
care properly for a younger si ling.or who tease or taunt a baby may
But just as often the teasing
be punished ',by a slap or a,sha p.word.
hen
bad
weather.
forces children to stay
,;ometimes
will go.unpunished.
indoors for long periods, they 'ecome fussy and will get into arguments
with each other over possession f toys. When children begin to fight,
mothers might yell, "No fighting." But-unless they make each other cry
punishment.
or are very noisy, mothers will n t intervene with physical

Both sees throughout childhObd enjoy fishing with a pole and line
from a moored boat or from the bea h and enjoy bringing food to the
contribution to the family's subfamily. When a child makes his fir t
sistence, his' parents often celebra e with a "first" ceremony, which is
traditional is Eskimo culture. A bo 's first bird, his first fish
caught, or hid first seal, often shot by the age of 12, are observed
with a feast for all the men in the . =z_i.. His mother, if she can
afford to, may also give a "seal part " for' the women. Girls' first
this
eggs hunts or berry picking expeditio s may also be. celebrated in
way. A son's oirthday may also be observed by somefamiliesnowadays.

.
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A receit custom to celebrate a child's birthday is to pay the rental
movie and invite the entire village to watch.
fee on
Parents rarely teach their children formally. If a child is very
curious, he is told,TITTI ask too many questions." Children learn
mostly by watching and later by doing. Parents have told me that it is
better to let children learn for themselves. Parents say that if they
are too strict with their children and order them about too much, the
Permissive attitudes
children will grow up hating their parents.
toward ,children's development are evident in parents' lack of concern
over sex-role types in young children; One mother told me laughingly
that her nine-year-old girl was a tomboy betaugr that's normal for a girl
with many brothers. ,In another family, an only boy of three was permitted to dress up in 'his mother's clothes, put on make-up, and dance
around the room to everyone's amusement. He played with his sisters'
dolls and demanded to sew and weave baskets when they did. No one in
the family expressed concern over his behavior; they thought it was
amusing. But once a visiting neighbor shot me a look which told me she
disapproved.
Because of this casual attitude on the part of most parents, many
of them haVe very little idea of what their children are doing in
During parent-teacher conferences at the preschool, one father
school.
was astounded to hear his daughter speak in English, for he said he
never realized she had learned any. A mother's face was a picture of
wonderment as her child read from her first grade reader. The parents
do not often supervise their child's activities out of school either.
However, there is praise for a child's accomplishments, usually indirectly by telling someone else.
The children are not being educated in many aspects of traditional
culture except those involved with subsistence. Few parents tell their
children stories anymore, so many of theth do not know Eskimo folklore
very well. One mother.recalled fondly the bedtime stories her own
mother had told her every night, but when asked if she told such stories
to her children she said no and shrugged her shoulders when I asked why
not. A few children learn Eskimo dancing, but many do not and lack
sufficient motivation to learn to overcome their shyness at getting up
'in front of an audience. Some of their knowledge of Eskimos in aboriginartimes is acquired from books in school. They read about Greenland
and Canadian Eskimos and tell me that is how Nelson Islanders were in
the old days.
During the school year children must be'up by at least 8:30 in
order to get to school by 9:00. In "my" family the daily routine began
with a washing bf hands and faces, then breakfast of pilot crackers
Clothes were
spread with peanut butter, butter or Crisco, and tea.
changed on Monday mornings arid worn the rest of the week'unless they
got wet or unusually muddy. In summer, the schedule was more casual.
Usually the children slept late, so the village was quiet most of the
morning. By afteinoon, small groups were dispersed throughout the
;
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village and surrounding area. Often children foraged for snacks for
themselves by collecting wild celery, picking berries and gathering
mussels down by the tidepools. They swam on warm days but in segregated
The boys had a particular area of the river bank which was
groups.
theirs, and,girls never went near it when they knew the boys were there,
even though.all swimmers wear suits. Girls usually swam in shallow
tundra ponds across the river. One of the children's favorite activities was building a fire on the beach after swimming. They had picnics
of food they found in the cupboards at home. Nudity embarrasses the
children. When the girls go swimming, they dress under blankets and
towels so their friends will not. see them. They do not wear bathing
suits while walking to the swimming spot because they do not want the
boys to see them. And they stay far away froM where the boys swim.
This sense of modesty is instilled by at least age eight. One eight year -old girl was looking at a magazine in mylhouse. When she came
across a picture of a woman's naked back she.immediately turned her
head away, looking at the wall until she had turned the page.

Gatside of school there are few organized activities for children.
One hour a week is spent at catechism from first grade through eighth.
There are Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts led by single young adults. It
costs $2.00 to join, and one girl of ten told me she was saving the
money which replaced her lost teeth under the pillow at night. She did
not mention a tooth fairy, only.that the tooth would turn into money by
morning, but she knew very well who put it there, for when i asked how
it all happened, shoe grinned knowingly and said she would not tell me
Every few months, the teenagers organize a game
who put it there.
night for themselves or the children. Board games or indoor relays are
The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates a summer camp in
planned.
Wasilla,-near An'thorage, for selected students from native villages
around the state; the two or three brightest and most outgoing students
from ununak are chosen to attend for two weeks.

Inthe evenings on nice days the greatest numbers of children are
visible in the village. Daylight lasts twenty-four hours from late
spring to mid-summer, and in late summer the days are still quite long.
"he children stay up late in summer, and most large organized games
occur at this time. Often adults will join in summer evening-Lapp
games or watch the children play.
['here can be great variation in ages of children playing together.
Girls of eight feel quite comfortable playing or swimming together with
girls of 16 despite the disparity in their physical development. (1iris
of up to sixteen or so may hold hands or link arms with friends when
walking together.

Children are fascinated with nnimals and go to great efforhs to
boys spend hours
capture birds or animals to !Put in cages or to kill.
at a time shooting it birds with slingshots, and children wnde in mall
ponds trying to catch tiny fish in cans to take home. Orlen'ehildren
are cruel to animal.;, particularly dogs and puppies, but parents do n,A,
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In fact, adults, too, sometimes abuse dogs by kicking them o_ towing stones at them. This is
evidently an accepted outlet for aggression, for while children are discouraged from any expression of 'hostility toward playmates, they may use
animals, particularly puppies as playthings which they may_throw around,
strike, use as targets for stones, waterguns, and so fdtth, with
impunity. They are afraid of insects, and girls particularly will run
screaming if someone yells "bug." This is probably due to the revulsion
and:fear of bugs which is instilled in them by parents who use fear of
try to correct the children on this po:.nt.

bugs as a technique for controlling children. For example, one mother
who wanted to wash her obstinate son's face because it was covered with
impetigo sores held a mirror up to him and pointed to the scabs with a
look of disgust, saying, "Look, bugs." When he tried to put his finger
into in electric wall socket, she yelled, "No, bugs in there."
The children have a repertoire of fittle songs and rhymes to recite
when they see certain birds or insects. When a particular species of
wildfowl fly in formation overhead, they all chant 'That bird sucks her
own eggs." All the translations for these were given by the girls
themselves. When a bee is chasing them, they say "Bee, I will poke your
butt with grass." Anotner one for bees is "Bee come, I'll eat you raw."
When they are fishing'for devilfish (sculpin?) they call, "Come, come,
get your wife." Another rhyme is chanted when tney are trying to call
Wild birds to get their attention, "Birdie, birdie, come, come." If
they see a snail, they say, "Snail, open your ears. If you don't, I'll
poke you."
It was normal'in former times for girls to marry in their early to
mid teens. Some parents still urge their daughters to marry young, but
many are pow resisting family pressure to do so. Many want to attend
high school or simply enjoy their freedom a little longer, for they
know that once married, they must assume more responsibility and are
less free to visit with their friends.
Adolescence and young adulthood are relatively carefree times for
most individuals. The boys help fathers hunt and fish, and girls help
their mothers with baLysitting and housework, but teenagers are free to
come and go pretty much as they please, in most households. They stroll
through the village at night, stopping in groups to chat: They hold
rock dances in the community hall. They attend movies and do a lot of
Some attend high school at St. Mary's, a Roman Catholic
visting
mission on the Yukon River. The young men often enlist in the National
Guard or one of the military services and go "outside" for basic trainBoys, and to a lesser
There is such travel between villages.
ing.
extent, girls, travel on foot or by boat to nearby villages, particularly Toksook, to visit friends or attend dances. Boys spend a lot of
their free time learning to play guitars or in the local pool hall.
Several boys own motorcycled and ride up and down the village or along
Two young men
the beach, to the annoyance of the older generation.
from Tununak and a third from Toksook formed a rock band (two guitars
and a drum) while in high school together and now continue to p1a7 for
.
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locql dances. A few parents are strict with their daughters and re.strict their comings and goings, but from what several of them told me,
parental control over teenagers is ineffectual in many cases.

There is not much obvious pairing off among young people until the
serious courting stage, when couples holding hands can be seen in the
evenings walking down to the end of the spit. Nearly all couples are.
married in the Catholic church, and until they ;.an afford to build their
own house, may live with the relatives. In this vicinity the pattern
is for the couple to live in the groom's village, with his parents if
necessary. Birth control is only beginning to be practiced and is still
not common, so children begin arriving within the first two years of marriage. Young wives and mothers remain at home much of the time; there
is gossip aboutra young wife who spends too much time visiting or walking,about the village. People say she is lazy and should be at home
doing her work. The amount of independence of a wife varies greatly.
Some older women rule their households and do as they please, while
their husbands can only joke- about how bossy their wives are. In other
cases, the men are true heads of the household and wives are subordiIn most marriages I .was familiar with, there was a measure of
nate.
equality based on mutual affection. In some cases love °Verteine the
prescription of appropriate role, as when a loving 1-1..sband prepared
dinner for his wife who was in a bad mood that day or a husband'
did the laundry for his tired wife. Many married _!ouples seem to have.
Young wives sometimes feel that their parents -iii -law
in-law troubles.
watch them too closely or are critical of their housekeeping. Sons-intheir
law do not always provide the assistance which parents expect of
that
the
wife's
parents
live
in
the
daughter's husband, when it happens
of
Marriage
is
same community. Sometimes a Strain in the early years
relieved when the couple's first child is borp.

Religion

There have been itinerant Roman Catholic priests in the vicinity of
Nelson Island since the late 1800's. A resident driest who travelled
All resie 1930's.
from village to village has been availabl3 since
They
ark
baptized,
condents of Pununak are Roman Catholic today.
They
take
the
names of
firmed, married, and buried with church ritual.
Catholic saints... Utley pray before meals and attend, church several times
conducted by two lay
a week. When the, priest is away, the service is
priest is
deacons in the village. The service is in Yupik when the
readings
and
sermon
are
translated by
absent and when he is present his
a local resident into Yupik.
at,echism was formerly
more years in service to the
chism one afternotn a week.
opportunities for members to

taught by lLy volunteers who spent one or
church. Now the local women teach cliteThe church council and sodality are also
be more active in church life.

To all outward appearances, the Eskimos have been completely converted to Christianity. But one finds evidence from time to time that
the transition is not fully completed, or at least that the Eskimos have
Many
interpreted Christian dogma in light of their former beliefs.
members of, the community have reported visions. Children's experiences
with the mysterious or supernatural are the topics of their stories and
conversations. I was told countless tales of children's encounters
with angels, monsters, voices, and haunted houses as well as with unexplained forces operating to lock doors, move objects, and so forth.
One woman whose father was a shaman told me that shamanism is the work
of the devil, but she also explained that it worked until God came to
In other words; in her
the people and the shamans lost their power.
understanding, God arrived with the priest. Most adults have many
stories of their experiences with.supelmatural creatures in the sea,
ghosts, inbusters,'haunt_u houses (which they ask the priest to bless),
Many adults also told me that in the old days there vete many more
'etc.
encounters with supernatural beings than there are nowadays.

School

The grade school (grades 1 through 8) in Tununak is operated by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Prior to 1972 one couple taught all eight
grades; in 1972 and 1973 there were three teachers; and after 1973 four
teachers handled the eight grades. The physical facility consists of
one building which contains two apartments for the teachers, :three
classrooms,.a school kitchen, and an office which was the medical aide
The Roman
office until a new clinic was built in the summer of 1974.
Catholic church provides facilities lor a pre-school which has been run
Because of overcrowding.
by a Montessori trained lay volunteer teacher.
at the B.I.A. school, the Montessori school has handled the first grade
for several years, from 1971 to 1974.
Teachers afe whites who come from "outside" and usually know little
or nothing about the Eskimos, their culture, or the conditions under
Many are disillusioned by the problems
which they will be teaching.
they encounter, and the isolatiOn of their life in the village is also
a source of depression for some. Thus, it is not uncommon for new
Others
teachers to leave after their first year's contract is over.
enjoy life in a remote outpost and make a career of bush teaching. A
third type remains a few years until a substantial financial nestegg
is built and then they return to life in the "lower forty-eight." The
teachers are usually rotated so that in Tununak'in recent times, there
have been new teachers every other year or so.
Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools are well-financed, and have all
of the equipment and facilities they need, in most cases. In addition,
there are many extras which make the teaching Viand learning) more
pleasant: recreation equipment; videotapes of children's television
programa such as Sesame Street and the Electric'Company; library books,
and many other features.
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School egins at 9:00 each morning and ends at 3:00 for the first
three grades and at 4:00 for the upper,,classes. A hot lunch is served
daily, prep ed from canned goods in the School by an Eskixao woman
employed as cook. Menus are taken from a published guide for schools,
which also ives ihstructions.ii preparing each dish.

The teaphers were a source of conversations among the villagers
while I was an Tununak, and since I was acquainted with them, I'heard
much about their impressiohs and experiences too, so I was one of the
few individuals who had access to both sides of the teacher-villager
The villagers were, forthe most part, in awe of the
relationship.
teachers, as they are with most gussuks; even if they sometimes disapproved c.,f the teachers behavior, they rarely took action to change
For example, some parents complained that their children
the situation.
were sick and vomited after lunches'-at school, but none ever went to the
teachers to request a change in the policy that each child eat everything served to him. Some also disapproYed of strict disciplineof the
teachers, but no action was taken through the school board to make
The teachers for their part seemed to
parents' dissatisfaction known.
have mixed feelings about the students.' It was clear tome on many
occasions that the teachers genuinely enjoyed their students. But sometimes they displayed.,a lack of understanding in'dealing with the child.
The teachers rarely left the school complex to visit the villagers
ren.
and knew almost nothing of the life of the peolple, yet they formed
opinions about the Eskimos' lifestyle which they belie.ed were based on
The teacher told me'that the children are bored and do nothing
truth.
unless the activity is organized by adults. They used this as their
rationale to initiate extra-curricular activities in the evenings.
Although the children enjoyed going to the school after hours for gymnastics, and other activities, they were far from bored-and inactive
otherwise. Adults almost never supervise or organize activities for
their children, and children were always playing without adult superThe children were very active with their own amusements, both
vision.
outdoors and in the house. I never heard any child complain that there
was ,nothing to do. bsvilt (1963: 34)' reports the same ofjiapaskiak
"games. are seldom Organized, and there appears to be little
children:
need.for authority."
,

Phe teachers' rationale for forcing the children to clean up their
plates at lunch is, ls they explained to me, that prior to the arrival
why they are
.. of the white man, the Eskimos were "a sickly racer that is
improve
their
nutrition
by
so'short." It is the white man's duty to
The
"lacks
nutritional
value."
substi4,ting our food for "theirs, which
based
onno
evidence
I
know
teachers' opinion of native food value was
in Tunuriak to know what was
about. Not only did they never visit homes
about
the nutritional content of
being eaten, but they had no knowledge
has
1-.:!en
shown to be adequate
native food, which in published studies
deficiency
(Heller
of
a
calcium
in most aspects, with the exception
manyschildren,dislike
is not.
The Spanish rice and chili which
1964).1
A
few
years
ago,
teachers
sea]
oil.
nearly as healthy as dried fish and
it
was
almost
hopeless
to
teach
the
in Tununak told the missionary that
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Eskimos our ways because they are a genetically inferior race. One
teacher in 1973-74 informed me that the Eskimd language is so primitive
and limited in vocabulary that the' people are incapable of expressing
abstract thought, and they lack concepts of time and space. 'I asked if
then had had an .oricntation course on Eskimo culture 11;ior to taking up
duties at native sctio$61s, and they informed me that the'Bureau of Indian
Affairs does sponsor orientation courses for their new teachers but that
they had not learned much of value in the course.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs headquarters allocates extra money
This led
from Title I for .each special education student on the rolls.
to the typing of any slowstudent as a special education student to
obtain more money for the local budget. No'allowance is made for language problems. Materials for English as a second language were
apparently available, but I was told by-the teachers that these were.a
waste of time. No one was employed to give extra coaching in learning
English, and as a result, many students had very little Idea of what was
being taught in school for the first several years. By the time-they
acquired .(essentially on their own) some fluency in -English, they were
so far behind in subject matter that theY'had little hope of catching
up on the material they had been unable to understand earlier. In
spite of the lack of time and money for extra language studies, the
Tuftunak school spent $6000 for a wrestling mat in 1974. This figure
was quoted by the teacher who ordered it. Teachers complain that students do not receive encouragement at home to do well in school.
Parents permit children to stay up late at night; so they are often
sleepy during classes in the day. English is not spoken is the homes,
and teachers put part of the blame for the children's slow progress in
acquiring fluency in English on their parents. Although it is true that
regular schedule, and do not speak English in
parents do not enforce
their homes, it is not hard to understand, given their Permissive childrearing practices which are traditional, and given their lack of identity with what children are learning in school. They see a great need
for education to cope with changes'in their lives, but school is also,
the dividing agent between generations of Eskimos. '

Attitudes of Esibinoward Outsiders
The expressed attitudes of the Eskimos about themselves varied
from disparaging remarks on.their,poverty, unpleasant smelling houses,
and lack of educatiOn to bbasts of their ingenuity at repairing equipment, frugality, environmental concern and their hard work. Most seem
ambivalent about their heritage. On the one hand they cannot ignore it,
and many older people are reluctant to see it fade, but nearly everyone
likes the conveniences of modern life and is caught up in the rush to
become "modern." They are not unaware of the prejudice many whites
feel, so they are torn between wanting to be like the whites to-avoid
feelirig,inferior and hating the whites for treating them as inferiors.
They feel mistrust for strangers, and yet their ethic encourages hospitality and friendliness. I believe this is why most casual visitors

-leave with the impre.ssion that Eskimos are one of the friendliest groups
in the world. A visitor is greeted with smiles and invitations to come
in for coffee or to attend a dance. He receives much attention, but heis unaware of what is being said behind his back. Only thdse who have
lived among the residents of the village know how lohg it takes to be
really aVie'pced and for suspicion-and covert hostility to disappear, if
it ever does. One white woman I,knew who had lived among the people for
many years told'me that after three years in one village-she was told
by a close Eskimo friend, "The people are starting to accept you now."
I myself witnessed several occasions on which visitors who remarked to
me that they felt the Eskimos were so warm and friendly were later sub "What do those'gussuks want here, anyjects of rather hostile gossip.
they are probably spies," is a typical reaction. As usual, those
way.
whites in search of the noble savage found him. The Eskimos are skilled
at impression management, not only because they are'somewhat intimidated by the-white man but also because they prefer to see themselves
as "the- good guys." One man asked me why I had never visited him. 1
said that it was because he had never invited me, to which he replied,
"You don't need to wait for an invitation, Eskimos are friendly people,
not like gussuks. You can come anytime." However much he may have
believed this about himself, I knoll( that-many Eskimos were uncomfOrtable
with whites in theirhoMes. The woman I lived with told me of several
of her friends, "She's afraid to invite you because her house is messy."
One man who asked me in for coffee seconds after the new teacher had
'passed us on the walk said, whenI asked if he wanted to as the new
teacher in too,'"No, I didn't want to invite him because he's too
gussUk." Many are afraid of the disapproval of whites.
Phis is not true in more acculturated villages.
overt, and whites have been asked to leave.

Hostility is more

Acculturation
:'here has been change in nearly every facet of Eskimo 'life as
Reference to the
result k..f (!ontadt with the AngloAmerican culture.
modern
technology
has :een
Eskimo huntei.Ls dependence upon items of
Material
culture
is
made in the discussion of subsistence patterns.
society,
but
Tonunak
has
perhaps one of the rirst areas of change in any
Exi.lorers
for
very
long.
not nid great exposure to the outside world
and missionaries passed through Nelson Island infrequently from the last
decades of the nineteenth century until approximately the second decade
or this century when. the Bureau of Indian 4ffairs established a.schonl
(;overoment financial assistance was not introduced until
.in lUnhoak.
the 1950's, and airplanes to deliver passengers, mail, and cargo did
not begin landing there until but the same time. However even up to
about 19o0 contact was minimal compared to most other Alaskan Eskimo
However, many villagers had been exposed to Anglo-American
villages.
culture as a result of epidemics in the 1950's. Prior to that time, a
traditional way of life had been followed, and- contact with the outside
world had been felt only minimally. Several factors changed the
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situation about that time. Military activity along the Alaskan coasts
increased contact between Eskimos and whites. Also, many young men
joined the military during World War II and afterwards, and were sent
outside the state for training'and duty: PrObsbly because of increased
Contact, Eskimos, who had no immunity to diseases introduced by whites,
began to suffer4srom epidemics of diptheria and tuberculosis. Many
epidemics had ddcimated native populations in othei parts of the state
in early times,\but contact with whites had occurred earlier ;n such
areas. Many it were flown to hospitals where they spent up to several
years recovering. Families were separated, and those who returned to
the village btou ht a greater knowledge of outside ways and language
than they had ha previously. The Alaskan and Federal governments
began to introduce more programs and services, when Alaska became a
This meant more pontact with government agents. Also at this
state.
time, school attendance began to increase, as the-Eskimos' appreciation
for its benefits grew.

In about 1965 the first snowmobile was purchased by a Tununak
resident, and dog sleds have been completely replaced by machines since
then. Electricity to the village was installed in about 1969, and the
eter 4Pe was -laid about the same time. The last' traditional sod
house was abandoned in about 1966. But as in all societies undergoing
change, the process is. not a smooth one..
Houses are now mostly frame constructions of one or two rooms built
by the men from plywood which is shipped in. They are furnished according to the means of the families, In poorer homes, most of the sparse
furniture is homemade. Beds have feather mattresses made from down and
feathers of wildfowl. Wealthier families own beds, tables, and chairs
from mail-order houses. Some homes have bare wooden floors; others are
floored with linoleum. Within the hOies, thi variety and number of
appliances also reflects the owners' afTluence. One of the most popuFreezing is the quickest and easiest method
lar items is the freezer,
A
few
families
own refrigerators, but they still
of preserving food.
keep dried =eats, fish, seal oil, and leftovers on the cool-pvh.
In spite of the availability of "white man's food" in the stores,
albeit at high prices, most People genuinely prefer their traditional
diet of fish and sea mammals, which they generally-take' sitting on the
floOr together. Traditional clothingiexcept for skin boots in winter,
has almost been entirely abandoned by the men in favot of. mail -order
clothes. Women buy many items of clothing from mail order houses, but
they continue to '.!ear fur parkas in winter and sew their own kuspuks
(loose cotton dresses) to wear over slacks and blouse or as a parka
still know how to clean.and tan skins, at least
cover in winter. Woir
L4er
do, but they employ lard, soap, and flour
those middle aged and
anning
is disappearing because of the Eskimos'
to clean skins. Urir
i's
disapproving
nose.
sensitivity to the gu.
Sewing machine!,, washihg machines, plastic and metal containers
and dishes, electric'tools, motor-driven boats, and other machines
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greatly ease the-life of Tununak residents, but they st ,ill sling to some
Language is one aspect they are particuof their traditional culture.
Adults
say that the school teachers urge
larly reluctant to give up.
them to speak, English at home_so the children will know it before they
:" begin school. But parents fear that unless the children, speak Yupik at
home, they will not know their own language. 'Nearly everyone in the
village speaks Yupik except ghen speaking directly to gussuks. The preschool age children and old people do riot know much English, if any.
The generation from 15 to 30 seems to be most fluent.

.

mhere-bple still carry on some traditional secular ceremonies.
The annual "special dance" appears to beta survival of the old trading
festivals, but the goods exchanged are ones they buy in the store. The
"firsts" ceremonies also contine but again, the gifts distributed are
modern items such as ,cloth, kitchen items, candy, etc. which arepurchased.

\

-

,

There is Increasing travel to other parts of Alaska, and many mqn
have been "outside" the.statefor their National Guard basic training.
The'National Guard is a source of cash, income for mdny Tununak men.
been one college graduate and about half the students go on
There
least
a year of high school in other parts of the state, since
at
\to
there is no schooling beyOnd eighth grade-on-Nelson Island (a high
is presently under construction in Toksook). Individuals who
need hospitalization travel to Bethel or Anchorage where they are
exposed to western life-styles, but there is still minimal comprehension
of the outside world for many adults:, For example, when news of VicePresident Agnew's resignation wasnnounced over the radio-stations (in
B-4hel and Nome), 1 was asked who Agnew was.- People asked me frequently
iftevents and people seen in the movies were "real." Few could comprethat gussuks do not receive the same free medical and dental care
heAd
prOvided by the Public Health Service to Eskimos (they repeatedly made
refrence to their impressibn that all gussuks are rich while Eskimos
are poor). While they take advantage of the medical and dental care
available to them, many also employ traditional medical treatments such
as ucie of local plants as medicines and bloodletting to relieve aches
They use Crisco as a medicinal salve, and have their own
and vtins.
For example, impetigo is
explanations for the causes of some disease.
associated igith the ripening of salmon. berrieS. Chiltreh often wear
red yarn 4round wrists or ankles to prevent blood poisoning.
.

.

.

,

z:.
Teenagers try to eLulate western styles of dress and langilage,
-Youi,g men often pepper-their speech with En6.,ish slang and obscenities.
They like long hair and motorcycles. Many'have,experimented with drugs
A
alt high school.
,

Ale Eskimos seem to have a practical up, .oach to culture change.
If a riew item works better, use it. Thu3 in mnking tEmlitionrrnes.
gaskets, modern commercial dyes or colored paper steeped in
water are used to color the grasses used for designs. Hut when someeven though nearly
thing traditional is more pragmatic, why change.
4
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every household has a broom, most women still use a bird's wing to
sweep he floor. More on the Juxtaposition of old and new will be dislosed in later sections,.
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Idteratur'on Eskimos of
of southwesteit Alaska 's scanty compared
available inand.'northwestern
giouPs, but
to that of the northern
rIt.4ble similartformation on southwestein.Alaskan-Etkimos inclticatess
ucture in most
m
communities (Lanti,s 1946; NeIsim 1899;'
ity in
%
Oswalt.1963). There are differences'between villages ,and.area.in
economic pursuits, house types, dialects,settlemeht size,' descent rat terns, and many other features- (0awQlt 197), but roltiCieruetur is
a
)
';
comparably, with few exceptions.

role structure

I

''

'a'
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Role structure of traditional sguthwettern.AlaOtlan Esk(iir

society

The, major factorsgyerning div.ision of 1b9F

"..
was extremely simple.
liMited
td
pa?t-time
ceremonial
were sex and age, and.speCialization was
Under the system of age-division'oflabor, indiand religious rolet.
viduals worked according to their capabiligts, wittl'adults responsible.'
for the major subsistence activities while childreniand old people,'
assumed'light chores as:their abilities permitted. The sexkial4diVision
of -labor was fairly clearcut, with the roles,of men and women cbmple.lAn's prim'aiv,roTes were as hunterg, trusbandss, and father
mentary.

whose major responsibiliCiltsincluded providing mkat for thel..family.an',:
The women
making and miiitair.ing.tcpls; weapons, boats, and houses.
mothers'who
hadhe.responr1-.A
{rives
a
were primarily housekeepers,
estic.duties, and preparation
bilitSr for care of the children,
(cleaning-and butci4i-ing) of the g e hunters'brought home for koo. Ind
raw materials. More camgle're digcussions of the' different but'omp, ementary roles of men and women fn traditional tociety.are.ample in the
literature (Giffen:1930;.-Lahtis 1946: 244-246). Because of the lack of
..
svecialiation in economic pursuit:, anti ,he complementdry division of
labor by sex, a man and wife were a self sufficient team; between them :
they had all the requisite knawledte and ,skills o'stikrive'andprovide
"i
fo -themselve arid their family..
.

,

ur positions of
Although there were noeorm'al political
authority, some individuals wielded more larluerice iQ the, mmunity thorn
illey might hacte 9 title in :tome areas which cO.ull be translated
others.
as "chief," but it was 9 title, nut, an officex'and Lii4e'werc seve'ral
eharin- ,
"chiefsP in any one village (Lantis'19hO: 21s8). 1:hese
'
mat:c leaders in' Eskimo s6e,rty, whose personnl qualiCie. earned theft
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the, respect of the community. Such men did not have power or formal
authority-to control the rest of the group, but when advice was needed
they were sought cut. Such individuals achieved respect by virtue of
their own skills and abilities rather than by rights of office (Nelson
The individualism that was a basic characteristicoflall
1899: 304).
Eskimos, both northern and southern groups, precluded formal office of
The ethic of equality of opporauthority ( Hippler and Colin 1973: 5)
tunitipreVented the:levelopment of any "craft guilds, secret societies
with limited memperShip, or a priesthood, any one ' which might have
Lantis
sought to dominate or organize,'society" (Lantis 1946: 260).
'pertained
almost
exclusively
to
observed that the ideology of Eskimos
(Lantis
1946:
249).
individual rather than group behavior

In spite of the' egalitarian standards of society, individual beThere are reports intithe
havior did not always conform to these ideals.
to
dominate
others through
literature of deviant individuals who sought
Hippler
and
Conn'1973:
23;..Lantis
wealth or fear (Oswalt 1967: 205;
1959: 39; Nelson 1899: 296). However, even such unusual persons sought
control by force of individual achievqment and personal characteristics
ather than b3t changing or manipulating the basic systeni itself,

The inherent individualism of Eskimos can be seen in spheres other
(shamans) were indithan political. Part 'time religious specialists
psychology,
a talent for healing,
viduals who had an aptitude for human
Shamans
acted alone,
world.
and the ability to'deal with the spirit
If
office
or
priesthood.
the,t is, without the formal sanctions of an
The
their
influence
would
be
lost.
they were consistently ineffective,
(Lantis
those
of
gazgiq
leader
only other differentiated roles were
1946: 248) and dance leader (0Swalt 1967: 205). The gezgiq leader on
Nunivak Island (Lantis 1946) was an individual recognized by the others
he
as such, but. Lantis reportS that'his duties w e re unclear; probably
visitors,
supervising
preparations
for
was re'inonsible fqr hoSting
ceremonies and feasts, and seeing that the structure was maintained and
The dance leader among Kuskokwim riverine Eskimos
cleaned (p. 248).
?as a role passed from father to son, but it was not considered an
important one (Oswalt 1967: 206). The duties involved supervising
In Tununak today, there are three men'who re responsible for
dances.
deciding when an informal dance will be held and oaning the gazgla
to songs and sugbeforehana. The oldest of the three calls out words
decide
which
dance
to perform
gests dances when. the groan pauses to
dances
than
the
others
but does
next. He seems to know more songs and
These
is
old
and
lame
now.
not dance himse lf, probably because he
positions of cazgis and dance leaders were filled by men who achieved
the skills, knowledge and influence necessary to meet the expectations
of the role!.

Individualism is evident too in the traditional religious system.
Each person had personal charms and amulets to attract supernatural
assistance in his endeavors. A system of taboos had to be Observed by
offend the:
every individual. One person's failure to do so could
spirits and bring misfortune' on everyone, a heavy responsibility for the

8
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It was then his obligation to public,1y confess and thus
individual.
free the group of\the bad luck that his actions h d brougbt on them
(Lantis 1946: 197),.
"firsts"
A child's development was recognized though t emedium of
irl
picked
her
first
ceremonies.- When a boy killed his first sea or a
onially.(see
page
bueket.of berries, ,the contribution was observed cer
ceremonies.
43). Here there were no group initiations or age-se
hoklored
individually
for
personal
achievement,
and the
Individuals were
today.
custom of observing,"firsts" continues
I

I

'

ght of the
When a crime was committed, it was generally the
victim or his relatives to punish the, criminal. No out ide authority
Only when the
or'formal judicial body judged or pUnished the offender.
/
criminal's behavior posed the threat of disruption to th group as a
whole did individual action give way to community retail tion against
1

,

him.

That individuals, had full and equal access to all forms of social
Participati-n and all occupations (Lantis!1946: 262) can b further
selected for thei personal
illustrated. In marriage, partners were
qualities rather than, for social status,. In marriage the Status of

spouses was usually equal:

In spite of the strong masculine-feminine segmentation\of the
culture--stronger than in many cultures--shown for example in
the differences in forms of all utensils owned by males and
females, there\ was no great discrepancy in the stuus of men
and women (Leptis 1946: 261)..
1

,

\I

iVidividual
There were, 'of course, individual exceptions, but they were
exceptions.
,,

Although men often
Hunting was also individual for the most part.
hunted with partners, there were no group or communal hunts, o hunt
chiefs (Lantis 1946 246), and no strict rules governing the 1ivision
of spoils.
Essentially, then, the structure of traditional Eskimos iciety in
southwestern Alaska was egalitarian. A two-part division of Idults-males and females--was the extent of major formal role differentiation.
All adult males and females had the same sex-related rights, duties and
In
expected behaviors related to economic purSuits and family life.
achieve informal
oppprtunities
for
males
to
addition, there were limited
lacked
positions of influence (by informal, I mean that these positions
office
and
were
dependent
pn
perprescribed power or authority of an
qzagici,
spnal qualities) as charismatic leaders in the community or
The
women
also
occashamans, and to a lesser extent, dance leaders.
oldest women in the community sometimes

C-Ibnally were shamans, and the

became influential as advisors.

1
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There are two categories of individuals who are mw treated as
inferiors in Tununak, although I do not know if this is traditional:
unwed mothers aad illegitimate children. Unwed mothers are often
scorned and ostracized, even sometimes by their own relatives, and
illegitimate children are taunted by other children whose parents are
openly contemptuous of such children. Whether this is widespread in
contemporary Eskimo society I do not know, but it is mentioned in the
literature for at least one other southwestern Alaskan community, one
in which the dominant religion is Russian Orthodox (Oswalt 1963: 28).
Culture change has had a significant impact on the self-sufficiency
of families and to a lesser extent on the individualism of the Eskimo.
The availability of manufactured goods and processed foods has led to a
reliance on items not produced by the family. Furthermore, the role
structure, while'still not complex compared to that in modern American
society, has expanded considerably, and there is ncvsome...ppecialization
of labor. There are presently several full-time jobs in the village
pnd some part-time positions; the duties and expectations of the store
clerk, medical aide, postmaster, and magistrate are different from each
A man may now choose to be something more than a hunter-husbandother.
He may be a seasonal construction worker, a school janitor, a
father.
lay deacon, a member of the village council, or fill any number of
other roles. A list of paid jobs, volunteer positions, and elective
offices is found in Appendix C. Women have fewer choices, but they are
beginning to serve on school and church boards and to be elected to
council offices of secretary and treasurer. Teacher aides at the school
are normally young, unmarried women, and one woman has served as postmaster in recent times. The school cook is also female. The official
power associated with many of these roles is a new element as well. The
president and other members of the council' have the formal authority to
control
enact laws f:or the village. The school board members have some
have
some
say
in
the
hiring
of
over the functioning of school and even
Intaddition,
they
can
impose
teachers, if they choose to exercise it.
an evening curfew for school children. Medical aides have powers, sometimes over life and death, since they decide whetheror not an individual needs medical attention from a physician and must authorize
opening
:,ravel to the hospital in Bethel. The postmaster regulates the
mail
plane
arrives
after
closing
of the post office, especially when a
The policeman has absolute authority over villagers who disobey
time.
In all these cases, the power is ascribed to the office and is
laws.
not dependent upon the individual or his personality. A new, expanded
superstructure of roles has thus been imposed over the traditional
The difference between the old and the new role Structure
framework.
is not simply in the numbers of choices and variety of roles available,
bu'c also in the assignment of power functions. Whereas traditionally
there was a minimum of ascribed power +o.many, roles, such as that of
parent over children; there is now power ascribed to many roles, so
individual lives are increasingly regulated by the actions of others.'.
traditionally
How, are these structural: changes accepted by a people who
have valued individualism so highly?

I
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In the case of Tununak the changes in values seem to have lagged
behind changes in role structure. In spite of the authority of elected
village officials, the people continue to maintainAndividual autonomy
Intoxicated individuals roam freely through the
as much as possible.
"village, teenage boys roar through the village on motorcycles in spite
of repeated admonitions by the council, children still occasionally stay
out after curfew, and other examples could be listed. The point is not
simply that people still feel an aversion to being told what to do, for
most try to conform to the village ordinances, but that the officials
They often experience
do not often follow tnrough ,ith any enforcement.
frustration because of the casual attitude of the villagers, but they
are unwilling to risk disapproval and public discord by behaving autoEffectiveness in office even now results more from personal
cratically.
relationships of the man holding it than on exercise of official power
The turnover rate for
(Oswalt 1963: 66 says this,of Napaskiak as well).
is
rather
high. ihdividuals
many jobs and elective offices in Tununak
the
part
of
the village or
are replaced because of dissatisfaction on
Interestbecause they r'esian, discouraged by their ineffectiveness.
ingly, Eskimos seem tohave a different notion of the role of AngloAmericans. They appear to accept the domination of white leaders. The
reasons for this are complex and are invo)ved, I beLieUE :, with their
feelings of inferiority as, much as the aggressiveness of whites. Whereas they will follow the lead of an k-glo-American, obey orders, behave
submissively, they will not do this for'an Eskimo leader. Their concept, of their role vis a vis whites is different from their role expectations within the native social organization. Moreover, the stigma
attached to Eskimo unwed mothers and illegitimate children is not
extended to Anglo-Americans. A young, single teacher in the village
birth to an infant at the end of her first year there. She rem
turned with her child to teach a second year and was, from all I could
Adults and children were fregather, genuinely liked by the people.
was
the
center
of great attention and
Liue,,t visito-s,
Such
affection
is
not extended to all
the recipient of many gifts.
teachers, however, and cannot be explained by a blanket acceptance of
all Anglo-Americans as friends.

Role Structure in Games
The reader will recall that information on games was compiled in
the field from my observations and from statements children made about
their recent play activities. The list of traditional games was made
exclusively on the basis of informants' statements. Caution must be
taken against relying heavily on the accuracy of such statements, par-.
tievlarlj witL regard to frequency of games played. Validity studies
hnVe shown that what children say they play is not alw:.ys what they in
faCt play (:;utton-:smith 1965: F25r66), and this is undoubtedly even more
true 3r adults' recollections of their childhood games. It Whii for
this :eason, as well as limitations imposed by cultural factors in the
field, that I did not employ questionnaires or surveys in recording
game preferences.

73.
A few comments regarding information not contained in the Appendix
on games seem pertinent here.. During the time I was in Tununak, I
noticed what we might call game seasons. These were not seasons which
corresponded with changes in the weather, although of course some play
activities did change as winter I-:ought snow to play in or.summer permitted longer outdoor games. But seasons in the players''preferences
did not depend exclusively on weather conditions. In the summer of
1973, making string figures was the single most frequently observed
play activity among children. As explained in more detail in
Appendix A, this was probably due to a revitalizationtof string figures
during an arts and crafts class for children. However, during the following summer, 1974, string figures had virtually disappeared from the
game repertoire and had been replaced by marble6 as the most frequently
observed game. Almost every day, throughout the village, one could
observe groups of from two to.six children shooting marbles. I would
conclude from my- experience that 'the games any observer records from
year to year would vary because of such changes in player preferences,
and only several years of observation would yield a truly accurate picture of game seasons or game cycles.
Another Point which was discussed more fully within the context of
acculturation is that changes from the traditional repertoire to the
present one began to increase significantly after 1950, but' information
on exactly when each new game was adopted could not be obtained.
The_following-discussion will focus on power functions and modes
of competition in games, interaction patterns, and role organization,
and finally, a brief discussion of roles in sociodramatic play.
For descriptions of games, and ages and sexes of players, the
reader should refer to Appendix A. Games recorded in Tununak have been
'aassified according to Roberts, Arth, and Bush taxonomy (1959), with
the additional element of memury-attention identified by Eif'oymenn
(1971), a classification based on the dominant mode of competition or
contest in the game, in Table 2 on page 76. Games are also classified
in terms of player specialization (differentiation) in Table 4 on
Games are further classified by interaction patterns,
page 82
according to Avedon's taxonomy of structural elements (1971: 421-25) in
Table 3 on page 78.

rower Functions and Modes of Competition

The traditional Eskimo cultire with its lack of hierarchical role
organization and social stratification had very few roles in which
power was ascribed: The only exceptions were the rules of parents
which assigned some measure of power over their children. Otherwise,
through their own actions and
all influence of indivi.. 41s was

In games, too,-early all-ovided
lorach,ievpd
opportunities for indiThere were no
viduals to demonstrate ortest their own abilities.
exceptions to this in the traditional repertoire of games recorded for
skills.

4
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Figure 3 - String Figure
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Tununak. For the most part, even introduced games are those in which
the'player is entirely on his own to succeed or \fai6 at the endeavor,
whatever the mode of conteAt present (with the eXceptiOn, of course, of
gmes of chance). The nature of the contest in Eskimo games varies. In
most traditional games, it was physical agility, endUrance or strength,
and in some it was memory-attention. In some new gaies; the element of
strategy has been introduced. Young men play chess according to standard rules, but children tend to minimize strategy by modifying games
For example, basketball" played by
which have that element present.
young boys is little more than practice in shooting basketS. There is
rarely any guarding, and once a player h s possession of the ball, he
does not n,,ed to Plan a strategy to get close to the .basket, for the
other players rarely interfere with his attempts to shoot. The children
also modify the rules of checkers: a piece may be moved diagonally for
'any number of spaces (like the bishop in chess) so that the game is
quickly over. Games of chance are played now by older children and,
adults. Children enjoy card games and simple board games; adult men`
bet on card games and pool; and women are fond of bingo and card games;

Table 2 lists the types of games played in traditional and contemporary Tununak society according to the mode of competition or contest
physical skill; physical skill with, a minor element of
pres,nt:
strategy; physical skill with memory-attention; chance; chance with a
minor element of strategy; strategy;" and memory-attention.
Another type of game, that of arbitrary power (Avedon and SuttonSmith, 1971: 404) has been introduced-in'school. Games-:of-arbitrary
paver have a central-person position which has "arbitrarily gamegranted status that allows her u dictate the 'course of action.-However, such games have never been observed by me in the
(p. 404).
village. The game power mechanisms in village games are consistent
with those operating in the traditional society. That4s, no member hes
ascribed power over another, but individual potency (which leads to
prestige and influence) is acquired by an individual proving himself
adept or skilled in various areas, such as hunting. While there are no
games of a.bitrary power played by Tununak children, such games have
been retarded for a Canadian Eskimo group (Glassfo d 1970: 283) '

Interaction Patterns
.George Herbert Mead (1934: 158-59) was interested in games as
learning situations for roles and role behavior. Within his discussion
of games as they affect personality development, he included a list of
game elements: purpose of the game; procedures for action; interaction
patterns of platers; role of players; and rules governing actions.
Avedor (1971: 419-426) has compiled a list of ten structural elements
inall games, based on the work of Mead and others: purpose orthe'
game; procedures for action; rules governing action; number of required,
participants; roles of .participants; results or pay-off; abilities and
requir..d for action; interaction patterns.; physical, setting and

sills
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TABLE 2

`DOMINANT NODES OF COMPETITION IN ESKIMO GAMES,

Physical Skill- and

Physical Skill

Memory- attent ion

'Chance

foot races #47
king of the mountain #6

chuki-chuki #9
string figures #10
jump rope #15
(juggling) #57

5 card*match #32
take away #33
Pollyanna #28
-Eskimo solitaire #34*an unknown card game #35

volleyball_ #7

basket shooting #8
tag #2
jacks #16
dOageball #11
keep away #1
hopscotch W20
Physical Skill
marbles #21
aid Strategy
wrestling #23
over and under relay #45
Lapp game #5
3-legged race #48
hockey #3
obstacle course #36
soccer #4
scissors relay #37
cat and mouse #50
ball over the roof #12
*basketball
#8
bicYcle races #46
*touch
football
#24
blindfolded on a
*pool
#17
stick #38
,dizzy relay #39
xhandstacking #22
*backward race Ilk
Memory-attention
*blindfold search #41
*apple eatiig contest 443
*hammer,thenail relay #42 Eyewitness #27
storyknifing #25
*high jump 044
(silence),#66
(dart toss)
#41
r,
kunlMU_Le

-;-bingo #18

Chance
and Strategy
rummy #31
Monopoly #26

Stratgy
hide and seek #13
checkers #14
*chess #19

q):.;

(ring toss or
horseshoes) #60
(finger pull) #62
(hand pull) #63
(jack sticks) #67
(tug of war) #64
(box hockey ) #(,5
(prisoner's base) #58

(hang on a stick) #8
) inicates games no longer played'
* indicates games observed for adn;ts only
Numbers folliwing each gam,. refer to description numbers in
Appendix A
(
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environmental requiremepts; required equipment. The two elements most
relevant to-this discu%sion of games are roles of participants and
The role. structure of games has been discussed,
interaction patterns.
but also of importance to understanding roles in games is the knowledge
The role is the formal positfbn,
of interaction patterns of players.
While the interaction patterns are the. links between roles how posiIt therefori seems useful
-tions interact or interrelate to one another
element-and
Avedon's taxonomy of
to discuss this,particular structural
types of interaction patterns.

Avedon(1971: 424-25) identifies ei
\patterns which can be used to categorize
him as the following (1971: 424-25):
a)

bl

c)

d)

e)

f)

g.)6

101

pes of interaction
These are defined by

Intra-individual--action taking place withf:. the mind of a person
or action involving the mind and a part of the body, but requiring
no contact with another person or eximtnal object.

Extra-individual--action directed by a person toward an,object in
the environment, requiring no contact wittranother person.
Aggregate--action directed by a person toward an object in the
environment while in'the company of other persons whom are also
directing action toward objects in the environment. Action is not
directed towalp each'other, no interaction between participants is
required or.necessary.
Inter-individual--action of a competitive nature directed by one
,person toward another.
Unilateral--action of a competitive nature among three or more
persons, one of whom is an antagonist or "it." Interaction is
in siltaneous competitive dyadic relationships.
Multi-lateral--action of a competitive nature among three or more
persons, no one person is an antagonist.
Intra-group--action of a cooperative nature by two or more persons
intent upon reaching a mutual goal. Action requires positive
verbal and non-verbal interaction.
Inter-group--action of a competitive nature between two or more
antra- groups`

Table 3 is a classification of games plaAd in Tununak using the
eight types of game interaction patterns identified byAvedon. The
majority of games fall into two categories: those with multilateral
interaction patterns (24 of a total of 60 fames); and those with intergroup action patterns (i8 of a total of 60 games). I believe these
structure
frequencies can be ,:,..ulained by cultrtral factors, namelY role
ilnd value systems.

ti
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TABLE 3
INTERACTION PATTERNS OF ESKIMO GAMES

Intraindividual

Extraindividual

Es\imo solitaire
string. figures

Aggregate

*bingo

Interindividual

wrestling
checkers
*unknown card,
game
*chess

Unilateral

Intragroup

Multilateral

stdryknifing
marbles
chuki-chuki
king of the rummy
dual string
Monopoly
mountain
figures
Eyewitnessdodgeball
obstacle
cat & mouse jacks
course
bike races
blindfold on
hopscotch
a stick
basketshootinp
Pollyanna
foot race
take sway
jump rope
5 card m'tch
*high jump
*pool
*handstacking
*backward race
*blindfold
search
(jack sticks)
(silence)
(ring toss)
(thimble toss)
(hand on to
stick)
3
(tIggling)
tag

,

'

Ginger pull)
(hand pull)
(box hockey)
(da4t toss

Intergroup,

ball o,er the
roof'

hockey
Lapp game
soccer
volleyball
scissors relay
dizzy relay
keep away
3-legged race
seek
hide
over 4 under
relay
king of the
mountain
*touch football
*basketball
*apple
conte
*hammer-t e-nail
relay
(prisoner's
base)
(tug of war)

Mr
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Multilateral interaction patterns in games are consistent with the'emphasis on individualism in'econami:.:, political and religious spheres
of
of traditional,-life. Intergroup action rutterns reflect the duality
competitive
effort
on
the
part
of
the competition-cooperation ethic:
each individual but conformity to the ideals.of cooperation and nonaggression for group survival.

Role Organization in Games

$

..-

Scholars have suggested that the%role structure Of children's
games mirrors their knowledge%of social c:ganization: Thus, since
Anglo-American children at a yougg age are usually /in id:Wet-ions super- °
vised or guide` by an adult, such as te!;.14er-pupils, mother-children,
--tfieir game inventory consists primarily of central person games in
which a leader or "it" directs:or has power over the other players
'(Sutton -Smith and'Gump,1955). Examples of American central-person games
are Mother-May-I, Siman,Says, and tag.. It would follow that as
children's roles in," and 'perceptions o::-, the-social organizLtion change,
so will their preferences for game organization. In/agmall homogeneous
community like Tununak, where the social structure is very simple, one
might not find that children's knowledge of eclat role networks gs
limited. That is; given the small scle and simple organization---of
society and the children's rather free access to all aspects of life
,(
there, it is not unrealistic to expect-children to hamg a reasonably
complete knowledge of Tununek's social organization at a.fairly early
Parents speak freely in front of their children, and children are
age.
free to come and go at will to any gathering whether it be church,
council meetings or other activities. The'only activity from which
children are barred is afternoon bingo. Because bhildren have such
without adult supervision,
_liberty and spend much time-together
t part of Eskito childrearing
and because aithoritarian discipline is
practices, children's social organization.,is not unlike that of adultiq
I
unstratifida groups wiuch.permit flexible individual participation.
There are some differences in the'play behavior of various age /
groups, but the differences are not as great as one might find in more
Young/children under tne age pf five do not engage
complex societies.
in the more elaborately organized games such as Lapp; game (#5), ball
over the roof'(#14), and the varioug Gard-and card games. Moreover,
physicel development to rather
they are limited by their own level
simple games of physical skill that o not require maximum degree Of
coordination, games such as tag (#2), foot races ( #47), and unskilled
games of marbles. They may knot./ one or two simple string figures (` filo)
by the age of five_or_so, and(girls are practiced at Smoothing mud and
drawing with a storyknife (#25) even though their "storide,"-ff trey
tell them at all, consist only-of naming objects they draw.- As the
children grow older, their repertoire of..games increases. Girls from
jacks (#16), storyknives
si.'c to about twelve or hirteen'play wit
425), and hopscotch (#20); boys practierwith bows and arrows, sling -.
shots, practice shooting baskets (#8), and play king of the mountain
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Figure 4 - Telling Storyknife Tales
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(#6). Both sexes in the middle childhood years play to (#2), juiap rope
(#15), Lapp game (#5), hockey (#3); hide and seek (#13 keep away (#1),

ball over the roof (#1-2), string figures (#10), docige.ball.

.

cneakers (#14), marbles (#21), rummy .(#31.F.varioxis board games, volleyball (#7), and haye jumping contests: Only the adolescent boys and
young men play pool (#17), basketball (#8).,,:ecgcb football (#24), and
Chess (#19), while both boys ad.-girls of a'deleicent age play board
games, cards, and Lapp game. ....while we an say *grerally that children
under about five or six. plaY'postly simple games,( there seems to be no
correlation of the role organ cation of games and age of players from

that age level on. The role organization is also essentially the same

for adult games`; and since stile gameg played by children are also played
by adults,' or used-iobe; there is no need .to separate a discussion, of
adult and children's games forv...the.fikuvose of 'role analysis. Todd. in

.T'ununak, adult's' rilay only a -few games. Iruancg.-and middle -aged adults of
Jaoth Is es enjoy Lapp ame,-etii.- adults. of alli7ge,s play cards `and bingo
(#18)1.
In -1971

eati

.

.

addition, adults'participiite in tile rttk,eof 3uly contests.
adults were the contestants i.n 'the following games:
contest (#43) ; hammer-the:Ailbrelay (#1+2); backward rad* a#40);

-and b rildfold search (#141).

14'1

Taqie 4 shows the current game inventory for.Tununak classified
according to diffierentiation of individual and team roles. I found no
.
correlation between age of players and preferencefor giute..9 with- differentiated,or unaifferentiatecl, roles 'thus both children's and adult games
as far as
'. -are ,listed in tne table. Traaitiarial games are those which,
aborigwere
liSr
Anglo-American's
but
introduced
I>tan determine,. were 'not
inal games or modified versions of aboriginal games. ;New games are
those which have been taught by Anglo-Americans; usually in schools, and
-have been adopted as taughtor-ihinoaified- forme; It should' be;.,pointed
out t at the games taught in ichoo1,1bUt never played by the children
Autsi e of school ,are not included in the table, al-though'they are
listed in Appendix.A (games #49456
.Games with .d'i ferentiate individual roles are ones in which one
...)
or more otes sha e ipectatio: ; behavior and felatiorfs ,.to 'other players
For example, in the game
which to c iff eni..trom any . ..hef 'position.
.. .
of tag #2.), the ''.;:tnichases"- everyohe else.. lie p the only player
exigeqed to pu.vsue andIfOuch otVr .playe:Fs; that:is his function and-

f

/

_

,

.-r.

''''Tgoat..."3".nL-a'op game '(#5.,), the.;IL'cherle.goalsland
actions are ,different
,
in.undifferentiated role
rplaper.. ,.Ho ever, 3.n.undifferentiated
from those of
games , no, individual'-. itl_orr'i.s- un e. Ea c'h player hits the same func-' O9so.,gs2als7 ar,d, tatus.- Ilier.e ing'Sr bei,difArences..bdween tettm limelb, ticins,, as in .hide d seek (#13) where one. team hides Lind the other team
searches for them, 'out. d1.1 inq..ibers of vhe t I have the- same role; such
games are undifferentiated individual role games, thud are listed in

the.ecategory in the table, but they are differentiated team rolawgames,
so are.also put, into the third' category 'in, the table.
`
1
Some zanies are played th with differentiated individual positions
.

and without. King of the

untak (#6), for example, may be played' as a
,a
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TABLE 4

ROLE DIFFERENTIATION IN GAMES

Differentiated Individual Role Games,
Traditional Games

Introduced Games

tag
storyknifing
obstacle course?
blindfold_on a stick?
jump rope

king of the mountain?
basketball
Lapp game
toach football
cat and mouse
Eyewitness

r

Undifferentiated Individual Role Games
Introduced Games

Traditional. Games
?

'hang onto a stick

f

high4ump

01,

back and race?
blindfold search
string figUres
keep away
soccer
juggling
ball over the roof
hockey
hide and seek
jack sticks
handstacking
et.
wrestling
box hockey?
foot races
chuki-chuki
dodgeball,
thimble toss
ring tons or horseshoes
dart toss
finger pull
hand pull
tug of wer
silence
t

Note:

bingo_
take away

'

3 card match
UMIT

y

.

hopscotch?
apple eating contest
hammer- the -nail relay

over and unden-Jelay
basket shooting,
Eskimo solitlire
unknown card game
scissors step relay
dizzy relay
bicycle races
prisoner's base?

-Differentiated Team-Role-Games-

Traditional Games

keep away
'hide and seek

volleyball
marbles
checkers
Monopoly
Pollyanna
chess
jacks
pool

Introdliced Games

king of the mountain
prisoner's base
Lapp game

? indicates that the origin of this game is uncertain

°

central person game in which one player, tries to keep all others from
_taking his place on a designated area (the Nountain") by pushing them
awayas-they approach. This game igelore ;Often player in teams, how'defenders of their
ever, in which a team of kings,, all in the 'role of
of,attackers
from pushing them '
territory, attempt,to preventthe team
is listed both as a differentioff. Because it is played bOth,Ways, it
differ.ated individual role game (in ;which there is one king). and as a
of
entiateteam game (in which a team of'kings opposes a group
attackers).. In games such as juggling ( #57), darts (#61), jecks'(#16)'1
-

That is, lea'.th playsx
.and others, players taketurng at the same role.
I
.have
classified such
.performs thesame activity but in sequence:
player/is the
games as undifferentiated role games; even though one
central
' focus of activity. I would argue that rather than his being a
.potential
person, he is the player while all others.forM an audience of
-

playerp.:'
27

From Ta)b.0 14,we can see that the number of games without differ-

entiation cdindividual roles (49 of 60 games) is significantly higher
than gades.4n which players take exclusive positions (11 of go games).
.Theinumb6s, lend only partial sup-Nit to my hypothesis that organization
roles in
of playersin Egkimo games is consistent with organization of
major
roles
society. In.thetraditional culture,-there were very few
Differentiation
of
roles
in
society
was
very
.which wereiei,cclusiVe:
the
limiteld.and was not consistent with the egalitarian structure of
differentidted
was
created.by
an
:s..ociety/ Rather, any role which;was
A
by
his
individual
abilities.
individual for himself and maintained
else
later.
formai office was not filled by him.and passed on to someone
In itraditional gapes we see very little individual role differentiation
among players4.only 5 of 30 traditional games recorded involved player
specialization; even.thid was minimal specialization: Tope turners,,
!fv4sus jumpers in jump rope ( #15); storyteller versus listeners in
/
storyknifing (#25); chaserersus escapeeS in tag ( #2), andso on.
Thus the traditional game repertoire consists of games -in which role
organization patterns areconsistent with societal role organization.

?.z

/

in the new games the correlation fails. whereas cintemporary
rdie ,structure in Tununak has been expanded to include significantly
mo differentiated positions, new games do not show anincrease in
Ta4yer specialization over traditional games. Of 30 introduced gamesdifferenti.p14yed in the village, only 6 involve.any individual player
introduced
games,
the
proportion
f!atibn. Thus, in both traditionaland
differentiated role games to differentiated role games remains the
Sam : significantly higher.

t. However,

P

.

As noted earlier, role and 'power function are related.but not the
same.'_ The fact that some individuals are better players than others is
not unrecognized; but no game offers players positions in which rules
of the'game give them differential 'power, control, or influence.
role
In summary, what we see is that in spite of the fact that
the-community-has-inereased_signifieently-in
the
differentia -ion in
introduced
still
continuing
as
new
jobs
Are
past several decades, and is

9
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to increase specialization of labor, there has not yet been a signifi=
toles. The
can chimge in preference,for games with differentiated
.intr diced games which have been accepted and are now played in the
villa e are primarily those with undifferentiated role organization.
The oily real exception is the very popular Lapp game.-Jn.school,
'childr'n learn many games in which there are differentiated roles
(Jacob\apd Ruth #54; Squirrel and Dog 453, and others) but such games'
\
are not\nlayed outside of school, where they.are organized and directed
to the influence of
by ,a teacher, It is my belief that,this may be due
culturai\values which have not changed as much as More superficial
In a
aspects of people's lives. Acculturation is an uneven process.
community\like Tununak where the full effects of contact are fairly
recent, iiiterigi culture and some aspects of social organization have
changed drrlatically and rapidly, but the underlying ideology has been
Perhapswe may see:changes in the future in the ,
more.c.onseilvatIve.
role organization of games which will mirror the changes that have Eli-_
ready taken\place in society.. This cannot be determined at present and
must await further research at a later time. jiowever, given the great
variation in' rates of change in Alaskan Eskimo villages, perhaps data
from another community would proVide some further insight. Such, data
the
are riot now available, however. What is clear is that presently
greater
values of the community which are instilled in children have-a
effect cn game preferences than does the role structure of the adult
community, for_ although traditional games are organized in a similar
also
manner to traditional role structure, contemporary games are
These
data
shed
no
light on
organized like traditional role structure.
remained
stable
because
games
whether the role aructure of games has
social
organization
(in
which
ease
have not changed at the same rate as
children's
we might see such changes. at a later time) or whether the
knowledge of adul role structure has less affect.on their games than
the social orgar
Lizationof
their own peer gropips, as Sutton-Smith and
l
that it is
Gump have suggested (1955) In this case, I would speculate
the lag in-rates of change which provide the explanation rather then
incomplete understanding by children of adult role structure. ,_,I would
further suggeit that it is the lag in rates of change which also
explains,why adult games have not changed in7rOle,organization either,
in spite of the dramatic changes in community role. structure.
Appendix B lists all.the play activities I observed in Tununak for
bos, girls, and mixed groups, but it seeing pertinent in a discussion
of acculturation of play and changes-in roles acted out by children to
the
----discuss-sociodramatic,play_. Sociodramatic play is characterized.by
imitative role play;' make-believe in regard td objects;
following:
make-believe in regard to actions and situations; persistence (at least'
10 minutes); interaction (at least, two players)cend.verbal2communicatiOn (Smilansky 1968: 9).
-

.Witirthe exception of Store, whidh 1 saw played by many groups of
both boys and girls-tOgether bween the ages of five and twelve, the
sociodramatieplaydescribed_was_ observed in "my" family; Where three
girls ages eight to twelve, their female frl.ends,.and' a brother of three

V
I

I,
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were the participants. Toys undoubtedly also engage inse-ciodramatic
play, -aid I saw them at a distance playing at-war, CDIAOS', dila other
'pretenses, but Idid not haye the opportunity'to observe them closely.
,
These descriptions of sociodramatie play have al*ared previously
(Ager 1974a),

-

.

.

i.,

..,

Store. This was played by both gir,1S and boys between:the ages of
four and twelve, both indoors and outd6ors. A table or bench Was used
as a counter, and if played indoors,ieal food krom the cupboards was
"sold." If played outdoors,_discar,ded cans, small boxes, pebbles,
sticks and other debris weie,use0as store goads. One or more children.
4
acted as the clerks while the otilers pretended to be customers.
,

,_

/

This was. normally played indoors, btt I once saw-fiye
children playing schoolinanew steam bath house where they had brought
their books, pencils and rayons to draw-and-'write. 'The-teadher-was
usually' the oldest child present, and she was beticeably_ leading the
strici and issued -directions to the ethers.
others. The teacher W
School.

Such play was often an occasion to dress up
The
in the mother's cloth-Ili when played:indoors, as it usually was.
ge,to
bed;
and
took
thet
on
trips
mother fed herchiAren, told them to
used if the
(to Bethel and ToOook). In some instances a real baby was
sister.."
Beth
dolls
and
younger
girls were babysitting their infant
and
children
acted
out,
children Mere toe babi6, and several mothers

Mother and ChiWen.

their roles situltaneowly. -

P

'

.

Church.,f The oldest girl acted as the priest and wore a blanket
around herthoulders. She set up a wooden bench in front Of the bed and
ordered the others to "Please be7seated." She chanted , "Please get the
,.t=
one of the other children brought.sugar from the kitchen.
sugar,
"Pleaseget
pome
crackers," she intoned, and a handfull of pilot
get
Then, "Please get some Kool-:
crackers was brimght from the cupboard.
"Please
get the toilet paper." Each
Aide/ and it, tool was fetched.
1,tenywas collected in turn and assembled on the bench: The children
were seated on the bed while the priest stood behind the bench and mixed
the.KOol-Aide with sugar and water in a bowl. _She gave each child a
bite of cracker, then a sip of Kool-Aide, wiping off the rim of the bowl'
with toilet paper after each person had drunk. She'next read the gospel
which went like this:) "They sat down to'eat and drink; then they got 'up
The
tg play (sic):" $ne ended the service by singing "Amazing Grace."
minutes.
whole episode lasted approximately twenty
"47

,,

The Movies.' One vening the children hung a sheer white blanket
and the brightly lit kitchen. Chairs were
between the dark bedro
to the bedroom and placed behind the blanket,
dragged from the kitch
The
children
took turns dancing or jumping comically
.on_the dark side.
blanket,
casting a shadow on it which the
on the bright side of the
audience on the other side watched. The show, which they told me was
a movie, went on for about twenty-minutes.
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(Public Health Service dentists visit,the village once a
Dentist.
year for several days_to -give check-ups and take care'Of MihOT dental'
A seat from the family snowmachine, which-WaS being repaired,.,problems:")
The children enjoyed sitting.* it,
OUtside.,..yas on the kitchen ,floor.
One girl was relaXing.pnit
chaise
lounge.
as it Was'a,nipe child-sized
whenanothetmeht over to her and called to a third to join. They
dedided to play dentist. The oldest ,girl put a napkin on the chest of
the girl. in' tae seat and asked in. English, -With a slow and eXaggeratqp
pronunciation, "Do you have any cavities today ?" .The patient asked what
L 4____
:a cavity,is, so they ,came oyes to where. I-Was-Sitting-and:asketme.
explained it, and they returned to the patient without comment. -ThetWo
dentist's began to jointly "drill" the patient's teeth byjmaking,a buzz=
in sound after prying. her mouth open. After -several Seconds of dtill- !
ing,. the older dentist told the patient to "spit three imes." 2Then. a'
second girl took,the_ohair as patient. The activity cOntinuedforabout,

..

f

i
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'

/

ten minutes.
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There are several noticeable fedtures of sociddrimatio play I
in
some
these
pretenses,
with
the
exception
of
Store
observed. Most o
cases,- were acted out, in dialogues with slow, exaggerated erfunCiation v.
This is"striking becats-c normally the children speak Yupik
in English.
other feature is that the roles acted out are ones
to one another.'
'Which are iritroduced ones, i.e., not traditional, and many are not even
now held. by,Eskimos. Store clerks, mothers, children, and movie audiencesare roles held hYTiiiiiinak Eskimos but teachers priests and
movie actors are not held by Eskimos,.that these children know of. So
they are playing, essentially white-associated roles, which probably
explainswhyithey speak_in English. Such, roles are !1lMobt certainly
ones that are incompletely iinderstOod by children because reCruitMe-ht
tp,sUch roles is outside their experience. Only partial knowledge of
they live in the school
these roles is known to them. Teachers, becau
-complex and-welcome.local.visitota, are highly, visible -people. Tile
e often visiting in their
children Spend the school day with them and
,apartments in the evenings -and on weekend. ;The priest's role is also
pect Which is public, the
one known to the children, at least that
serving of mass. 'The dentist is_knownonlY from his annual visit and
.

his 'work is poorly understood.

One finds some difference in the interaction pattetns and role
organization of sociod9matic play._ ,In_dramatic play there is-often a
dOMinentrole in which power' over others is,ekercised. In teacher and
priest we find a single.individual controlling the entire activity while
the other players remain comparatively submissive, almost passive. This
is inconsistent withxthe patterns and organization of formal games: I
think what w9 are Peeing hete is the children's response V the white
man't society. Informal games they are operating under the values of
their own--culture,- but ir_sOciodramatiaplay_they can step outside their
cultural norms and follow the models. whites provide. This is their moat
overt and significant reaction to the differences between the two matures. Robertsand Sutton-Smith (1971: 436) say that the primary fnnction_of games is to act as buffered models of power contests. That the

,

.

sociodramatic play of these children is a response to the power function
of roles held by dominant whites is illustrated.by the authoritarian
leadership exhibited4n such play, leadership which is not present in
traditiphal Eskimo games. It is also interesting that 'authoritarian
'positions of leadership, significant_differentiation:of_roles4 and roles
of religious specialists which have no counterparts in fofifa-I-gaffeS-are
'significant roles in the sociodramatic play of these children.
In the absence of information about sociodramatic play in the early
contact period, I would suspect that one reasorrtor the significantdifference in role organization of_forffial,game and sociodramatic play
.is,that ti* flexible, creative,, and imaginative character ofsocio7
',dramatic play lends itself more quickly to cultural change, whereas
formal games .tend to be more stable because. rules are explicit and
goals are specified.
.
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CHAPTERVI

THE RELATIONSHIP-OF VALUES AND

Values in Society
A

as
In the, broadest sense-..(one) may useful4y think of -Va
abstract and perdUring,standardd: which are held -by an
vidUal and/or a specified group to tranacenUthe-imPulsed.of
,
the-moment ancl-el**tal-dituations. TrOmthe PsychOltigical

point- of view, a Vt:ilue -maybe *fined .aa--t-hat aspect of °moti-

to atandards,:peraonalpr ultural,
vatio
that do not aride.sCleiyout Of-affi*ediate situation_and, 'the satisfactipn of- needs .and.primary -OriVe..
A value ii5aselectiVe orientation toWard;experience,
implying deep commitment pr repudiation, which influences the.
'choice' between possible' aiternativesCin action-. These
orientations- may -be cognitive and expressed, or merely inferable from recurrent trends iii. behavior. A Value, though con,
ditioned by biological and social necessity is in its specific
form arbitrary or conventional.
Values, then; are images formulating positiVe'ornegative
action commitments. They take distinctiVe forms in different
culture, tend to persist tenaciously through tip*, and are
not mere random outcomes -of conflicting human desires. They,
are standards which-complicate the -individualis satisfaction__
w.

4

of his immediate,wishes and needs (C.KlUckhohn, quoted in
_Lantis l99:.37):
Because values are both cultural and personal standard's, this
4discussion,will include both focal values of the Eskimo culture and
-personal traits or characteristics regarded as ideal. , The cources of
inforketion oil values are published ethnographies in which values are
%discussed and my own field observations, the villagers! positiVe and
negative statements about their -own and,others' behavior, and their
Fortunately,, an excellent study of
reactions to my own, behavior..
valuesLwasmade_byL.Margaret.
Lantis4959),- and
'western Alaskan Eskimo'
hunter's
psychology,
was
part
of
a project .at
a study of theEskimo
WainWright,,Alaska, by Richard Nelson 01969). 'The latter fppused on
...valued personal attributes, of a good hunter and was useful in that the
ideal traits identified were remarkably dimilat-to thobeli-stedkor
southwestern 'Eskimos. 'Because of the'dearth-of-comparative-material
from the southwest, some sources on northwestern Alaskan Eskimos were
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used in confirming what I found and what other scholars of southwestern
___Alaskan_Eskimos discovered regarding values. It was felt that in spite
of some-cultural and;, inguistic'differentes between Eskimos of these
two regions, the value systems are sufficiently similar to warrant such
-comparison :''

-

This discuasion_is not meant to be a complete inventory of'Eskimovalues; rathef I have used Lantis!.list-of six,,f0cal values (1959) as
a framework around which to-build a discussion of major values I perceived to be operating inaununak. The focal values' she, identified are
Performancehigh value of skill and ingenuity; (2) Goods-devaluationGof possessiveness; (3) Ifterliersonal RelationShipshigh
value of good sociaization of the passive type; (4)
survival of the group; (0-Religionrespect for animals (upimism)';
(6) Economy-=high value (and neez,sity) of hunting.
.

.

For ease of onganli-dion and disdusion

4

I.hav,e preferred to
fundamental rela-

classify values into foUr, categories based
tionships (1) to, other men; (2) to things; .(3),to hiS envir-onment;
:

(1) to the supernatural.

Mania Relationships to Man
A focal value which tantis terms the high value\bf eacialization
of the passive type can be seen operating in interpersonal- relationhighly undesireships. Hostility, d'ggressiveness, and "loudness" are
An
ideal
man
is
one
who
maintains
able,behavior among Eskimos.
People,
try
very
hard
to
live
up to these
self-control at -all times.
angry
with
someone,
they
do not conideals, and even when they feel
The
passiVe
exterior
is
maintained;
fronts accuse or argue with them.
There
voices,
indicates
their
displeasure.
only gossip, spoken in soft
interpersonal
relationships-.
is a climate caf.' permissiveness in all
This is consistent with the emphasis on individual achievement; each
.,individual_is not only permitted to pursue his own-course,most Of the
time, but the permissiveness creates a tolerande for others' .individu-'`
ality.
.

15fil

.

..,:t

-In dealing with one's family and friends, one should extend help
Minding
arid cooperation when necessary, but on,ly when one i_s asked-.
one's business is a tenet of life in this Village, and in many others'
as well. Not only does one not.reveal curiosity about others' affairs,

----4,

one does not ever offer advice or even assistance unlesst is request
This can be taken toextremes; given thd Eskillio's reluctance to
ed.,
interfere with his neighbors (Nelson 1969: 380). .As an example', when ,I
moved into a house the second season and found that it had no source-of
heat, I mentioned in many Casual conversations -that Lhad nO_stove. j
also said that I was looking for-one. This .was rarely- met with any comment. After several frustrating (and cold) days of attempting to elicit
Once 1
help in this indirect manner, I decided to simply ask for help.
fdid, T was given a discarded bUrstill fhnctional stove by a man whom,
)
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eVeryone knew had one. No one, evidently, felt free to put him,_nn the
,spPtby telling me about his stove.. But he gave itfreelwhen I 'tasked
him for help. When I mentioned. to several-other.men that I now, had a
,stove but could not carry it to my house or install it,myse4k.no one t
.offered help. But once I asked a man for help, he transported the stove
to:my house,.then some of hit friends came to help, And there Were ,soon'
four men. getting it ready fOr nytuse. And they all appeared toThe very
'happy to do so anelame back several times during thenext tesiCionthsto,
lbe sure it was operating Properly. 'Other values were evident in this,
episode: hospitality and generosity. teeause Iyas a guest

.

.vilihge,,they_wpre eager, tO,be sure I waSiwarm and carafortab.1;e1 once
let them know I needed tilem.. They: Asked ibr-no_pay--, no compensation for
t4iita&ny:TIOUra they-spent-helping,ie-;--One7EroUght me fresh fish

throughout the summer without mGiasking for it-Or,Offering-payment.--In----fadt,4eople brought gifts- of .fold frequently. The-pkevioui-aUMMer
when my husband had Visitelsiebrieay, one family spent a, great deal

of money buying 'oods at the t,00br us, food they hOrm44YAid:pot
steaks, turkey, cookieS, and aanhed vegetables, They also.gaVe
eat:
my_hubbandAifts when he left, _Visitors are normally4offered tea and
crackers in their friends' homes, and.g dance is often held in honor' of
of-town visitors. When aneighbor in Ned asks to borrow food, he
is often given more than he asks for. When a hunter has brouahtinA
Zot-ofmeat, he ofteh sends pieces to friends .and relatilyesin,the
The first, day I arrived in the village, an Uhknbwdand susvillage.
picious foreigner, I was ihvitea'in for coffee: But aside from one or
two questions about the purpose of my stay, lb curiosity was shown. It
'was not that peoplewere not curious; it is simply-that good manners
prohibit'curious questions..

;

,,

Another valued personal, trait is a sense of humor (Lantis 1959;
The Eskimos love to laugh, and even months or years
after some amusing incident has occurred, they laUghteartily when it
is recalled. A man who can laugh is appreciated, but even more so is
the man who can make others laugh. Such. men are pleasant to be with.
,Fotentially,unpleasant situations can often be turnedihto sources of
For example, a bitch in heat drew therlitteeion of many dogs
amusement.
in the village, both those who were chained and those running loose.
The-noise and commotion caused by the dogs was distressing tothe dog'S
owner, an elderly-woman: ,But rather than letting her: anger get the
best of her, she made the dog a pair of pants from the cloth bags in_
'Nelson 1969).

which sugar is sold. The sight of the dogyearingjents was hilarious
to everyone; and although/ the incident had occurred more'than five years
before 'I arrived, papple still told me the story and laughed as much as
they had.the first time they saw the dog.,
-

It has teen noted previously that Eskimos are competitive._ each
attempts, to do his beat at his tasks and tries to heasureup to the
valued ideals of ,`.personal behaVior.becatse he wants to be good, even
does. But the competition is a quiet one.- Aggresthe best, at what,
sive competition, achievement of one's goals at the expense of others,'
is undesireable. For in spitesof the individualisth so vervaSive in
.

,
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,

.

,
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.

,

.
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-.

,

morall:ty of the group,'which Landis identifies as a focal: value of
group survival. .aro IS ssurvival; ddpends on cedgeration (Lantis 1959;.
It an individual. ,is unable to bringIn food for. his
1:elson.1899;.294
family, take c" e-of Ilis childign, or performa particUlar task aione;
in this"con=:_someone will hp p him.- isview 'the, prevalence of adoption
tome
reason;
is
unable
to
care
forter_infant
for
If, a Moth
of
the
Child,
part
,the.,
survival
anaber will adopt it. COoperliiOn-fot

test.

.

1

,

'ciPthe group, means that even alwomanWhoalready has many -small mouths
to feed will take in,ahoth4r which is not her own. The mother, because
of the ove she has fOf her oWnIchild and in spite of the valhe'placed.
on aving many children, will give her infapeaw_ ay in order that-it Will
,
,.
,,.
--be,cared-f6i.
:
4 ' '.
, - ,^".
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.,
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ere,ls also a hi0 \rape placed.omthe'social

...--EskiraR pocietyl-

6- j'.4
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,-.. \
surviv4
also works at'times to ovefcome the
The value of group
Ih traditional pociety, it Was the
.

A

basic' individualistic tendencies.
right of-the victim to avenge crides'against him, If,' however,, the
offender were:a chronic criminal, tie group would-act as awhOle'tp.
'ostracize, punish, exile, or-1111 1411.hili....The maintenance of group
cohesion and eliminatiOn of 'societ:iisrubtion were important'
_The
e
\to stimulate the cooperation .6f all itslmeMbers to- ensure it.
is
one
which
may
at
first
seem
spirit of cooperation within the group
4Ascrepant when we consider tht, basfc individualism prevalent in Eskimo.
society, but the two are sounterbalariced in Eskim&ettics. No individual attempts to "stand outulin a socially disapproved manfier (Menager'
The-idea is to balance individual achievement with conform1962: 36)
ity. A show off is not admired (Senungetuk.1971: 45), and adults are
1967: 205).
"expected to fit unobtrusively into the community" (Oswalt
Individualism is, not supposed to lead to confliet_or'disr9ption (Lantis

4i

e: 7

.

.

'1946: 62; Birket-Smith 1971:.59-60):

.
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Another value is one placed.on cooperation between the sexes.
but'
noted earlier in a discussion of roles, men and women have separate
-doing
his,
own
tasks
well,
-complementary duties. Each takirs,pride in
but there is -a division of labor. In Public this division between males
Men and woMen.,
expressed, in their.p*sleal /separation.
and females
council
meetings,
sit'separatelysat many public gatherings, such as
activ(lances, and 4th of July games. Men.tend to dominate these public
of
thehome'
ities, while women rum the private domain, taking ohaie
Both domains are important;-roles of men and women fiii
and. family life.
each are separate, but the cooperation Of both insures a smooth fanoof
tioning of the whole- The value -of equality is expressed the lack
;domination by sine. sex in all domains, both public)and private:

A newewaluerelated to the individual and his dealings ,with his
men is one which is onlpteginning to be felt here.' That is the
value placed on being well educated. To be sable to.deal effectively
with the tnglish speaking world and to; understand the gavqrnmpt
policies nffeetin_them, the Eskimos must be educated. Men 141'67-are
The.,
capable in this capaCity are elected as leaders of,the.council.
education
their
children
are
receiving
at .
people'generally value the
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the school,. even if they do not alvayd appreciate the concurrents'demise
Of Eskimo lifeways:

.
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to Thngs

Man's _Red

s
.

-A

°

.
of posses.identified by Lantis is, the'ei.devaldation
''
ownership
of
land
This ratcourits.,,,,in part, for an absende

focal -value

siveness.

among Eskimos (Lantis 1,9594 and-pr.bvidds a foundation fcir- slichpersgrial
,.. Irait's as generosity, hospitality, and..sharing.. f-tin 'Of wealth' rweile. in
With afters by giVing gi,fta-,at celelikati.ons. Today we see .tbi,... value
.

.

...

can-- a ffird

-

.

"r

,

.

to distribute,

operaltion at -seal. parties, where women. who
,gifts tcf all the other women- in the ,vil.lage on: the occasion of t_ tie

a

6

.ho*ssi child's "first" celebration or when her husband brings ;h:eatie, his
: first_ seiii of the spring. Such ceremonies', and the ancient festivals,,
Accumulation, Of'goods -was' not *-extensive

,.

, - ..

served as `economic levelers.
and served -primarily as a Supply of gifts ofor Othe,ils. Such- _generosity ' '
Shared, geherotisly-with Others- .
. , _was not purely altrUistic; 4-man who
.
.

..

..,

,

-it

PA-.

gained a great deal pf prestige, But the 'point is tfilt. it wila-'riot the
,.material goods them\ elves which held the primary value -in, these\ trans..
,
,
.,
actions.:.
_

_

e

.

.

.

.
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Another value rel tad to thingS-or ob`,1*::-.t..s was -diet pieced on skill
th it 'abiliain craftsmanship. Men old women both tbbk great' ipride'in
bigly
criall
y 'encl:"
ties torconstruct tools,'weapons, and, clothinirof
acid'e'd
to
fink
garments',
aestiretic design._ Non-:functional decoration was.
for
Children
equiFment.,,
Toysmade
and painted designs embellished. some
.

'b

.1.

'.

were beautiful models ,ofr adult ,equipment or. Fpeeializct playthings such

'as ivory storyknives arid,leather,balis.:

*-
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....
Today this value is Undergoing some change. A cash e-conomy. has
been introduced and people now want to' buy commercially manufactured t'
,goods with money..they save. Because *theY:can buy articles more easily
..
is on the de- than' they can make- them, pride in skilled craftsmanship
needed to' buy western goods, Arid sunh ..
.
cline., Also, because money is' needed
.
.goods are highly- desired, there it more of, a tendency to hoard.,, A .
.a radio, -a snow machine- -these are no!i' distributtihle corn. ° ' ref4:gergtOr.,
--nuillities
which can be shared at feasts.. A new value on ac4iisition of
mater,ial status symbols is increasingly a 'ent. -Thefe vas always a
value on owning something beautiful, but Lsid persOnal pride in having
it thrOugh skillful craftsmanshiR is gone when goods are .Manufitctred . s . .
.

\

impersonally en masse and., then, bought.
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k
comparable
'situation
iii'D'inunak, in :.
Willie I am n'Ot aware
another. sputhweste -n Alaskan...Pillage it has been reported that, indi- ,
vidurils feel possessive of ttleir.bel.oqgirigs , and friction -results when
someone .bor4Ows another's tools, or weapons .and.dbes not return them.
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Man''s Relationships to the Environment
In a hunting society, imrticulariy.One in a harsh ehviro4flent, it
is not surprising that a high value Is placed on acquiring knowledge and
,understanding,of that environment. To succeed in hunting, a man must
understand animal behavior, the weather conditions which affect his
safety, and the land Or ocean on which he'travels. He'must be cautious
154 not fearful in dealing with the dangerous conditions-of hunting in the north.. He must be ingenious.at devising on-the-spot solutions to
Problems which arise on'the hunt (Nelson 1969: 381). Because knowledge
of the'envionment is so crucial: to surviVal.in.this land, one must'have
an excellent memory of his experiences, both successful and unsudcess
What -.he learns, through hig.own effor s Maybe useful in the
fUture But in such a harsh.environment,..o e_cannot rely only On one's
own.eXperiences to gain sufficient knowledge. He must listen 'to the
..\experiences of others; to,,learn from them (Ne on 1969:. 711.) Remember?
ing ;what others have done in similar.situations may help him in an
emergency later. Thus a high value was placed o ,a,good memory and on
a,situation. .A;good emory is one of the
attention to many det4ls
of any, individual,in.a so ety which has no..
most highly, valued
,system of writing, for0e0erS,mu,st remember what the \learn. Knowledge
,
, becomes wisdom,-but knowledge depends on .memory, in such a 'so=ciety.
.

1,s,f
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)
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Intimate knowledge of the environment and animal behavior is a
majorkey to the successiof a hunter', and thus to the ultimate survival
of:his family. A focal value, related to this aspect of Eskimo culture
resnect.for-animals ,(Lantis 1959). While this also falls, in the
traditional culture;undeF-th-ezealm-of religion as- well, - respect for
animals -goes hand in hand with man's knowledge of and dependence upon
them'ina hunting society.

.

.

Man's'Relationshito the Supernatural

-.-

e.

,

'.

-

The aboriginal religion of Eskimos'was animistic. There was no
supreme deity, PUG many individualspirits existed, of man, of animals,
and-of inanimate objects. Most religious ceremonies were directed to
propitiatim of spirits of_anitals, for it was :believed that if the
spirits were treated well,theywolad Permit themselves to be- recaptured in their successive reincarnations., Respect for pnithals was a
focal value-in their lives ,(1,antis 195?). 'Today, the Romvn Catholic
church .is the dominant religious influence in their lives., Aliigh
n
value is placed on following the moral standgrds set by the ehareh,_Ad
Working
fur
persdh
is
respected
in,tbe
community.
a. deeply religious
the church is considered desireable, and many indivddnals teach catechism and Participate in the meetings of the sodality and parish r!ounSeeing a religious vision is eonsidered.a sign of favor, and many
cil.
mothers rush to tell the missionaries oftheirchildren's reports of
angels; and Jesus 'Christ, seen at various times and in various places by
thechildren. Beyond this, the moral precepts followed are similar to
those which have always operated in Eskinio'society:. .00pe,rtion;.
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equality of individual opportunity; charity;.generosity; non-aggression,
and ,so on.

Values in Gaines
tinting skill,
As hunters, Eskimos' place a high value on hunting,
and hunting achievement (Lantis 1959; Nelson 1969). It has been only
recently that a cash economy has affected the subsistence patterns of
Tununak residents, and government welfare now provides them with econamiesecurity beyond the subsistence level-. A man's prestige is still,
however, measured to a'great extent in terms, of his huntingtkill.
Gaines which demand dexterity, strength, and endurance are quite obviOugy.runctional in a society so dependent on these qualities in its
'mgmbers,,both- male and femaiet the .significance of this type Of game is
further apparent When we discover that,gadet of physical skill and g.ttie§
of memory-attention werelithe only kindS played in the traditional culture,and,of 48, games currently played in_TUnunakr___34 are-gaMes'in which
Physical skill is the dominant mode of competition. InAddition,to formal games of physical skill, many of the toys-which children'play with
are models of adult tools and weapons. 'Small bowt and arrows and spears
are used for practice by boys, and girls play at cutting and sewing
small clothes for their dolls. Both, then, are-practicing skills they
will later use as adults.

Success in ell traditional games and in most contemporary games
depends exclueive)gr on a player's individual ability. BecaUie of the
___,equalLpotential for achievement (Oswalt 1967: 206), individuals are
responsible only to thErifferfe-S fOr-their-suncess-or failure,This fundamental individualism has been noted by-many ethnographers
(Lantis )946: 254; Nippier and Conn 1973: '5; Oswalt 1967: 192; BirketSmith 1971: 61). While the structure of society is basically egalitarian, individual behavidF, particidarly_in economic pursuits, is
competitive. :Gathet-in which individual potential tor_achievement is
uniform are by far the most popular among Eskimo's, both in the past and
now. To win, one must compete. .Competition is enjoyed, and nearly all
games are competitive games (there are very few games which have no
eledent of competition). Old games such as dart toss, juggling, tag,

in, life..

l

and-contests of strength, -such as high jumping,--wrestling -and foot_
racing, test the ability of each individual participant. Many new games
adopted by Eskimos are also essentially individual tests: marbles and,
jacks are two examples.
I

While emphasis on individuality in achievement, both in real life
and in games, has fostered a spirit of competition among Eskimos, but.
mitigating the disruptive aspects of aggressive competition is the
It is realized, qr.et least used to'be,
social morality of the group.

Ls
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that the group is the only insurance an indiVidual has.
essential in maintaining the harmony of the,group.

Cooperation is

A

The kind of competition I saw in Eskimo'games is one in which
everyone tries to do his best, but not at anyonegelsets expense
(Senungetuk 1971: 145). The high value placed on non-aggression within
the group is reflected in the lack of malice in games and sports among
1041,'
EskiMos, Even in the -most painful contests of end:rance, such as
mouth pulling, finger pulling, and Other trials (which I have not
observed in Tununak but have seen at tee Eskimo-Olympics in.Fairbanks,
Alaska), participants do not bebbme angry at one another because of the
__discomfort each is inflicting on the other. This contrasts with an:
Anglo-Ameri9pn sport such as hockey in which players often become
enraged durrng play, and thetameerupts,into a fight. Nothing is More
rep41sive tA the Eskimd,,-Ehon'angei or violence (Birket-Smith 1971: '61).
They leave laughing; the audience-laughs
-Eskito-losers are-good-sports.
when someone loses or,loOks iunify or, makes a mistake; and participants"
derive much amusement from playing. Lantis says'of Eskimo players,
they "-...never seemed to care who won. It was all in fan..." (1946:
-

21h-).

Humor is greatly valued among all Eskimos. The children reflect
this when they play. .Ever_ cheaters do not evoke an angry response but
an amused one. The other players yell "cheat -tik" good naturedly and
laugh; in fact cheating is blatant when,it occurs, as if done to amuse
oneself and others. _There was-only-one case of covert'theating which-I
knew about. During the organized game night for children in the commu-=
nity hall,tone boy, whb was secluded outside with the'others Who were
to take tuns running an abstacle course blindfolded (game #36), was
caught-Peering-in_the_window_to see what the trick was. He was brought
in to-have a short talk with the organizer of the game becauselfas
feared that he would tell the other volunteers and,thusiuin_the game
I befor everyone. That his cheatingaffected the entire group was,
Hdwever,
after
a
brief
tnik
lieve, the reason any action was taken.
There
and
the
game
went
on.
-:vd_th the organizer, the boy emerged smiling
was no more said about it.
Another value expressed in games is the "devaluation of possessiveness."_ In general, there is very little, if any, emphasis in games
upon equipment. One of the favorite games, Lapp game (#5), resembles
baseball in that a ball is hit with a bat, but the'bat need only be'
handy piece of wood. In another popular game that has been-introduced,
marbles (#21.), .children bring one marble to the game and leave with that
same marble. The. game they play has no provisions for winning another
player's marble. They dd know a game in .which the object is to gain
possession of others' Marbles, but they rarely play it. In all my
months there, I knew of only one occasion on which it was played. A
novice player who had lost his marble to an opponent sat. off to the
side waiting for the game to end-,so his marble would be returned. When
it was explained that it would not be, hetwas incredulouj. 11 appeared
to me that since this game is so rarely played, the children, who played

0
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marbles in little groups throughout the village nlmostevery day during
Ghe--aiitter of 191'4, were indeed expressing a preference. They enjoyed
the-cohtest,of skill, but did.-46-Cchoose to take each-others' marbles
-as prizes. Consistent with the idea that one man's gain need not be
another's loss, that is the winner takes nothing away from th' losers,
is the custom of giving prizes.t There are reports in the,, literature of
of one game putting up the prize.for.the next .(Lathrop 1969:
the
9), so only the winner of the final game was a winner in the material
sense. Today in.TUhunak, when ,gates are held on the.4th of July, every=
onewho-tplays-receiveS a prize, whether _or not he, wins. On a gate
night tbr tha.children,m6 Prizes.at all were given.
.

-

.

.
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).ft was noted earlier that because,of the changes Eskimo Culture is
Undergoing'as an-Adaptation to Modern. technology, economy and lifeAtylea, many ihdiVidUtqs nciw find -.that it-rs- becoming increasingli
importantto be well educated-in order to cope with the complexities of
modern civilization. Oat we see now irfthe:gate.repertare is still a
metOry.preponderance of gates of Physical skill,'but these,
strategy;
attention,games, are not the only kinds now played..Games-of
'such-aS checkers (#14) and cheas (#19), games combining chance And
strategy, such as board games and card games; and sports such as basketball (#8) and. uch footba]I (#24)-which'camtine an- element of strategy
with physical skill hawbeen adopted by the children and adults. The
relationship of games of strategy to cultural complexity has been discussed by Roberts, Arth, and Bush (199) Who have-found gates of
strategy only in complex societies. Following their, line of thinking,
we can-say that acceptance of'games of strategy is consistent With-new
values regarding competencein coping with the complexities of modern
life, particularly since the recent settlement of he Native land Claims
With itsoomplicated legal and -economic significance'NfOr_the_natives of
Alaska and the new demands on community leaders to for ulate long* range
plans and goals for the group, such as seIeeting the ands to be perma' nently owned by the yillage.

.

'The value placed on skill in manufacture of tools, weapons, and
crafts is. one which was app.Rfent-in-dboriginal-times-in:the-kinds df
toys parents made for their children. Smooth leather balls decoratect
with insets of different colored leathers or precisely cut shapes in fur
;;ere works of art as much as they were toys: Ivory storyknives and
finely constructed bows and arrows, painted with-designs in natural(
pigments were evidence of the appreciation for craft and form. _Today
children have verylfew homemade toys, and the few there are usually
crudely made. The value of craftsmanship seems to have declined 8igniTicantly. Money i now used to buy children's toys.

Another value discussed previously is that 6f-permissiveness in
social relatidhs. Manifestations of this attitude can lie found in
children's games. One occasion was a marble game played by five boys
-thc
about 8 to 10 years old. A
playing area, steeping of the marbles and interfering with the play.
But the boys ignored her and waited for her to leave rather than getting.
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angry and pushing her out of the way. This example also illustrateh the
Value of egalitarianism. Therelis respect for older people-,:ppd-theyhaVemore influence than the yo4ng, but each individual hatiorth)-and
The young
,no age group is excluded from participating as he wishes.
leave
at
her
own
paCe
or is
child, who disrupts a game is allowed to
in'its.contrast
to
I
found
this
example
striking
gently coaxed away.
children
to
intrusions
the typically. angry reactions of Anglo-American
and disruptions byyounger siblings.. Perhapa it is this patience'with
others- " idiosyncrasies, the acceptance of each's equal rights whiCh
helps us to understand why Sroung:children are treated go"permiaSively,
alloWed to run noisily around the church during services, crawl under
the seats at movies, and wander Outon the floor at dances. Zt'is the
nature of children to do so; -thee eople accept it,and tolerate it rather
than exclude-children from participating by leaving them behin

The high value of good socialization.of the Paative4Ypels-less
of
clearly expressed-in games. It could be'argued-that the
refIgetiva:of
the
Eskimo
central-person or dominant roles in gaMeS:ig'
aversion to attracting attLntion to himself, thoUghA could equally be
argued that it reflects the:value:Of equality and individualism- in
fewleXambles of behavior Which might re-S
.Eskimo society. There were a
I
noticed
that when a player, was injured in a
fleet this-passivity.
acknowledged
her. The injured player
game, no one comfOrted or even
the
pain
lessened,, then returned
stood alone and cried silently until
made
iDy
her
or
the
others;
No comment was
.to the game.
Respect for animals which La4ii-mentionS'as.a_focal value is one
which I find no expression of in games, at least not expliditly. So far
can determine, this was not a, value expressed in aboriginal games
I know nor is it expressed in introduced games. The only posgible
example of --an ancient-respect-for-lanimals_is_in the namingof teams
after animals which was done among other Eskimo groups (Birket - Smith
1929: 273). t hate no inforMatioril on this custom among Nelson Islanders

Furthermore, I find no expression
in earlier times or, in the presen
n_beLtefregardEskimos'icon
empor
of values related to the
to,any-supernatural being or
ing the supernatural. The only reference
-dag
games
at night. Thus, of the six
otrit-is- the "ghostn-or-!!itf_in
only
that
perteining
to religion is not
focal values listed by Lantis,
-other expresV.ve
It
is
a
valu6
clearly
reflectedjn
_expressed in,games.
1975
-76),
behavior, such as dance (Ager
3

Knowl edge of the environmenU which is so highly valued in hunters
1
is another value not now reflected in games of children or adults.
from
valueo4
listening
tdrothers
and
learning
saw no evidence that the
g-e-kPFAssion in games.
their-experiences-finds any
3

Another important value whi6 did not seem to be reflected in gamed
In the old daiSt, often a visit from one or more men
is hospitality.
from another village was the oddhsion for adult game playing in the
(07.gisi_hut gameawentillso aRyed when there were no visitors, and the
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;games_of..children show nd relationship whatever to visits from out

and the hospitality extended to visitors.

A -final point I. wish to make with regard to games i.e. that children
play, few formal games in their total play time (Oswalt notes this of

-Rapaskiak as well, 1963); Sutton -Smith and Rosenberg (1971:- 44445')- haye
Suggested that the trend. away from'formal. games to infernal _play
activities among Anglo-American ohf,ldren_maY be-ekplained by the chanbas

in the society.they' Iive,in--a society increasingly perMisaive and more
-.7__.fhtormal in 'social. relationships, _particularly in relationships .with
parents. If this is true, we could suggest that it :May ,apply;eross-

aultwally as well:

one

for the relative scarcity of forinal

games compared t`o informal _play' actiVities_anieng .EskiMe ,children may

be tne:'value of ,equality- and informality in social relatienehips
their society. Eskimo, reference for the unStruCtured-erid-tne.permis.Vite Ohildren!_e_nreferengP
-4ve: in their, society may- partially
for .informal play. Interesting1;.V, if they adapt -cOmpletely to modern

.,.-

_Ilestern
.
_

civilization, they,shOiald

ifitreduce

mole

fOrlimi organization-, and

_structure_ in their. social organization, as indeed teh-y are already
doing. Perhaps- we shall see an increase in theumbey of formal games
played by children in the itirture:, Because we-cannot rely completely on
subjects' statement's about games played- in the past (Sutton -5Mith 1965),
we cannot draw conclusions about the number of formal -games ,played by

children in the paSt, but the data .1 have suggest that _the -betel:panther
of games may have increased due to the influx of new types of games
(board games, card games) as well as new _games of_altl_types-,- such as

--physical
-Sical-siiii-tenteStS.

.

CHAPTER-VII

dVMMARY Igsib CONCLUSIONS

This. study has been an.attempt to view ES:kimog#mes of. children"
end- adults in their-aboriginai-and-contempoOpltUral contexts in
Central problems were
tne Nelson Island village- of Tununak.

-4-04Ved:
1Q to provide a contemporary ethhOgrapby Of TOnUnalCbased
itel(,teSearch in that cOpOunitY-,,and=to disOuss tradi-,
tional culture of sciutitifeatern -Alaskan, Eskimos- as it-was
the early contact
-period;
recorded in the literature
,

,,

-

.

.
.--

2, to compile-an inventory oteUrrent,games in TunUnaikand -a
list_of games tnatare4no longer played -":but are 14aMetbered
by blcler informant fidatheir-chiidhpod
ta

-,---

-.

.

P

to define the role structure -Of-abo4ginitisoOlet and of
contemporary Socie :tbi purposes.of'.Comparison and' ai§ge;,
cZx
mission of
.?.

F,

4. to discuss the traditional value system of Eikipos
terms-of focal values-and si6nificant ideals as-standards
for personal conduct;.

5.

to demonstrate the operation of specific values in games;

6.

to discuss player organization- in games as a reflection
of role structure in society;,

7.

to. cOrrelate the adoption of new gamesover-the last
fifty years, or so, with changes whichlaye takan place'
result of acculturation
in tole structute and values as
_

n-introduction
-.The-investigation is repbfted in seven main section
and
anew
definition
of game; review
;and, statement of. the research goals
,a:the,-releivent literature of play and games.l_fiela_site sq:ection,
methodology, and personal conditioni,q the investigator ir! th:; field;
ethnographic-setting or context for games; role structure ih society
.
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and

,

gprfte43-0ctiltiirp.4. valve and, their reflection- in. gamed Major

:conclusions: of the study'

.

Conclusions
,

This ''Otticky has Vie Wed EskimO_,gameS .as

reflection of Cultural.

suggested 'a
values, ,aniI,Spdial organization. .While, many scholars
elationship between games -and. role.orgam.zation--:and.,have :categorpzed

games as expreSsiVe behaVibr, they ',have not systematically 0.040i-04, the
non- western society.

':relationship in

'004 1--_-s.-t444 *-'.,q1-1--1.14.q0- See'

preferences, game

the
OF10.44.,0#04, and

1.4f1-*"'

inventory:
-enee,Of-e'c_CUlturatiOn.-oksoMe :Value0,.dan-lpe.:-detc'ct.64..
'r-6141)
The
;relationship
between
societal
role':
structure
-end-:gaie
chthige "8-:
to
the
UneVenTisieteS.S.:oiTO-d:6r';.Olia.iiiie
Clear
'structure la.
studied. Thos, while aborigp.nal or traditp_onal,,same
:the _c_OmMiUnthe-'0,Original cult
_organiiation--seeMS tO.refleet .±:aie"StructUre.
r-is-I:tit-0A
in significant .changes
changes in role.-hrUctUre,hove.not
,:ga ifi.o.

.
_

in

even in games: recently' <intrOdUced:

-20ni-..-.'0,f" three-

rOleStriaCtUre
conclusions 'could' -be made, frora. theSe2,-;.-444::
game
Organiza#O4F-49e
4has remained: stable ..hecaUse -children !,

-games

fleet adult social -OrganilatiOne'but.On.14 Children,S.`:knoWledge,Orit
Zutton-SMith er,4 PWAR.1.955.),;,,`-;(?)-.. there).S:nOSignificant
ationthip betWeezi

PatternS in, doia4-UnitY r011e Str*cttIre

on, thin changes in One Wi34.,;haVe--;n0--_.effeet on: ChangeS"in !the_
organq,_
coMr
organitatiOn, -has not Chariged.i.
other-; (3)- g
Munity beeatse ,the lidluence of conservative cultural 'values: is stronger'
organization, and,ohangea-in.
`than the influence of
which
not
kept
pace
with
Changes--sodiai structure,,
. values have
vittozi
ee-ch g e s
ani e=otg
case
and role structure are more fully' integrated in thia,canimuhit_,

that
I would tentatively suggest. the,lastL contiiision.
there is a relationship between, game organization and'sO,Cial StiCtUre
which can be seen in the aboriginal, context. The egalitarian st"ructu"re
gameS
of,,Eskitho communities in this region of ,Alaska' is
Which, have no central-persons, minimal,, if any, ,differentiatifpn-Of
roleS, absence of-'-un.l.que Power funct1.-on -14":fUlet and criteria :for_Winning -whith are based on individual skill and_performanea.,',Eut
__there_is-general -support in the literature _play and in the relati.Onship_ 'Of aboriginal .Eskimo social Orgariiiation, and- traditional game
to support my view, further stagy Of Spedifidialo*Unities
Will be necessary to dertionstrate or refute it. The -ilrs-t; ,conoltiaion- is
'supported by a study of young American children '(uttOn4tiii,th ,and'GuMp

,

their, knowledge -of social organi.tati.-on
their.Spciety.,
I would argue that tin the community of Tununak, chi-ldren haVe greater
of adult role .rtructure due to their opportunities
'access to-knower
to attend all coromuni-ty_f)anctions, and their. freedom bo o:hderve
1955) whose gameS

rather- than the ac ual adult rule structure of

ef

asPeCti", of community- and Fain-alsr-life,_
J-

I do not ,believe that their'

,

:knowledge of adult role structure iasincomplete although attempt tO
-4nterviei4 children _systematically on their knowledge of` sole structure
in the. ,community were not fruitful: -Moreover, if only the children's
106Wledge of social organization, rather than the actual community role
dOuldexpeet to.Sed More central structure, were reflected in games,
person games in their repertoire, since for the better. part of five days
a_ week they_are in school classrooms which are structured in a rigid,
hierarchical fashion. The teacher is an authoritY_andpoWer figure
while the children's individuality has little. 4pOrtunitk-for eXPres_Teaching isidone to groups of.childrenwhose-perfOrMances-may
vary but who are nevertheless categorized in ranks: good students;
average_studentsand_so-on- That the adult present-naS-sueh-dOntrOIand,is very strict with the children has-notMeaht that the children
accept formal games mirroring this:. elationship. On the contrary, they
still play gamesNhose.organization is-siMilartO_thatOf traditional
games:... - Furthermore, children's-game organizatibn id-the lame as adult
'game .organization. Both reflect the traditional ro).6 structure in
,
:EskiM6 society.
.

My conclusion would be that valUes.have-it more iMpOrtaht-effett or''
game patterns when values and role structure, are not fUlly-cOnsistent
and integrated. We have seen that in TUnunak,,valUes haVe.not changed
as MAeh as role structure,4which now allows for much more differenti:
ation.than_iOktraditional society:. It is not.unlikeiy'therefOre, that
wsincAyalues have not 'kept pace with changes_insotial-organization int,.
the EskiMo culture, values, have also,remained amore conservative influence on games. The actual behaviOr-of.people, influenced'by'their
values, has in some instances worked against the-operationW new role
In games, too, conservative values have
,Structure in this
_v,

-Xatimized_charigg,-,E=4in-PltrOuced,games,,_difgetqntiation_of_roles
And aggressive competition have been modified to be more consistentlWith
traditional patterns. Basketball,,MonopoIy, marbles, and other games,
haVe been cnanged to Eskimo verftare.King of the mountain and hide and
teams more often tharias_central-person-games. Howseek, are played
e"r)in_-__a_mpre-acculturrate in which there has been a
longer period of contact, one might find that changes have occurred in
game organization. There has evidently not been enough time for this
to 'occur_

in muntinak....

Values expressed in games are both major cultural values -and valued
personal traits. The key to understanding the charactftroef games in
Tununak appears to me to lle'inthe duality of the competition
cooperation ethic. On the one hand individualistic pursuits are-the
avenue tp prestige, respect, and influence in the,grOup, yet individualism does not lead to solitude. The male may hunt or Manufacture and
repair equipment alone or.with a partner, but he has another' halfto-his
TOeir skills are complementary, and their efforts must
,his,
be mbined before self-sufficiency can be achieved. Eadh works alone,
The indiVidual is also
butto ether, individually but,cooperatively.
activities
may be indipart. of 's community, and while his economic
He
depends
on
his
group
for
social
ViduaI,he 's a social being.

c

,

cOMPatioility and :social 'interaction. Thus, rio concerns,,himaelf withfit
ConfOrths2to,
fit
......
1.40;
plaCe .in that . group, .arid cooperates, ad4Usts,, end conforms,,
. .,
,

into it.'

,..

-_,
.We -see the -sPirit,Of ..aompetition

".
.

.

,harMoniOuSlY: With the

,prineiple of cooperation,. and games- are one .of the aspects of culture
1:410' h4#161* .14

We qe that the traditional = hunting; coMPleK.reqUiring...indiVidual

initiative, memory; an 4-',phys aI -str orgh- foat aro values which
the --byties,-of. ,games tiiklitton432.ly played by
ekpreated

of phYsiCal 'skill and games-,*., ociii#4.1g-,,:riotri-saoAtotity,-;,o.04.1qeploi'pr.

attention, such as string figUreSand, itiggirig The ciltural °'value_

iiTaoo4, on. indiViduality' and 'Selfi.eliance but `without. disrupf ion. of ,
,.tri4t-,
attliudes,Ari
.ekpresSed.
,gi-outi :unity and solidarity
:absence;
of
,hi,nniliatiOn
tdr--the-lOSerS,.
and
gottoui,able' competition
in humor which envelops tomo playing, .as. well._as in interaction ,Matterris
.The; general, lack Of',:einiiha's,i'S on
which- are Multilat,Val and
players':
careless 'attitudes
reflected
material posSesSiOna.
_110:
prizeS
game .equipMent -arid 4Y41.- minimal eniphaSiS
the,-CoMpiex:itiodarli:944-44k'
be
values iisabciatud. with competence in
games of..strateg, Where-the .emphasis
related' to,?-.11.cras1.4-g -interest
:in,freci,Uenc:-Y
5.-S. on testing the mind rather .,than the hodY.
TOrMal
forMa1 -games is :an indication of Values ,-aav
games- are less frequent than inforr14./1_ play activitieS1.:andYthis mays be
a reflection of the high value placed ",oni informal, Penniaive :relation=.
,social
ShiPs.
, .l
In Chapter II, which-- dealt with previous r, egearCh, into. games,,
--discussed -thz.-signi-ficant--fintings-of-anottrert inVeStigatiOn, into Eskimo
games conducted by Glassford- 0:970) in the Mackenzie Delta. egiOn of
Canada. In summarizing the present_findings- from NelsOn, Island, it

seems pertinent to' compare the.results )of theae- two .games.- -studies.

there
-\ While both Glassford s study and mine deai,:With: Eskimo
are several important differenceS between them. We were_;hoth---Concerned
with game organization as it related to organization-Of' other :SepeatS'
-of, culture. His ;emphasis , -however, Xaa upon .organization ,gOals,
strategies, and steps of operation in\gameEi,, 1:1hereaa I focused
organization of players themselves,. 'His- feeling ,gas that ,games would
reflect economic organilatidri patterns. ,(1%.014):,whereas

hypothesized

that games would reflect role -structure-an values -. 'These *WO
approaches, are by no means mutually exclusive, ,givo trio integratcd
natura of .culture.. They are merely two "different -direCtiOnS taken to
reach the same goal: to find a relationship; between -organization of
games. and organization of the social System' in general: -Gi;assfOrd' s
vtudy, of changes, dealt with changes in different ,generations,! preferepees, for the types of traditional games Whereas I ,Was: concerned, lore

they related
with,,the ;new, introduced games adopted by Eskimds 844
'change. His" comparison of generational litqtprerkces Stas more-

detailed. than mine, since he compared three generations while I compared
.

,
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Qn.ly,ganaes Played in 1973-74 with games, played ."in, the -past!'(unspeciMost iMportantly; his study was conduCted'among 'Mackenzie Delta
Eskimos; and .mine among Nelson' IaiankEskimoa. These tWo.grOupa are
,fiecT).,

;Separated- not only by a. vast geographical span out also by ,Many -cultUral.,differences, among them the different economic .foci: (caribou an
;Mackenzie Delta; seal and fish on Heison. Is larid)-and different lan-4
in Mackenzie,;.,:upik on fielson, Island).- His fieldwork,
._..guages
in two seasonS,,laated 62 days;, mine,, in two,-setiaonk,..laatecf.-8' Months.
Methodology differed considerably. Although we both einployed -observationz, discusthiOn- with Eskimos, and material in the 'literature,. his results depended primarily upon inforthation,gained interviews -.and
..questionnaires while -mine were based most4 on direct observation.
,

In attempting to compare mv,findings with -his, I was Unable to
This
decide into Which of his.'categpriea. the Nelson Isiand.ganies
.Was not because th,=,,garnes Were significantly .different.. The ,specification of .gbalsand, strategies can only ba'knOsin at the emiC- level,
seeks-, to the,. and I did .not, -obtain. p,,greal deal of inforinattion.of
natur-. -However; it is unclear to me how he arrived at his criteria
.

for classifying particular, gaines in his study. For example",, he 'Olasr

sifies jacks as an amuseinent ( unspecified goals.-and. unspecified' strat.e,gie-q, -blanket toss as a- cooperative game (unspecified goals 'and
---.-specifled:Strategiesand-fol w-the-leader as ---an- individual, elf!?testing, game (specified goals and specified- -strategies -Glassford
,,definea a specified goal ,as -one, which can be achieved by only one player

,

or a unit of players, thus the other players -will be unable to achievJ
it (t).- 12). I fail to see -why aChievethent of the goal by one play* in

follow the leader would preclude-the _other _players achieving. the _MO -._
goal: to keep up with the leader-. He defines a strategy as -a, "seleC-

tion of a move or maneuver available to a player for all possible

a set of
cumatances. that. May arise ,during the course of play,"
directions. I am unclear .as to why the directions Or .maneuvers for
follow the -leader are any, more_specified than those of jacks. It

appears to me that in all three, games, goals are Unspecified in that
they are- only to ."do one-'s beat," and that the strategies are also rela-

tively unspecified:, in jacks only to catchithe ball, in blanket toss

Only to julap high and land, safely upright, and in follow the leader to
simply do what the leader does. Because of my own confusion on these
points, I cannot Usefully employ Glassfordi s classifiCation system for
the games of Tununak for the purposes of comparing our findings.
I did find many, other, points of agreeme.it between the two studies-,
.howevor.

Both recognized

the low level of Structural organization of

games and lack of player differentiation, as well as the fact that most
.games involve short-term, few-step operations (Glassford 1970: 196).
Both point out the minimal emphasis on eqttipnerit (p.:197). And ever(' in

team games, players tend td act as individuals rather than relying
heavily on.assistance, frbin teammates (p. 1 1 7), Both, studies noted that
child rearing practices were generallx, per salve for both sexes .o..
{p. 197). There seems to be general consensUs on the _types of' games
played, using the Poberts,Arth, and Bush (1959) typology; that is, most

1

,

.

4.1,9

.

-;' ,

42.

105

games are, gaMes of physical skill. The only exception is that there
...appears to be more interest in gaMbling games fn the traditional
A
repertoire, of this area than there was. on nelson Island.
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APPENDIX A

Descriptions of Tununak Eskimo Games
.

,

.':7
,

,

Each of the games described below is assigned a number which also
appears in parentheses in the tables and text fdr easy reference. When
, a.standard English name of the game was known, it was used to identify
r tames. When the local Yuiiik.name
the, game;
-was known, that, too, -was included. .Games are- grou ,
group -consists of games cUr,ently played in the village- (1973t74),;
group, two consists of games played. only inside the school building under
a teacher's direction; and the third group consists dfgames described
to me by residents but which are ndlOn6i played,- so far as I could
determine. When games were thought to be well-knownioAnglo:American
readers, complete descriptions were not always given. References at the
end of descriptions are for descriptions of_ the same or similar games,
-.
in.other ethnogramhies.
.

.

me that in her
KEEP AKAY4angkalutn)-__A-middle-aged informant. 'to
ball
giMe-PlaYed7-but-in
mother's youth, this was the only form of
her own youth it was rare. It-is now popular with boys and girls
from ages 6-7 to early teens. A ball is used as, the abject Which
one team attempts to toss back and forth to each other without
letting -any member of -the opposite-team catch 'it. Any number may
If a member of the opposite team'succeeds in
play,, from 3 on up.
_catchin&_the_ball,_the teams-switch-roles. No score is-kept-and-=
there are no readily apparent field lines or boundaries (Nelson
1899: 336; Lantis 1946: 50).'
...-

-1.

'.

I

,

-

.

.

.

.

-

..-

'fag is played in several forms .1 The object is
for one player, the "it" to touch another player, who then_beomes
In one variation, children
the "-it." It is a chasing game.
smeared their hands with white Chalk, and the "il" rubbed it,over
in another'yariation, playersthe 'face of the player he tagged.
chased each olhef through a turning jump-rope. Tn some games, "it."
must touch his captive only once; if he accidently touche him
twice, the tag is invalid. In a.rougher form of tag, played by a
group of boys,"it" hit or punched his captive. In still another
version, "it" had to tickle his-victim. in another, -tile tagged
,person's hair gas.pulled. Players from 3-4 through early Adolescence enjoyed this game, and it appears to be ancient and widespread among Nskimos (Freuchen 1961: 119; Lantis 1946: 9), No
_playing field holindaries are established.
.

TAG (yakZeh'Ema).

.2:

.

1

t .

,

,t,

-1
t

i

,

112

12

,-

-

0^

A playing field' of .indeterminate size 'is. estab;
COmpetetO:
lished with two goal lineS,,_ one-et ;each .end.
is/664eriTStieke-.
hitting
it
get a .ball over their ,goal -lines by
Within teilis, there is no player specializations '644h "individual

-.HOCKEY .(kalutuk).

14.asrer

tb-hit theball,,across his. team's', line:: _Strategy-

°s_inee.,teate 46...not Plan,inoves.'ahead of 'time ,nor -do- -they.re1S-r heavily- upon' each 'other for -aeilitanee'arid':COOp_eratiOni- AnY
number -of :pieYers are permitted, 04 .since.-it.is
are the most frequent Players, from age 10- or'-thereabOntS
,early manhood. , Hockey is played either .oh the trOUrid. or on'
Now commercial Skates 'are purChaSed, .butbefore. theed were
able, homemade skates were-made from wood_ _and,metal Stripe. foUnd',
LarOund;barrele..(Nelson 1899: 337).

pairs or in teams.: --A7piaying field =with
no fixed' ditenSions is esta
goal line; the -gag 4#00. for two teams. OrrpidiVidUals
over
are located at-''.opposite ends of the field.-- Thig:Is* gate played:
by both--sexes land- all ag4.Of._ Childen and adOiespents
g

la ed

(I

Mentioned for:Ilea by Helton 1899: '335).

to
Lapp- game is played in two teams. One team is
The
game
resembles-baseball.
field.
bat while the_ other is in the
to get
in that a bat is used to hit a ball,.--and. runners attempt However,
being
tagged
around the field and back' to home without
stand=
no score is kept; and there are several diffOrences between
the
-batter
The
pitcher
'stands-next
to
and baseball* and' Lapp gate.

LAPP GAME.
.

If the batter
to toss the bail straight up in the air- for him.
If he hits; he -may try

strikes: out,, he- goes to a libe of runners.
the ballto run to the far end of- the field- before -someoneisthroWs
at 'him and hits- him. The. goal of field players- td catch the
ball and -then hit a miner with it. When a batter- hits a- ball,.
other members of his team who are waiting in the runners line may
also choose- to run down, the field, thus field players have many
not hit the ball.very far
targets to throw at. If the batter- does
being
tagged, he may choose
- and knows that -he 'cannot run without
wait
until
another
-batter from his
to go to the line of runners,to
teat has hit the ball more successfully,' When the last batter is

up to .bat, he may hit the bail several times before lie-ahooeee
run, but if he misses) the "inning" is over. Once:a runner reaches

as
the far end of:the field, he has the option of remaining there
two
back
to.hCiie.....The
"safe" until' he is ready to, try running
.(1), a_
teams exchange:places when. any one .of_he..following. occurs:
members _Qi the _batting
field player catches a fly ball-; (2)
team are running or in the safe end zone and a member of the.field

;er
teat throws a ball across their home base; (3) the last bat for
This
game,
is
the
:most
popular
in
Tununak
missee the ball:
nearly all ages, including some adults. It is played outdoors
during nice weather in spring, summer, and early-'fall. The posi-

so no, one
-tion_of Ditcher rotates frequently during- each game;
is another

individual

pitcher for an entire game`:; There

128

player who StapdS about 30-feet _in
rotates:
the batter ,(in the position -of the pitoher in standard
,baseball) and- gives, the_ball_ to- the_pitcher as well as threatener

pOSitibn -which

trent of

t ii hg

throw
ball at them wheri he thinks ;they "are 4.0ting ready to run. No

potential runners from the ppsiet e
- - the,
t-r, -:-----

.,'

-..,-,--,f--_-;,;_c_.,____,tor_e is kept; and- players .play .until

,,',,,

,,,..--..,! fora,- couple of hours.

/

"
4

they game -

ra

ired,;,lontkmes

--tab eii- py.:two playersetites_tha.'IS-1-denle-'1.4ther 9A-shaily and
s.,

somet

1

.,--.

"eaptainsl!'lgrk .theizlfdinda
alter-14 n'fat'all'ir -but! I1-tee two
-.VP"'
tip;
_the
one
-whose
the
ea-ctres(
up_p%e\tat,e---Co
see
..wh'ers-4-hentr
r
nately
first.
team
of
selecting
the
privilege
the
towhas
-On
handas
-member. Newcomers arbitrarily- Choose their side if they enter
"""4.4

after the game'-has begun. , -More frequently, all teanz,MethberS -arbitrarily groUp-t,heMSelVes. into two teams.: Some boys-who 'are-lip to
-bat.
.
bat- spit on the .ground, in front of,thera,-tOU'dh the
to" that spot, and than raise it to tatting 'position, I obseiVed
one boy, spitting directly. on his_bat-7---The
.,
unknown,. but I suspect it was modified .froiabaieball Which 'Was-introduce by an Anglo - American/school teacher sometime in the
1920's. I do not have any' in f 3irmation on how it acquired its name.
Lapps were brought, to Alaska 11. the early decades of this century,,
to teach the Eskimos to herd reindeer when that industry -Vas introThere was a reindeer /herding industry on- Nelson Island
duced.
(informants told' me between /1928 and the 1940' 47, but I -do not know
playif Lapps were there. Folloying- is a diagram of.,the Lapp game

-the
tikb:f

a

...

who:initiate

Te

I'

"'"

ing field.

No fixed distances are established for,theboundaries.

/
pitutrel--batter

b,,

000

O

1"4,00runners

.

Team 1 IC

'X

Team 2 0
IC

field line

,L, sale..area..for runners_

or

One or more players defend a small area
6. KING OF. THE NDUNTAIN.
---w.territory from the other. play-era-Who attempt to pugh the defenders
Often the territory-is a small
I snw this
game played-only during recess at pchocl, usually by bbys between
It
the ages of 7 and 14,,but occasionally girls participated too.
away.

This is a pushing game'.

1110114d of, earth or a wooden platform in,'the school yard,

is. much more common for there to be several "kings`.'. rather than
only one, and the number of players ranged from 3' or 4 to 10 or
I fiiiina no references to
more. This may be an introduced game, for
Eskimo
games,
and as Glaspford has
it in literature on traditional

.120

:..:

=

',.-""

+.4

'

pointed -OUt -(19:70:- 315). the

dO,riC'eptoCtarr#.0x;sr waa''.unknown- in

traditional-lates.-

'the-aboriginal culture "and
__,

.

VOLLEYBALL

,,-,
Thi0-.4,,a0,.041.yed:eiccrisiii.ai,.

usually -during: redcap; When ,dhildren:had

Oiii, the :school
0,1:054:gr:O".0:'4,.._'
access:
_

..

.

.

tO.,aChO6I..'boliq
and
-.

_

'corri-er4i.ent m24,13-UttresS: to
,.._
he. '-bali, volleying.
.. ......,......... ...
_
!Nr6.te.. ,.a- :dtimpeted
_ riet.
.,,
.,
...to :keep
their- hands:. it the 'bit11-,,:lended.,Ok'thewith their
,het by ppShing. it with
grOull-i'., the teat whose aide. it landed on 1.os.t.. -,110,,sc::(#7e. 'bras:- kept;..
414, -there. appeared -.-t0 -be-no #44-1Vounciailes to the playing -court:
*43ekS were _both,' hoya and girls, often: in ,ti-jte*.,-gtoups,:-,. -Or-'94,
soiipo?. agas,,-al-ttiOugh.__Oidar S-tudentS tended to play this::.tOra-fre--qUently ti,aiidid the yoUnger .children..' '114.4 'ii '4:4- i:,iitrod.46-0ii:-iI:e:..14,010h*T-whi:pli',S,67:rke,:c1-1:146 A-

.ta

\,

.

.

...,

#iititt:-

__

° BASKETBALL

western-

Play

AND BASKET''SHOOTING., ,Basketb-all, as' .played'

world

-known. on4-

sroung,-.ineg,

tb the

been':away- to- ;k igh
'theyr-e-sio#13. :0 6_

rather. ca_ SUal version .-Of ;stands,_ rd

:However, they ;do; attempt to

more a rpract:kce than ari .actual -ga#4:
guard, :take the ball, away fro*-opponents-,_
into teems. Younger .boys, 'and infreqUently,044.--a;:sdo.-.1,41...3 .-,4Ore.
A-Or* is
than shoot baskets. They compete °as ind vidual sf arid_

_

j
kept. Once a player has possession of
taking.
mo taa though be to-re:clear chance to Shoot,
if -he- =misses ; the
I-f-he-audeeedS3-he-ls-giVeri another
-The
net
'i0loda'tek-behinSthe--,
.others scramble to grab the bail.
recess. They 4.so school, and boys- often practice shooting

abs

congTegate-tirere--in-the--evenings-and=deekerida as well. t Young

boys rarely guard -or attempt to take the bal.1 away fro* another
although there is some dribbling. 116,,b-ofindary. iirieS are=
drawn in these games, and I haVe even seen _plaYers -dribbling or
running -behind the basket board.,
,

9.

CHUKI-CNUKI. This_ is a rhyming game which also involVes _physical
coordination. A pair of girls. hold hands, fading each Other -and'
-ta;=1-q-,-175%chule-:.-"

chant "chti-ki,

At'the-aame

they_move their linked arnisin a prescribed pattern.' To the
tne firat
first 4 syllables
girl's
left --art .goes tack, and at
arm-forward, so that the second

girl's
Tb-fintrift-the
. the-sate time -pulls- her left arm- back;
to'
enakochuk;
One pair
This
is
-done
4
tines.
right arm forward.
and
to
kalleo,chuk,
the
_abcond
of arms is crossed over the other,
The girls attempt
to do
pair of- arms is, crossed-1*er the. i'itst.
. _
Andphysical'
this faster ar_d. faster, testing both Verbal flu9ricy
'coordination.
-

_

10.. STRING FIGURES (aiyak). This is known also in ,English
cradle- and involves manipulating a piece of string with
and fingers to make different patterns and shapes. It
alone., _individually as a pastime, or it may be done_ by

as cat's
-the handl;

may be done
individuals,
5

,.

see ,WhO-Make-.
makes; he -sigure.
be
,done
by
two
indiVidUe.1S.'Whio
w k ,on,:thk4-'
.1:1S:test, and it may also
-In .:
back
.and--fOrth..tO
each-.
:other.
:Sated figure by transferring it
POPUlar
'S.Ctiii.tsiafOr
chiildien
..Vhd; Oirthier of 1973 this:-Was- a Very
:-.74±ici 944t0,-,of 'both -sexes-J-, from the. age of 4 -Or. -5 :On:-. Earl:sr--the,
3A-,-groUpS. who. compete With,,,vach: other t

,>.

isutainer,, an arts and: ,crafts' ciass_tcqigh by -61100:t.-elle_):.;oqai ,young

i'wOnien ,had- included, lessons on how to make ,,s-±,:izig, triiiii7oo. This
r9Y.24e1:1 the impetus for _a- revival-Of the g000,,, --Which, had not ..oeen

,

/ played;rcir "approximately 10 years, HoWeVer, during: the 'summer ,of
1974, .I1. saw no one playing .With_ string, -so v1-0-4*-----e-4-9-ri,-*±.----- -)----/.
String figures, laSted leSs. than a year,,,,,. ;One: 614-iiiiin, '.toict.4ne that
44- the 44 .days, Ch:i.lor en were not -. perMitted to ,Play,-)4th7-Striiig
in p0.41.1g and summer When -the ri*rica ,(4'44Aigb-4j-, is ,ipkg; ,fot-t-4rig?.,e, lin- the .-trii?g,,,olight ,bFiiig .-ct. longer,- Wder':Wifiter,of
:storms , 1 An-,.p14:_i014#-,. 46Weiepi.tOld .Me- :that- Shet4ha44ever'heard

:of taboos restricting StringyfigUres to : winters: indOOi.s:, 'Before
string--,s- Introdnced;-, iong;graSies.wei^,e_ ,.:nsed: The, JsOSt -,po '1.4-f:iisf,,
Fei.:6-wm-*hot-74-4--., to9,.- emeMber- Old'
_ _
parents; -and"- -grandParentS begin
_
° the -,c'hi-1 en'.!;s___,
.

_

theyluiew\and-Tteach,.-theM._ta. the-,Children:: The ,441iSh
figures -phey
names Oft; the _figures- I saw were the ;(5gotj.kig i-: Sea -4 fishnet;
.
-.
lights; butter yl fishracki, tern;,,opl-Aady_;_ `old
__dish,;
--,
,,..,..,.
man; big houSe; paddle.; cornet i.11/3: or ,someone= lying -Oh- top- Of''a------------'-__------:-.....#.,,--"w
who
then
unties
:himeelf;,,,talisi,-,thk
string;
hill, ghoSt; tied to a pole
falls- toil-the -ground; big eyes' which tbrn into 'z'f, -ag'Mouth,-and-th-ei)into a p armigan which -flies away ; - fox ;going into: ,a-:hcilli= villages'
with a r ,er betWee,n them;- a gabled- "-.hoUs e;-: --wOlierine--StOMaCh; -seal
,_

_

,-,

-

stomach; ,est ; shaman who. is ti-a!up arid,getS-'0Way,;:skin. Stretehirig
oa--dryintr---, spear ,7-7.-In addition, -figures :whaleneMes-do4-4-tkirt-be
translated-by -players were -these: ingapuk; tiltifiqal-Eirilt-;, Mitpitritit,;"
.

and usUngui,zut (described_ to -me as, a ,sea- -animal' which" is '''.0.-1ear

.except -for black and yellow "seeds" inside; it is tubular "like an'
.intestinW has no she_ ll,- and lives in pie IRO) . Mention Of string
figures iS widespread in the literature on-Eskimos (among them,
.
7reuchen 1961: 120; Nelson- 1899: 332) .
i'
,-

4

34..

A gr .-0.p of players, not differeht.iated into teams,
DODGEBALL .
throw a- ball or balls at each other in .an attempt: to hit each
other. Players scramble to get. the ball (soMetimes'-:-clumps of
-grasS-2-or-cy other- handy objects are ..gubti:tiite'cl. 'Or balls)- to.
throw at other plhyers, while those Who have. no ball try, to dodge
,pie,, throws of thoSe who do. Both toys and girls play dodgebail,

.

though, it is more frequent among boys7-- Players range-` in ,age #sroia.
_tronroximateiy 4-5 to 13: No playing field is established by
,
-boundaries or lineS (Nelson:'1899: 337).
12,.
f.

BALL OVER- THE ROOF

(anayEtmiak).

Two ,,,tesiSf place -themseiveg- on

opposite sides of a cach,Ts-tor,e shed). The first. team throws ateam, who catch- it and run
ball over- the. roof
.. to tl:e opposite
te4,

around
around,,the building to, throw the br...1.1 at members of the first then,
in an attempt to hit .one of them: Any player who, is -hit -must

.

join--the.team which 'hit 'him: Children of both, .sexes from the
Of'-approximately 7 to 13714v p].-ay: this until, they are tire4-'or
all members of one _team have been taken by the opposites team.

Wit'S. told thi.t in years, past, beautifully made leather
-deddratea with, inserts of 0.gtprerit__coi-oied Treaiher and filled with
in this gazhe.1,
gr-eds
.

1

/
. ...
._
-,
IIIM'IdD,,BEEK., This is normally played in teams Oiredbors. One
team -hidefrom-the other team, who then searches -for them. Once

ell hider: are .fOund., the teams reVerse, roles, and the hiders, then_
become seekers. I have also seen this game played' indoOr: The

-,,

'seeking teaM, waits out on the porch, while * 4-the r- tea ill,' hides
,-- ,
aroiind the house. Hide and seek is playkr by' boys and4i4.0 from,
.----c'4idex'.---------'
an
to
'hide,
Witn
an, early
;,._ .. : age when they are tiii.p.0 along_
0.b.Lirig-,:up_tptil-the-age:21:,:fs ,12,--,o-r_thereal*t4. In one 'case I 6
7,

:observed a gi.7.oup, of girls- hiding: from:, a -single boy: .Q.ne girl told.
p90,:L-w4:0-1-i--Es-dar'.,,-::" : ece.
:- ii .
-.
Me that the
(Preuchen
1961: 1l9; talitia
. they fear being kidnapped by .a witch
.-,.

19146: 5Q):

.

14. CHECKERS4,----This-gate is played often--,indoors during recess at
-----school by students of the upper grades: The rules' are standard,
with one -e)tception.. Pieces ,may be moved any nifinber"-of Spades
. the diagonal, in' the s-ame,xaanner as the bishop in-a chess game.
This "usually means that 'gained are over very, quihkly.
15. JUMP ROPE (yahaiak). Two indiViduala turn_the rope while;ali

other players jump through it. - There are several variations. One
is to attempt jumping as many tikes as possible (counting by
numbers or reciting the ABC's ), one countfor'reach ,successful jump-.
When a player trips; he, is "Out, and the. ,next' in line tales a
Tr1--Oxie game I'
are
turn This continues until- all
before.
missing-was-Cheered
observed, a girl who jumped 29 tithe
Another variation
, loudly\ by the other players, who were all out.
jumping
once,
then each jumps
is for players each to ;take a turn
Once
a
player'
trips, .he is_
_twice, then_ three times; and so_ on.
players
are
out:...
Older.women
out arld ,wai4s on the side until a.11,
In,
one,
a song-is
obsprve.
described variations Which T` did ,not
turned
rather
than,
sung while cr.! pe is swung back and forth
This.
was
alternated.jumping
until
one
tr-ipped:.
over. TWO -girl
another
contest,
a
song
called "wnen the ayes are coming in."' In
the
direce
is
turned,
but
at
certain
`ye,'
des
is *sung while the r
tion. of the rope is eversed. Still another -game involves Alternating the direction of\ the rope at each turn. There is also
individual rope...jumping a n whioh the' jathpre4! _turns the rope
herself. Older people- to -me that when they were - .children, they

were not permitted to jump r\ope until after,the geeSe arrived in
the spring °robed weather wood 'plague the summer. I observed this '
game in Tununak most frequent19\ during, school recess. Children, of
all ages and bot:i. sexes played it. In addition, I once Saw a group
age, at first as a joke. But
of you:1g men playing it in the

13 2

,

.

-

----

118

-t
told

then, it became a semi-serious contest.between them., One woman
played -with
me. that jump,rope is an aboriginal game (originally
by
Topes-of woven' grass) while another Said it', was introduced
of
the
early
con-,
Anglo-AmeriOns. It is mentioned in literature
(Nelson
1899:
bea traditional game
-

`tact period, and:therefore may
347.; Lantisl 50).

1-:

commercial Metal4ackt and a small
JACKS, This is played with
7 and 11.
Tubber ball, by girls between, the ages of-apprOximately
each
player
took
z turn
The games IAserved were, -all the same:

705:

.

with that same hand trying
tossing the ball up with one
If she sucto _pick up one'ljaCk before the bal bounced twice.
to.pick
up
two
jacks,
then three,
ceeded, she tried the next time
the
next
and so on. If she. missed, the turn -passed- tO
'n7the-floor7--Ib-e-revere'vsuaily,fromis2 to
sittin in
players,

owner's house-.
A pool hall, is 'attached to, the back of the
baiting:on
players
and games'
Games are 25 cents each-, and some
thathe;average.bet
is
$1.00
per
game. .Since
,occurs. I was told
the pool
women
rarely,
if
ever,
go
into
only men play pbol, and
-hall, I did'notkfeel free to observe pool games.
POOL..

e

ThursdAy
BINGO. This is Played by adults only, mostly women, on
from
1:00
unti1,5:00,
in
the
community
hall.
and Sunday afternoons
I>10 to
game,
and
most
WoMen
play
with
Cards Are 5 cents, each per
20 cards each gam. The winner ofeaCkgame redeivq_the money-the
taken in for that. game minus a small amount taken out for
activity.
the
games,as
a
fund-raising
village counell:whosl)onsors
to
This is the only adult recreational activity which is. not open
.Bingo 'games:
children; no children are permitted in the hail during
,

.

rides by some young men
cgESS. This game is- played with standard
They
seem
very
fond
of
it
and played it frequently
in the village.
full
-grown adults were
in the summer of 1974. No children or
observed playing this game.
This game,is also called "jumping jack" by some girls;
Girls Of between16'
An outline/of Squares is drawn in the sand.
thiz,-although-one-adolesCen'of 17

-Hoppcomu.

:and -12-,,zpprokimately, ply

turnshopping on'

said she also sometithezplays-it. 'Players take
but may'land on both feet in
one,foot through;the'single squares,
entire length and
the double squares. The object is to travel the:
'A
pebble
is
tossed
into- asivare;
back without touching the lines.
and. that square must.A?e hopped -over:

Greenland Eskimos.

(Nopscotch-tz r....

Freuchen 1961: f19.)

21. 1MARBIES (the Eskimo children call
and girls separately or in mixed
in the summer of 1974,.althougt
Players range in
summer, of 1973.

--

this,gamemarble-uk). hoth'tiya
groups, played this almost daily
did not. observe it at all ino the
age from smal=1 tOts who do, not

133.

a

rulea but. simply .PractiCe throwing,. rolling,, or
shooting ,marbles to young -teenager.S.'1-7t is similar to the game. of

-.understand

NuCki: or Nux =described' :f§r, AUStralian ,ahoriginal Children '(Howard

.1971::s 46,71. 'Three small Tholes,:about one _ii;* in, diateter are dug;
in the earth in a -straight ling aPProximately;.6...inches ailart (the

length varies and is not fixed)': :,Eitch _player has one marble., and

the. -object. is to shoot the .marble-'With ,thluinh and fir si two' fingers
and'-then back itgain'tO the
holes
Into -eachOf

-

,starting, line: ^S6,,q.orfg as -a player-gert-b-iffT: nartil'e7 into a_noIer
next.May -continue, to slay., AS soon aa*Other
plaYer -a:barn. ''6E-plaYei- -hag- te-t5--j77----oPtibn of

succeeds,,
s 'marble' ,instead` of' Shooting for the. hole..
shooting
sat
he continUes.to t axs_his turn. The,,EidVantaoanOttiaft s marble :instead of 'a.'hole ,isTtbat. one -may 'be: -able to :drive:
pPoneritis ,Marble tar enough tWaSi. So- the ;opponent must "waste' -'
,getting back' to where. he beg.-44. "When, a player .geta,,hiS _Marble

into ,4.'hole or hita,another marble, he may take

shot from

a .-po.sitiort the distance of his outatretahed. ,tiiiiMb-,and third finger

.

'from-where he .stopped _during his last 'move: -.This distance may te
-meaSured in any direction. The .first.playet .46 travel: the 3: holes
-not-usually over
,up and back again is- theywinner,,,but the-gam
,

until -every. 151ayeiv ;has done

-

22. 'HANDSTACKBG. / -saw this game played 'only once.. Three adnits,,
-woman and two- men3 :were sitting ihdoors-vrith all their-"hanks'

stacked alternately on .tOp

was on top tried to hit the

one

each other. The person whose' hand

,hand. below 1141; .11 the -Second

his hand out of the, way ,quicky, the thir,d nansis 'hand was struck.
quickly, the tbp-man ended;up
If the third man moved his
hitting his Own hand. ',The hard bit was then-. placed 'ori the top of

the stack and tried to then .hit the hand below. This was 'a 'genie of
quiCa.t. -r, eflekes and much

'

InforMal :wrestling by pairs J3r. groups of boys Wad quite.
common outdoors in.,grassy, areas.. The oldsi school boys Are Coached
in wrestling as a sport by the. teaches; an Competitions between

23. WRESTLING.

villages .(and between high schools) are beld3hring.the,Winter
(Nelson 1899; 339; Metayer 1966 :.
sport among Esitimos),.

24.

Andicate that is an ancient '

1

Played in teams by young men and adolescent boys.
s.
The standard rules of Vouch .football are followed.
TOUCH FOOTBALL.

25: STORYKNIFING. (storyknife is. aly....a.7eh). This is a game played only
iYan 1475 until_about 12 . ftirrsSouat in' a circle
11.y sirl R

, and,.take turns telTing stories to one Cariother.
a

°

The narrator uses

tableknife, stick, a flattened spoon-, or a piece of flat metal

filed- down from a strip Aland around a barrel or crate to draw
illustrations for her story in snow or mud. Illustrations
most frequently houses, furnishing, _and: cheraaters in the 'story,
but they also may be rivers, trees;_ fish drying racks and other

134

.

120
.
.

.

.

,,.

objects in the story setting. The houses are drawn in_whatI call
fraa above.
se
-,- .a crude "blueprint"' style, that, islarcol
Ari illustration follows below. -- -Human characters are drawn belowas-well.' Stories....e.re',
ones the girls make. up- themselves
__---- ,
*

.

,

lising-their own activities, Movies they have seen, dreams, ,and
elements from European fo3.ktales learned, in school at sources for
.
ideas. Two examples. follow..
.
This is Emilr's house' '(names are fictitious)... This is
the door and this---is another:door. This is the hall,
and this is closet) and. this is the clothes, and. this_ is
.--my grandma's bed. This is dIothesrthis, is :the' alothet;
and this is table.. This is clothes; and this is 'cup-

_...2______-.

1

.

.

,

board; and this' is basin; .and this is Harriet's bed;

.

and

we play buttide; and we go (in) -water ., Ma -Melissa and
.RUth\in.therel- and then we hide, Sally and me, -'we hide
under the 'house, and .we. laughed .andAge said "doi" (which
means "the, end" .or "enough") . . An then, go, out k and they
do .like,this--go this yiay;_go this ,way'. He went go 'run
.,

.

and he said, "Jane, -Salk," 'and this is water, this is i
water too '(puddle) and water,, Water.. 'Melissa and Ruth,.
"Sally,, Jane." And they go' around, no, and heli serious.

.

'Melissa ana,Ruth; under the ,house. Sally and 'he. They.
see; us, and we laughed; and, we throw. :rater Doi. (told
0
by a -9' year old 'girll'it.
.
.

.

,
,c

.

Once upon a tiine there 'was '3 girls and 2 boys,..c Anztheir
mother; and they, ,don't have babies, and they. don't have
any dads; and brother said, 41I'm going to,'be dad,, and
you gonna (have) big stomach, and we gonna -have little
baby:" An she gp to Anchorage,.and they- get baby, and

the,,dot little'tiny baby, and the kW,s,were very

.

happy'

and go to bed and .she eat some candy and gb to movie ,and

Very; Very happy, and go to bed and she,eat some candies
and sleep. She sleep, sleep, sleep. And the mother saw
The end. (told by a 7 year
the 'gig bear' and Shoot

old girl)

r
In addition to tplling storif_s with the storykiiife, girls also have
drawing contests in which they each draw a -figure or a suit of

*
i

i 'clothes.' An exampke is below., of a dress ,which Vat -being, drawn' hy
each girl. In 'another form ,oe the gime, girls take turns drawing
the "blueprint" outline of a village house and -its Alrnichings.
.The others try to guesshose house it is.. In 'another guessing
game with the storyknife, girlt draw something, often .a facial
featUre or part of the anatomy, in such a way that it-is not easily
, raOkizsble, and the other try to guess what it is. For _example,
was a leg.- They'also place leaves,'
raa----awas eyebrowd and
grass or other-objects in the mud, wipe the knife-across-it, and

then lift it up.to see the imprint. Storyknifing is very common
in the summer.

a

A
a louse
....._

or

0

-4

.

.

adult
character
,

..,

::

baby-'

ess

,,

.

A middle=aged woman described the way stOryknifing-was- played-when
she-was yOung.. The storyknife itself va -carved pf.i3iory4 wooai,

.

-or

antler- by a father or other male.

:\

The.'torieS.toWthen-were
.:(1) an- la,wOmiiiCandter

uswilTy'aboa one of four subjects:
granddaughter; We hero of the village, auc :as-amen-who Was a
°, great.hunier;-_(3) traditionaltolktalest (4) g §irt the -girls them°
.hothei. .She
selveS theiryisita', trips, and things-in peop
these
old
kinds
mentioned that she never'hearalthe children' telii
...

.
.

-

.$

She eaid.thereAs anOtherd kerence as well

of .stories any =more.

now the_ .girls play this,game most frequently-iu-th .summer,_ whereas
out nitheporchin her youth it was more common in the
where there was_a thin layer .of snOWfin which:ifci'ar wr HOUses

c

OluStrated were'the traditional semi:subterranean 8:k:dwelling
with benches .i.-±oiffirt-h-e-Tiiiterior and

,HuMan.characters were

also

drawn Somewhat different

_:

I.
/
.

0

_..4.
aboriginal
house-

.

placeemarkeOrth_grasspati.

.

a grandparent'
or old person

trees

'0';
young
woman

...p,,e,.-.- -river----,---------'

hOuseCf

ie;"...

-

:Cachet,

.4
young
*man

-

arson

on a river

1

,

dtoryknifing is evidently an ancient game (Oswalt 1964), 'and it is
found only among Yupik Speakihg Eskimos. There are variations in
the symbols used for human
characters, but:fhe set ings are ilia- ,
,
Crated similarly in nearly all villages (Alter 197 ..; 1974).

,

26.

.1.

yoNoloom. This is a familiar commercial board g,me in which ' players move around the board to the roll of dice, ahkproperty On
which a player's piece lands may be purchased if it`is,unoyrded.
If it is owned,. he must pay rent to.the owner, /The standard rUlefi
are followed but I noticed that players. are v ry-casual about
buyiAg property and often pass up the oplqi ity to do..40,'7,if
played by adolescents. of both-sexes in shaij roups.
f

.27.

EYEWITNESS. .This is a commercial board game PUtchased at
It consists, of many cards on,ylifen-AtariouSssenes
-nlitive store.

havebeeLpainted.

The-"-leader"' selects a card' and ahoms it to;

the other'players for several seconds. Then,sWadmiriiiprs a
test,which cc,res with,the.game.to see hol54:541Wth defsii from the
pictures t-- players can remember. The'tine who remembers the most,
i.e., answers the most questions correctly,:is,the'vinner. This
)

N.

`
.

,

ls

.

122

.,

-,,,
- ..
-''''''''
,
,
game was played by -girls ages 8 'and 11 on the two ceasions 1..
:

..11

obs,eryed it.

s

,

.

.

,

.

.'

..,.t 0,

ws

,

'
.

J..

28.

D

POLLYANNA.

around the board is
again.. The first player tti 'moye all: 14.pieceS
women
and $men on ttte
....'the winner. This game- was played by:young
occa-sions
I observed it, but it was suitable for younger children
,...
and. may have been played by them whari I was not around-tb wa.
',The sex and' age of .players depends primarily upon who wn s tthe
-29.
30.

.

game.

.,
,_:,

;BATTLESHIP.
STRATEGO .

.,

.

"

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
i

,,

Commercial boatd .games known to me only as part , of a
list of gameS ' plaYed diiring one game, night at the

...

'.community hall. A girl-of 11 described the activities to me, but
..,

,

The object is to ,get. rid of
the same
ing them iii 3's or' 4's in consecutive numbers, within
Players
follow
suit or by the same number in ely'of the suits.
partners
individuals
prefer
tp
play
in
standard tales t but some
when,.there are four ,players. That is, "the o res _of the partners,
-which
are added together at the end of the game to determine USually
if
couple has high score and -is thus, the winningpair.
enjoy rummy,

i.

1.

.

there are two married Couples playing,, the. women will teamInup
.one
against the- men when it :comes time to tal the score.
nsisted
Viet
whoever
game I played,' a Man with a senseof hnmo insisted
had to Wear
had the lowest number of point's iii the previbuS hand
replaced" him as

....

hi-s mouth nail so 'eone else`
a piece of tape over
.1

.-

.

low,,point man. ;This wak a source of. g eat hilahty, and in Tact,
ne.aily'all gamed, I 'observed, or parti c' ated in were extreme.
amusing because of 'the' jokes and anti s of players ,,*especially

,

blatant cheating, with 'partners tryi g to outdo the opposingtheir
couple in their efforts to devise cever waysof revealing
hands to each other, with many a Hqheatue yelled in.eined
t ;
anger,
ow-the board, theri_
32. 5 CARD MATCH. A deafer sets out,5 cards face up
Tit
turn,
each
player
mhy.pick up'
deala'5..cards. to each player.
in
his"
(by
any of the cards on the board.yitch match cards When hand
a
player
is
laid
aside.
number), and all matching cards are
the
board,
ouD of cards and when all cart:ts have been rewired from
toput. aside
13 more are laid out or dealt.: The players coritinue
Children
Qf both
-the matching cards until the/deck is depleted.
sexes, approximately 8 to 13!, enjoy this game. Cards are not
traditional among Eskimos slid were introduced by Anglo-American:-.4

13x'

.

,1

.

.

I-. never saw the game played nor-heard anyone mention it again. . ..
,.
,
.
,
ages 9=10 into adulthood
---31. RUMMY.. Two, three, 'or fotir players from
all one's cards by match;.--

tif.
._

.,.

b

-"
A commercial board .game fot.-", 3, or 4 _players. Each
-player has 4 'pieces which he must move' completely around thespaces
....: board. back to his starting position (home).*The nniniper of.:and if -,'
each piece may be Moved. is determined bra roll of 'a die,
piece' lands on a spot: ocenpiedby ancitheV slayer' -s.:,
. a player's
piece,' the latter must return' to the -starting position and begin

,_

...

1
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or Russians, but I have no information on the origin of this
-particular game. 1l'his and the one following are quite similar,
and stateinents by local residents led me to think..it may have
"-been. ,cre4ed in this -area. \

.-

-

A card game for 2 or 3. players. The Sokers are
reiffoilea from the deck, and 8 cares .are laid out face Up in 2
rows- of 4 cards eadh. Each'playet is dealt 4 cards., In turn,
each player tries to match, by number., one of his card t with one
he can make a .match, he takes)/both cards and
on.the board.
places them in a stack in front of him. If he loannot make a

33, TAKE AWAY.

match, he must place one of the cards in his hpd on'the board,
and another player takes a turn. -If (any player cazinot match. a
card on the board, he may try to match the top card in one of
-elle-other piv,ers!--stacks-e.nd -add-it-to his o1. en alh-711p-layers are out of cards, they are dealt 4 more. each. The board fs
also replenished, until the deck is depleted. T4e, player at the
end of the game who hits the most cards laid aside is the winner.

.

34.

ESKIMO SOLITAIRE.

One player plays alone. -The entire detkemi`nus

jokers) is laid out in 13 stacks of 4 cards each. The-last card
to be put down is turned face up and placed at the bottom of the
stank with 'which ,it corresponds. That is , the first. stack is. for
A.cs, the second for 2's, the 3rd for 3's, and the last for icings.
If, for example, the last card-put-down is a 7, it will placed

. face up at the bottom of the seventh stack of cards. Then the
top-card-of-the-seventh stack-.1.-s-turried-up-and-pl aced at-t
bottom of its correipopdiag stack. If it is a jack, for example,
it is placed face up at the bottom of .theelevezelth stack. This
.

sorting process contthues until all cards are in appropriate
stacks. I was told that in order to really win -this game, a
player must finish with the kings, that is, the final card to be
turned over must be a king.

'

.

I was unable to learn anything about this
game., for I observed it only once, and the participants said they
did not know its name. The opportunity to ask them about the
rules did not occur. An adult woman and man ':ere kneeling on the
floor. One would violently throw down carus, one at a time,
until the other player could throw down one. I was unsure of the
pattern, 'but it seemed that one could throw down-a card which
matched the last .one thrown by the opposing player by number or
suit. The play alternated between them, and it seemed that if
no one could match the last card thrown down, whoever had thrown
it kept throwing more cards until his opponent could match it.
Each player had a full deck at the start of the game.

35:

Al UNKNOWN CARD GAME.

,..

13'
.

*

-
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Games J5 through 38 were played during a game night in thecommunity
nall,.,prganized by older teen-age boys for the young children after a
'storm which.had kept them all indoors for several days. .Both sexes
Participated in the games, and this was the only occasion on which I
observed theSe particular,gamea.
,

3,6.

,

OBSTACLE COURSE. the floor is turned into an obstacle course
using oil drums, buckets, and boxes. Then'5 or 6 volunteers are
led out as a group and eecluded where they cannot catch what is
happening inside. One at a time, they are-brought back in
blindfolded to run the course. The volunteer.is assisted by
teen-age boys who hold his hands and tell him when to jump over
an obstacle, pulling him up by the arms to assist him in getting
over it. It was _quite amusing to spectators because after the
1-ica-unteers-had been led-oat-1-Pd]. the-obstaclea_had been cleared
away, so the volunteer was making great efforts to jump over
nothing.

!

,

37.. SCISSORS-STEP RELAY. Two teams are selected from volunteers:
ne first member of each team must go the length of the room and
back using a.scissoii-ifeh-he-rethenS-to-his-iine_of__.
mates, the next in line runs the Course. The first teamto.finish
wins.
38.

BLINDFOLDED ON A STICK. Four.pr five volunteers are secluded OutHe is told
Each is brought in, lone at a time, blindfolded.
tide.
3
feet
long
ep_ontoa stick approximately 3 inches wide and
which is held several inches off the
third young man places the volunteer's hands on his head for balahce, and the stick is raised another couple of inches, while-the
crowd yells, "Higher, higher." However, the third man, with the
volunteer's-hands Sti* on his head, "slowly lowers himself to the
floor, so the volunteer thinks that the.stick is being raised '..
over the'third man's head.' Then suddenly the third, '\1 an moves
e volunteer
away, leaving the volunteer balancing on the stick.
many\feet
to
loses his balance and jumps-what he thihks will be
from
it:'
Spectathe floor, but in facthe is pnly a few inches
tors enjoy the.surprise (and relief) of the volunteer when he

-'

_

.

floor-W-2-7..Oung--me-

lands.
39.

__-

DIZZY RELAY.' Two teams form single lines. The first member of
each team runs to 'the opposite end of the room, picks up a stick,
places his forehead on one end and the other end he rests on the
.floor. Then, with his forehead still touching the stick, he
turns around 10 times, runs dizzily back to his team, and the
second man in line repeats this. The first team to finish is the
It was amusing to watch the dizzy racers stagger back to
winner.
their teems.

4

?,
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m be.following,games were organized on the 4th of July, 1974, in 'a'.elear
.

grassy area at the south end of the village. .The entireyillagegathered, to watch-dutparticipate:
5' men volunteered to race about 20 feet.- In order
40: AlACKWARD RACE.
to_get.into poSitien,'they sat on-the:grobnd, then raised them.,
.selves -up on their hands and heels and moved-backward-inthis
This is an
position, i.e., facing away fro the
The man who
awkward position and looked fUnhy to the-Spectators%
the
finish-line
first
was
the
winner,
buteach
man
. arrived,at
fOuRanapiled prizes waiting for him at the end: cigarettes,
.

_epttonlgldves, candy;._

About- 10 women blindfolded:ad:_on_their-bands,
and knees,-crawl-from,the starting.line as fast, _as hey can.
apPieS;
Scattered---at2randoMahead_of___theiLaremanylprizeat
shampoo; and, crackerjacks.. The object is, to tihd,asinanY-trites
as possible by: feeling apund in the grass' for, them. This game'iS
also highly amusing because the women Iose-their Sense of direc-,
-tion and often wander off into-the crowd ..of smectathiS or bump
into each other or grab prizes at the same time and struggle to
-----VaIt-thtm-awayfrom each-other-I_In_addition, men sometimes jump
into the field and tease the women by placing stones or debris.

--,- 41,

-BiaNDFOWSKARCH.

in their reach. in ordertO trick them.
42:

HAMMER THE NAIL RELAY. Two teams of 5 men and women, mixed, line
up. The first member of each team runs a short distance to a
board, picks up a hammer lying, lext to it, and drives a nail
into the U6tifd;-then runs-brackLbo4ris-team,----The-second man the
does the same thing. The first team.s.to finish is the winner.
The women had some difficulty. driving the nails in straight and
were thus a gre-t source of amusement for the crowd. All players
receive prizes.

43

APPLE EATING CONTEST. Two teams, one consisting of 3 men and the"
other of 3 women, were each given an apple for each player. :The
firgt team to eat all its apples was the winner. -All players
received prizes%

44.

-45.

HIGH JUMP. Several young men volunteered to have a contest. Each
in turn jumps over a ,rope which is raised successively higher. If
a man misses his 'jump or touches the rope, he is out. The last
:-man keeps jumping until he, too, misses. This is a running free
jump; no pole vault is used. All contestants-receive prizes.

OVER AND UNDER RELAY. Two teams, one of boys and one, of girls,
from approximately 10 to 16, lime up in two rows A bucket of water
is'passed down each line, over the head of one man, between the
legs of the next, then up over the head of the third, and so on.
When the bucket redches the last person in line, he-runs to the
front of the line and begins passing it down again. This contin1.
1

.1,40

1
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ues until the original first man is back at the head of the line.
Thd firsteam to accomplish this is-the winner. All players
This was the only time I' observed, this game
receive; prizes.
played outside of,school. It was a frequent game during glassroom parties pr game time when a,teacher organized the activities.
4

Childreh-who &Aid-ride abike race three at a
%
time down the course Of a field, around a man standing at the
end, and:back to the starting line. The first to return is the.
_winner. Both' boys and girls race, 'but only one sex at a time in
each race. Three adult men also had a bike race which left the
crowd aching from limghter because 2 of them. dicinot know how to
_ride a bicycle and kept falling over,. a,l,-playersreceive prizes.

46,- BICYCLE RACES.

.

I

.

I

47.. FOOT RACES. All children are invitedto.participate in several
foot races down the field, around a man sitting'there; and back
fill-r-whi Tartlei-pate-14-n-pr-izes,itevento-the
gtaTting; line.
1
though the first over the line is the winner.
1

,.

.
.

.

48: THREE-LEGGED RACE. Adult men in pairs each have one leg tied to
a partner's. They run down the field,.around d man stationed
there, and back to the starting line. The first pair to- return
is the winner. .-Five das-after-this race, I-saw-two bOys with
their legs tied in this manner running through the village.

--

.

1.

The tfollowing games are ones I observed at-school. With only one .
exception, I never saw or heard of any of them being,played in the
village.
i

49 "'CAMELOT.

A commercial board game owned by the school, this was'

-- played by the 6th, 7th, and 8th graders indoors during school

recess.
50.

51.

All but two players join hands to form a circle.
The remaining.2 are the cat and the mouse. The cat chases the
mouse, who weaves in and out. of the circle of players -to escape.
The circle players help the mouse by raising their linked arms
fOr him to pass; but they try to bar the cat from following. When
the cat catches the mouse, 2 other players are chosen by the first
cat and mouse or the teacher to be the next cat and mouse. This
gaMe was played once, so far as know, outside the school buildIt was played at a village festive bonfire.
pigi.
dIAT AND MOUSE.

3ALL ROLLING RELAY. Two teams form 2 lines. Each has-a ball which
they roll along the floor between their legs until it reaches the
last man in line.. He then runs with the'ball to the head of the
line and begins the ball rolling back again. This continues
The
unti4 the original first man is back at the head of the line.
team to do this wins.
firs
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'FARMER IN-THE DELL; LONDON BRIDGE,
:games are plardin the preschool.

These familiar children's
I never saw either played i n.
.

the

.

.9tgwf.;--AND DOG. This is a tag game. All but 2 players are
Two hold 'hand* ankare-the. '"treee
, .,--divided into groups-of
while the.third stands -between- them. -and- is a sqUirrel. *The
remaining two students are, a dog and a squirrel The dog chases
the squirrel -until 'the squirrel runs to- 2- trees- where he is
-.safe. -The squirrel who is already there_ must leavej04:-be

I am not clear on this finat p04. but I
-think that the squirrel who is caught then, becomes the dog:
is ,Played an/all grades._
chased_ -by the dog..

.

All but -two
The' °
circle
join
hands
to
:form
-tudent.S., one 'boy and one girl,',
The
object
of
-ale
retaihrng two, jadob and Rutheiare blindfolded:

JACOB AND RUTH,

knOwn as ABRAHAM AND :SARAH.

.

for Jacob-to cktch Ruth, which-lhe dOeS bY'fbliOwiiig-- her
game
voice when she, answers, "Jacob" every-.;time he Calls,
When he catches her,, a _new .gone begins, the- next Jacob\and Ruth
being chosenby the former 'players -or -by the teacher.
55.

A line is drawn diitheladakboard? and'al -playersside of the line is
- line up single file facing-,the -board.- ;On one
Thecteacher
calls
out "Larld" or
Land: and on the other is Sea.
LAND AND SEA.

t}e line.
- "sea" and players 'must step to the apprOpriate side -of
'pilayed
The
game
is
Those who step. to the wrong side are out

until all players but one, the winner, are out:
56.

45.

1

COUPLE TAG. All but 2 players form a circle by joining' 4nds
The remaining 2 hold hands and walk aroUndsthe outside "of1 the
circle until they decide to tag another couple by tapping/ their
joined hands. Then the tapped pair and tile :\fikst couple ;race
around the outside of the circle in opposite directions .1 The
first to reach the space.,? eft by the tapped Couple takesthat
and
place, and the other couple must then walk around the
tap someone else.

has been
OVER AND UNDER RELAY. Played often at school, this game
previOusly described in numerical sequence.

The following games are ones no longer -played in Tununak, so far as I
residents who had
could determine. They were described to me by older
played them as children.

- 57

JUGGLING (pingaitariluni-juggling with 3'balls; malrotagluniThis was formerly played by teen-age
juggling with 2 balls).
It was normally a
girls, although some boys did it occasionally.
using
balls
made
of
mud
and
grass. The
summer outdoor-activity
go
along
with
the
rhythmn
of
participants sang little songs to

142

air as long
of juggling. The object was to keep the balls in the
dropping
them.
,as possible without
5

.

PRISONER'S BASE (thanamanak). .A playing,field is establiShed by
drawing 4 circles in the. earth at indeteiMinate distances as
'jail

77-",
''

7 hdile:
,

0 home; '.-.
,.....1

1

-1; [...--i,=7/

-414_,.......,,,!:..;

.:

,...fil110

i__..4,-....,.....r.
IJAimiP.
lig-A.4dffie7(
Two teams colipeie; eacif
ase,
opponent
One
entire
team,runs
around.
the'
( itadhuik).
This
is
priMarily
a
chas-'
_trying not to get ,caught by, the enemy.
team'iS pUt in
ing game-, and,anyperson tagged 1).s. the
until
-all ItS members
One
team
runs
again
and
again
their jail.

Noone-AihO_deSEtibed_this
rule
that_
ajunner
who,sUcCeeded in
game to me mentioned the
gettirig around the enemy'shome three times could tree Oheof_his
own captured team members, but thg is Mentioned-by GlasSford
'(1970: 315) as a rule in the game' played by Eskimos at Inuvik.
Once all members of a team are captured, the gaMe iover, and.a
new game begins inwhich the teats roles are. reversed. 'This,was
Playedby-both boys and glia-bett.feeh the ages of 16 and 14
approximat'ely,
59.

60.

61.

-

It
THIMBLE TOSS. A middle-aged woman described thiS game to me.
used tobe played by children and adolescents. Any nuMber'of
thimble
playersis permitted. EaCh player takes a turn tossing the
into the. air. The object-is to get it to land hole-side-down.
The one who can do this most often is.the

Nelson (1899:
RING TOSS or HORSESHOES. Ring to'ss is mentioned by
_333) who said the Eskimos wove grass rings for'the gafte. Pairs or
individuils compete to toss a ring or horseshoe Over a stake implanted some distance from where they stand. The distance is not
People in Tununak told me that the store used to sell
fixed.
plastic and metal horseshoes for this game. The winner is the
player who succeeds in getting the ring or horseshoe over the
stake most often.

A target was made from a
DART TOSS. This game is for 2 players.
wooden'stick to which 2 thin wooden loops were attached. One
loop is larger than the other. Thin wooden darts'are flipped in
the air. If one lands in the larger hole, the player slaps his
opponent's hand once- If the dart- lands- in the 'smaller-loop, he-slaps his opponent's hand twice. I was told that this game.was
Another
played only by children,'but disappeared many years ago.
individual described the game somewhat differently. The target
holes had been carved.. A
.was a piede or wood into which

4

...

_

-

"receives 5, -points for throwing his dart -into the sMaliest
.3 points for hitting the medium . size hole; and.2 points fOr-lhe'
largest hole. At the end of the game, the piaYer with the largest
,number of ,points hits, his opponent 's hand- as many- times aS.'he had
.point s -.

A player links one finger with.-One "ot 4.i.' 4136444t,s-_,
fingerS,. The two men then pull as- -.hard'.as they can an opposite
-.uiroctions,, trying to pull the opPorient over-,a_ line sir -**6- him

62. FINGER PULL.

,
-

-,63,

'64.

let: go,.. The one '-who succeeds .in- doing. this:;is the winner
Sometimes players have `support- froth friends who grasp their around'
'339);.
the Waist.and chest,t6
help>'pnli '('Nelsi:?ri. 1899:
..,
.
-

.

This is -similar to finger pull .aboie' but players

D- PULL

h,Cild. hands_ :rather than-link fingeris (NelS6n. 1899.:-.337<)

':

rope
Two teams of men -each -iloidihg,ciiiiipsiteeric4,bf
-draWn as the bOundary..'between:
try to pull each -other over
them. The team who is pulled across the Tine 1oSes: .:(NeISOn
.
338; Lantis 1946: 11 Metayer 1966.: 11)..
TUG OF 'WAR..

-

65'.
t

,

Only one :middle=aged-VOthanmentionedthiS gathe.totie,
on it:
,
and I have not foUnd additiOnal information
_approximatelx 3 feet by 4 feet,, -open at the top, was constructed
with a' wall down the middle of at At the bottom .centet,of the
middle wall .and the opposite Sides of the :boX were -Stall: holes..
Two players, each with a stick through the hole at his ..irid of the
box, attempted to push a small' ball.' through the middle hole to
BOX -HOCKEY.

his opponent's side, while the opponent tried to preent the ball
from coming through the hole to his' sideof the box. If a: player
succeeded in getting the ball over to his opponent's_ side; this
was a goal point for him. Adults and children of both sexes were

.6

said to have ,played -this game outdoorS in the summer:

66.

SILENCE.

I. have no information on age and sex of players.

A

rhyme was recited by all participants.. -It was translated for me:
"Over there, over there,, is a lousefand WS behind the sandJ
as the last word
spit. We'll kill it, and that's- all.." As soon
The
first person to
could
talk.
of the rhyme was spoken, no one
do, so -was the loser and.' was usually given some ugly name.

An aboriginal game was Played with
thin.eirvedstiCks of wood. Later, it was played with thatches.

67. 'JACK STICKS or JACK STRAWS.

:

The sticks are dropped in a pile on the flor, and_playeill.tOte.
-other-:
-aime--withont-moving -any-other`
_____turns removing -_t hem,l_one_at.--t
If
a
player
is
successful,
he
taked
than the one being picked up.
he
must
pass
another turn. If he -aceidently moves another stick,
The
.game
continues
until
all
the
the turn to the next player.
sticks have been picked up. The player who has picked up the most
wins. I was told that this 'game disappeared in Tununak in the.
'early 1950's (Nelson 1899:. 333).

i:Yi-,.

,
,

6;

This is a male contest of strength. A. man bends
legs, traight, and puts-hiS-iight, arm
at the hips; keeping
-hank,: he
raSp
grasp -his left .wi'ist. With his
behind
his knees. to g
'This,
carry
'at-ross
the
room.
men
.holds onto a stick Which, 2 other
is
hanging
upside
he
the
floor;
off
means- that when he is lifted
Own. The man who is-_,carried the Iarthest -without letting' go- is
s..
,
.
the winner-.

dijitiG ON A 8-TICK.

..

x
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ALL AROUND THE MULBERRY 'BUSH..., LONDON BRIDGE; :MUSICAL CHAIRS;

PICK UP STICKS (JACK STICKS) were games glder peOple
playell in school dui:lag their childhood'.

4

45

said ...were

APPENDIX B

A List of Plat Activities -.of iUnunak Children.

Played .in,

1.1.Mmer-

,Cut,a- piece, of eggshell and attach a feather to it, then thrOW

up

in:the',grass

)*-044-0 with local claY
blankets over Oil drumt
-60tChtinY
tiSh
in
ponds
,
piA*inU5Vie
wade in
each other ,in watsOns

build "sand castles" on the, beach)
bury- each -other in and with a hollow grass to breathe through
roll down the hill, then try to walk straight

roll clownhe hill in a barrel
-611rOw: balloons Tull of water at passersby
throw frisbeeS.

,

skip r_ ockg on :water

shoot slingshots
ride bicycles and tricycles
shoot water guns,

Played in Winty
noakcheeluta-put snow into mouth to4rielt it, spit it on the bottom of
p to let the water freeze, and slide down
boots which are hel
'
hill
throw snowballs
ski
ice skate
sled

jump from house roofs into snowdrifts
make tunnels in snow
.

push each other' down hills: and ,banks

slide down snowbanks on seal skins (to clean-them)

146
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ELPLII111111
shoot, bows and arrows
balance -on exposed meter pipes
-thrpW spears of wood or made froM tiffltertoYs
play with plastic soldiers or farm animals
dress. p.arents' clothing.
ivory faces and
play with dolls.. In the old days these were made with
skin clothing. Children map little featherbeds for themand
collected stones and\earth to'cook";meaiS for them. Dolls were
both.malg and female.and-were manipulated:throughfamily-roies-of
mother, father, babies, etc. BOthjjoys-and.gi=rlsplayeArdtiri-----tug-ether,the-bOyiWorking-with the inale dolls and-the girls witfi
the female 40141) TOday both Sexes play,with.doilS,ralthoUgh it
is much'More common among girls. They use commercial dolls, and
the most popular are the "BariAen and "Kan" dolls, and for boys,
too, the "G.I. Joe" dolls. The'occasionson which I saw childrdn
play with dolls were ones on which the dolls were manipulated
through roles as adults rather than used as pretend infants for
the players, themselves. Girls made clothes i>theimdolls, and
much of their activitiy involved,dressing and,unUeSsing them.
.

* cowboys and Indians
4 church
* dentist

A

/

movies
house
4- store
* school:

.* war

* indicates sOciodramatic play

.

14.e4

.1

t.
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APPENDIX

c,

List of g.ob _and Offices 3

Elective Offices (political)

--

Full-timeJobs in Tununak
'lhabyi.itters for,Schoolteachers (2)
.
.schodl janitor
school-Maintenance:man,,store-manager
.
.- store clerks (2)i.
ti

-

Wiennirlines.a4ht%

council president

vicepresident
sdcretary
treasurer
member.

.

.

'ostmaster;, asSiStant pog-tal clerk

teacher aides (3)

-\..

School cook
Other Elective Officed
and Volunteer Positions

Part-time Jobs
0
medical aide
assistant medical aide
AllEC operator
assistant AVEC'operator
.*
social work aide
assistant Wien airlines agent
adult basic education teacher
any poM.tions)
National Guara
,

-.church council members
church.coUnC11 officers
school board members
school board,president
lay,deacons
catechism`teachers

assistant policeman
:airport manager

village corporation administrator
magistrate
Neighborhood Xouth Co6e.(as many
as money permits)

4

k.'

tt
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APPENDIX .D

Examples of the Use of a 'Idle Model in Game Analysis

Tag 4(

:,

...
.

ole Relationships (structure)
audience not normally present
1. Relation of actor to audience:
one role'is.differenti--2. RelatiOn of actor to other actors:
ated from, all counter roles. The, structure is as a central-._
person, the "lt," vs. all other yaayers1 one pursuer Vs. any
number of Acapees. However the interaction often takes
place in dyadic relationships as the "it" chases one'other
player;at a time.
none
3. Organization of teams:

__
1: Consensus of players no emit
'

Role Eicpectations.

information available.

Consensus ofaudienee.in regard to players:
,
mation available

2.

no' emit .infor.

A

.

Role Behavior. .

Control: no. rule based control or power
a. type: dependent exclusively on player'S individuaLskill
as a runner, thus a fast runner has more control overslower runners than they'have.over him in that he has
more choice ih deciding who he willtag to be,the"next
'

,

"it."
Role distance:

2.
3.

Roleattachment:

*Varies with eg4-game, but generally
'players appear to be attached to
)

their roles
generally absent, as 'age and sex of player
4. Role conflict;
noteappeai to affect game behavior; nor does game role
cohf4ct with:non-game role.
44
5.' Interaction effects': -the ",it" often chases his- or ,her best.
friends, 'Other interaction occurs when a player 'Of players
taUht the "it" to challenge hip.: This often results in the
"it" -chasing the challenger and creates a heightened sense
.

.

.
.

df competition':
it__\
.

.

'.
Role Recruitment
hag only very slight effect on recruitment:
1. Social prestige:
popular persomamOng the children may initiate the game by
...

,
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a

1
4

beginning to chase.sotileo ne,,and because, the; others like him,
they will'join-the:;gaine. Social, prestigeLmay alsajave-

0.ight

effects oh who will be chased,, as the "it" gten----

chases Irilis'Own beSt friends.- .

2.

Playing competence:,.-hs a strong effect -on tecfatment; slow.
easily tagged while fastrunners-&tn-chOose to
runners.
M
escape.
Game-mecharismg: 'rules of the .game

.1

-1.

.-__

for :the teiection,

of the-"iW\he is always the player-taggeeby-theformer '
"it." 'There Are no' prescribed rides for the s,02.6ctrOn Of
the fist. "it;' in a tag,game,
y
4

'4

Role TUnctions
1.' Eufundtion: -ggise Provides, healthy .physical actiVitst'and,
:...
soo.4A-Interac4?n-in large groups.
-,
,'
or others lallo'are'SlOW,runnels2. bysfunctiOn: young
or.:-------:---------;-7:
may experience frUstration in theix attempts to
.0.
empirical,data-todemoha-trge
this.
flee, but I have no
.

.

.
-Role Clothing and Sitna
I
oftennonal,although in some games the
Names:
1.
a "ghost." ".
2. Equipment: none,/
,
i
3.. Costume or dress: nose
l',

___

,.

,

.

"it"

is'cillel

I

)

.

, .

s

,

Situation of Interaction (setting)
Spatial: no boundaries or limits
1.
2.. TeLporal: none
3. Movement pattern and direction: Inovement.patterns are
sporadic and fast; As the "it" chadesone other. player, the
If the "it"
...rest-may relax temporarily and remain:..,' 'I
Moveritenti
diSterges from
briefly.
zrovis tired,,he.Siay pause
,
th4 "it," wherever he is.
.
*

.

,

- -

Hide and Seek

...*

;

13

.J

u
.
.T..,

.

Role Relationships (Structure) 4
1. -Relation uf.actor to audience: no audience normally present
Relation of actor to .other actors: 1 players divided into
2.,
two taame,as hiders
j
4,
3, Organization of teap:
have little relatioriWithin
one
team,
player
and seekers.
ship to each other because all hiders go '.separately to hide;_
then seekers.search simultaneously but separately for then./
.

.

.

.

.

-Role Expectations
no emic information available
1. Consensus of players:
information available
2. Consensus of audience: no emic
,

s
.

,
,..,

.

.

7 Role pehaviOr (style of perforMan e)
'1.
ContrOl: none
_.,,....
-only very young playeis appear to have
an
T
distance:
2. .Role
---,3,
Role attachment ) cliff' uitieS since they may be afraid to
hide alone and often giv themselves away by making noises
or laughing.
4. _Role conflict: Again,-very yo g children may be unable to
divorce their role as sibling. f om that of hider and want to
remainwithaw1 older brother or later when hiding.
5. .Interaction ,effects: ,good frien s may select to be on the
same team, otherwise player interaction doesC-ot affect the
...
.r
-course of the*game.
.

.

,

.

.

.

-

\

.
Y

ole Recruitment',

.

±

Social prestige: little or no effect except insofar as
friendS may wish to be on the same team:
...
\
no effect.
Playing competence:
.-\
Game mechanisms: no apparent :mechanisms govern the selection
But once\Seekers'haVe
'of members for- each team initially.
found,all,hiders, game rules.pro:tide_for dreversalo of team,

1.

'2.

.

.

-

.3.

\

,

.

roles; the seekers then become the hiders,.

Role Functions
1. Eufunction: seekers may experience feelings of-power and
.,-security over hiders, but I have no empii.ical data to demonstrate this.
feelings of-insecurity and mild fear may be
Dysfunction:
2.
experienced by hiders until they are.found, but I have no
b
/
empirical evidence to demonstrate this.
...

Role Clothing and Role' Signs
1., Names: none
2.
Equipment: none
none
Costume or dress:
3.

Situation of Interaction (setting)
indoors or outdoOrs, Atilt no boundariesor zones.
Spatial:
1.
no iimitationslbut the temporal boundaries of
2.
Temporal:
each game are determined' by the length of time taken for all
hiders to be found.
Movement pattern and direction: hider'S diverge from a group
3.
of seekers in all directions siMultaneougly, as fast as they
'can.. The seekers diverge in all directions siMultaneousiy
from where they waited forlhiders to call "ready."
)

4

Storyknifing (#25)
Role Relationships,
"1. Relation of actor to audience:
Relation of actor to other actors:
2.

15.1

J.

the focal role is the
center of all activity.

Va.:
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3.

Other players form an aUdienCe of potential olayerAW'
Organization -of teams: none

-Tole Expectation's'
Consensus-6f players: no emic information available
1.
Consensus of audience: no auto information available.
2,

Be-

havior/indicates that focal roles -- narrators - - attempt to

tell interesting stories and illustrate them in a cOnventionalimanner. Audience is.expeCted to listen politely.to
stories and not interfere with,th'e.narrator's performance.

-Rol& Behavior
1.

L

Control: minimall.but in hands of the narrator of foCa1 role
bipe:. narrator is the- only one-taliking*ile-othera must
a,
,

nate'

.

this depends upon her ability.tbentertainRole-distance: there.is rarely any for the narrator:

b, lamonnt:
2.

-..Listeners'"- attention may wander if theleare distracted.
Role attachment :, narrators seem most attached to roles in
games ,observed.
Rile conflict: miniMal and occurs onlylfa narrator or
4.
3.

ai'l

stener has the care of a younger sibling/who is wandering
Then a\conaway or getting into some kind Of diffibulty.
4flictbetween,role or player and role of babvitter
5. ,Interaction effects: ,generally very amiable with no friction. Narrators who tell stories about activities -they have
shared with other players present increased feelings of
friendship and camaraderie.
Role Recruitment
Social prestige:- effects of this are slight, only insofar
1.
as girls who like each other and are good friends, enjoy
this activity together.
2.
'

3.

Play competence: -% the best storytellers often -have. more

turns as narrators than poor (i.e., younger) storytellers.
Game mechanims: none

Rolf 'unctions
EuTUnction: storyknifing provides the opportunity for unsupervised social interaction of a verbal na re; creates a
limate for free expression of world view, and encourages
/creativity.,
'Dysfaittion7:

Role

none that I could determine.

1pthing and Role Signs
Names: none
211
Equipment: a storyknife
none
Costume or dress:
3.

1.

15?

Situation'of Interacion (setting)
1.

2.
3.

Spatial: a 'small area,.ately-2--feet square, in
which girls squatin a circle. The drawing area for story
illustrations is on the.gpunTimi,the middle of this circle.
Temporal:. no limits
Movement pattern and direction: players remain stationary;
the only movement is with hands and arms as illustrations
.2tr

are drawn.

N
N.
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